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FOREWORD
The Shell Case Shorts was a monthly short story competition that throughout 2012 on the wargaming
blog The Shell Case. I set it up as a way to encourage my fellow wargamers to write about the games
they love. Each month gamers/readers were challenged to write a story based on the various
wargaming IPs. The winners received a signed book donated by writers or wargaming companies and
their work posted on the site. In addition their stories have been gathered together in this anthology
which has been made available to download completely free of charge.
You may notice that I have included a piece of my own, on Page 52. I small indulgence on my part
but one I hope you won’t begrudge me.

DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to my wife for her patience over my obsession with little toy soldiers and my
need to spend most nights writing about it.
It’s also dedicated to the extraordinary group of people I have got to know over the last few years who
have gone such a long way to making me love my hobby more than ever.
#warmongers, this is for you.
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INTRODUCTION
It is one of the strengths of tabletop gaming, as opposed to video games, movies and other media, that
it is an interactive experience. You don't need programming knowledge or a mod kit to change the
rules, and you can pick and choose which elements of the background and story appeal the most.
Everybody that takes part has their own unique version of these created worlds, whether they play,
collect or read. An immersive setting depends upon having an interactive background; one that leaves
lots of room for customization and expansion whilst creating the ground rules for theme and tone. The
stories collected here celebrate this fact and all those who are published here, and those who took
part but didn't make the final cut, should be lauded for taking up the baton from authors and games
developers and carrying on from where the 'established continuity' ends. Hail them as heroes!
~ Gav Thorpe
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Hive Walker by Dave Cahill
A Warhammer 40,000 Story

A Watchman pounding on my office door was hardly news. My work as an enquirer sometimes
invited attention from the Emperor’s own. Bribes would only get you so far; a new recruit who didn’t
yet understand how the Hive functions, a commander freshly rattled by his superiors and so on. Any
number of dents could arise in my somewhat grey relationship with the Hive Law, leading to dents in
my door.
The look on the man’s face though, that was new. He was young, his armour still sitting
heavy on his shoulders, not moulded to his body in the manner of an experienced officer, his eyes
lacking the cold, detached look they so prided themselves on – always striving for the far grimmer
countenance of the Enforcers. In fact, he looked nervous and almost…sympathetic? Something was
up.
‘Citizen Mak Talton.’ It wasn’t a question.
‘Yes sir, at the Watch’s convenience and service, as ever.’ Pays to fawn sometimes. The
young Watchman just looked embarrassed.
‘Sergeant Jarrak sent me.’
Jarrak and I went back a ways, had a good working relationship, so far as an enquirer and a
well-bribed Watch officer could. Odd that he hadn’t come himself.
‘Ah. What can I do for the Sergeant, sir?’
‘I’m afraid it’s your father. There’s been an…incident.’
Ah Throne. What had the old bastard done now? ‘Sir, I can assure you, no harm or disrespect
was intended – he’s an old man, his wounds, he sometimes has trouble-’
‘It’s not-’
‘I can redress any damage he’s-’
‘Citizen, your father is dead.’
I noticed his left boot was worn, the armaplas plating over the instep dented and scratched
where it wrapped down to the armoured sole. Administratum recycling equipment again, few supplies
making it this far down-hive. I wondered what had become of the boot’s previous owner. Senior
enough to rate fresh gear from a rare resupply? Transferred up-hive? Or just dead? Dead. He’d said
the old bastard was- ‘Sir, what? Oh Terra.’
I sat down heavily on the nearest hard surface, which turned out to be the floor plating. The
young officer’s dented boots shifted uncomfortably in front of me.
‘I regret your loss, citizen. Sergeant Jarrak asked me to convey his similar sentiments.
Unfortunately he is currently… indisposed.’
‘Indisposed? What happened?’ Work the details. Focus.
‘The Sergeant is in the Infirmary. He was injured in the same incident where your father…
ah…’ Still nervous.
‘What incident? When-’
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‘There was an accident last night. Down-hive, near TrussTown. A partial dome collapse after
a localised hivequake. Your father was fatally injured, Sergeant Jarrak was also hurt’.
What the hell was the old bastard doing that far down? He’d never…
‘I see. Thank you, sir.’ An awkward pause.
‘The Emperor protects, citizen.’
‘The Emperor protects.’
The young Watchman cleared his throat, turned and strode back out into the dome.
I sat on the cold metal floor for another few minutes, feeling the thousand tiny vibrations that
bled through the Hive’s structure every second of every day. The Hive had a heartbeat – the interplay
of layer after layer of tunnels and domes, billions of citizens and vast ancient machinery spilling and
singing through the countless trillions of tons of adamantium and rockcrete that formed this manmade mountain. In places you could feel it as a tiny background sensation if you concentrated, in
some tunnels and shafts the Hive practically shimmered with it. Right then it seemed to ebb and flow
rhythmically. Soothing, almost.
I still remember the day he left with the Guard regiment. I can’t have been more than thirteen
years old, standing in the doorway of our small hab in the lower reaches of Hive City. He placed a
hand on my shoulder, squeezed. His flak armour creaked and rustled as he bent close. He reached
down and pressed something into my palm. An aquila pendant, one wing broken. His pendant, that I’d
seen him clutch in the dome’s Imperial chapel for as long as I could remember. One night, drunk on
Wildsnake a travelling peddler had brought it up from the Underhive, he told me that pendant had
belonged to my mother, long-dead and as much a myth to my young mind as the sky or the Emperor’s
Angels of Death. He never spoke of her again.
‘Work hard and stay safe where you can, son. Trust in the God-Emperor. I’ll be back
someday.’
Even as a boy, I knew well what the likelihood of that was. I resumed my work in the
manufactory, and Hive life carried on, as it has done for thousands of years. Ten years later, I left the
reclamatorium supervisor’s post and began work as an enquirer, hunting information and tracking
knowledge for those in need. Those in need with access to credits, at least. His face faded and blurred
in my memory, though his broken aquila still rested around my neck.
But he did return, twenty years on, almost to the day. A changed man, scarred, grim, still
suffering from wounds received in action against Chaos cultists on Terra knew what hell planet. It
was obvious to anyone that the worst wounds weren’t physical. The once genial man was prone to
dark, silent moods and bursts of disoriented rage.
He settled in the outskirts of the dome, in a ramshackle hab not far from the edge of a void.
The isolation and the wide emptiness seemed to suit him, and his meagre Imperial Guard pension kept
him in drink. I visited the old bastard from time to time, and we maintained a relationship of sorts. I
wouldn’t say that we were close anymore, but he was the only father I had, and I his only son. We
shape what the Hive leaves us.
The office door sealed with a hiss as I headed out into the dome. I liked the outdoors. Some
hivers were troubled by the emptiness and open spaces of larger domes, but I had always felt a certain
peace out in the open, the giant girders and plates of the ceiling almost out of sight overhead, light
filtering down from a thousand different sources, the feel of the Hive wind shifting over my face.
Sometimes the Hive’s heartbeat felt stronger out in the open spaces, the vibration passing up through
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my boots and reminding me that I was a part of something larger than I could imagine, much like
Necromunda was just one planet of a vast Imperium.
Today though, my mind was elsewhere, more shaken by the news of the old bastard’s sudden
death than I’d care to admit. I would have to claim the body and organise a burial slot in a suitable
Wall, before the reclamatoria got their hands on him. First I wanted to know what had happened – the
Watch hadn’t exactly been forthcoming. TrussTown was some ways down-hive, bordering the upper
reaches of the Underhive. I passed through often enough in the course of my work, but he hadn’t any
connections down there that I knew of.
Sergeant Jarrak. I had to talk to Jarrak. The Infirmary loomed ahead, sharply arched windows
gazing down over the square, the tall edifice framed by two giant ducts that ran up into the darkness.
As I neared the building, the Hive’s subtle vibration seemed to shift and become stronger, setting my
teeth on edge and making me dizzy. Grief and stress could do strange things to a man’s imagination.
The disorientation became worse, and I dropped to one knee, snarling and pressing my palms down
into the trash-loam. Then the building exploded.
I left the dome and headed down-hive, my ears still ringing from the blast. The Watch had
showed up almost immediately, pawing the rubble like armoured rats as they searched for survivors.
A glance at the devastation convinced me they’d never find any.
A pair of Enforcers had stood to one side and watched, solid and grim as iron statues behind
their armoured face plates. Whatever about the Watch, I had no dealings with Enforcers if I could
avoid it. Seemingly incorruptible, no hesitation, no compromise, no remorse. Laying down Imperial
law in the Underhive, I guessed that’s how you had to be.
The Watch were talking about a promethium spillage and a fume blast taking out the
Infirmary. Ratshit. No accident. From where I’d been crouched in the open, I’d seen the flashing
ripple of the krak charges taking out the building’s supports, then a larger blast that demolished its
interior. Jarrak wasn’t going to offer me anything now that was for sure. Coincidence? I didn’t make a
living by believing in coincidence. Best stick to what I did make a living from and enquire further.
TrussTown took its name from the giant support it clung to – a vast and ancient part of the
Hive’s structure, over a hundred metres long and at least thirty wide, solid adamantium, spanning a
yawning void. Popular myth had it that the Shaft led all the way to the noxious Sump lake below the
Underhive. I doubted that, but the Shaft was undeniably impressive, a wide and seemingly bottomless
black pit with mutated bats swooping and the occasional servitor skull gliding about. The Hive wind
whispered up from the depths, carrying strange noises and wafts of foul pollutants. More than a few
hivers had met their end tumbling down into that darkness.
Above TrussTown, the roof was barely visible fifty metres up, dimly lit by glowing patches of
luminescent fungus. The settlement’s sole street ran down the centre of the vast girder, a lone strip of
light in the darkness of the Shaft. Habs and other structures perched several stories high on either side,
right up to the edge of the abyss. How half the place didn’t topple into oblivion was a never-ending
mystery to me. As one of the safer transit points between this part of Hive City and the beginning of
the Underhive, TrussTown was a busy trading and supply post, despite its constrained size.
The Dying Ganger was still going strong, old Harlon behind the bar, scared and affable as
ever. Much as TrussTown was a route to the Underhive’s dangers and opportunities, Harlon was my
route to the Underhive’s knowledge and secrets. He knew the Houses, knew the gangs and the
independents, all the players. I knew the Underhive below TrussTown, could practically walk it with
my eyes closed, but he knew the people, and that was always a harder pit to mine. He sympathised on
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the old bastard’s death, seemed shaken by it himself, though as far as I knew they’d never met. Good
man that way, Harlon – people he cared about, he took their burdens on himself. The destruction of
the Infirmary troubled him too – ‘Bad business, boy, bad business harming medicae and the sick.
Emperor frowns on that, He does.’ He seemed genuinely upset beneath his usual gruff but genial
demeanour. Compassionate man, for a hiver – a rare breed this near the Underhive.
With Harlon’s direction I soon had what I came for. An Orlock juve come up-hive to drink
the results of a big score gave me what I was after. The hivequake that killed the old bastard and sent
Jarrak to his doom in the Infirmary apparently happened in a small, partially ruined dome not far out
of town near the main Underhive tunnel route. The dome was uninhabited as far as I knew, but used
as a sometime meeting place and tradepoint for gangers, merchants and others. I’d done occasional
business there myself, bartering information.
I headed out of town, past travellers, merchants and workers traversing the wide tunnel
sloping to the Underhive. A few hundred metres down, I branched off through a large crack in the
rockcrete and entered a low metal-walled pipe passage, empty of traffic. Mushrooms squelched
underfoot as I entered the dome, pushing past dangling wiring and corroded pipes. It was small,
maybe a hundred metres in diameter and twenty high. A large corroded pipe rumbled quietly
overhead.
One wall of the dome had collapsed, shattered rockcrete and bent wall plating spilled out
across the floor. But there was no sign of the wider damage and buckled floor panelling I’d expect
from a hivequake. Somehow I wasn’t surprised. A quick inspection revealed the telltale blackened
scars of a melta charge on one of the supporting struts in the dome wall. Somebody had brought down
this section of wall deliberately.
I pressed my palms flat against the cold wall, feeling the hive’s familiar hum through my
fingers. The news of the old man’s death had gotten to me, and the feel of the hive’s ever-present
living bulk increasingly brought me solace, odd as that seemed. The minuscule vibrations almost
seemed to flow down the wall like running water. I crouched, running my fingertips along the iron
plating, straining toThe lasbolt struck the wall a half-metre above my head with a blinding flare, searing my back
as it passed. A hot-shot round, dangerously overcharged for maximum destructive potential. Sparks of
molten metal showered from the impact point, stinging my hands. Momentarily blinded, I threw
myself down and rolled behind a large fallen wall plate as another round exploded into the floor.
Today seemed to be the day for near misses.
I drew my laspistol, the familiar leather grip moulding into my palm. The second round had
come from the entrance to the dome, and I peered around my rudimentary cover, searching for a
target. Soon enough, I spotted figures moving in the shadows of the entrance tunnel. Gangers – House
Goliath, from the bared bulk of their torsos and flaring, spiked hair. Ambushed by a pack of gangers
in an abandoned dome? I should have been more careful, wandering around the edges of the
Underhive, broadcasting my presence in TrussTown.
More las rounds and some solid slugs clattering from an autopistol flew my way, less wellaimed than the first shot, flying wide and sparking off the floor plates around me. I returned fire, the
pistol twitching in my hand as bright bolts flared into the pipes around the entrance. I wasn’t much of
a shot, and I only had one spare powerpack. My situation wasn’t tenable – I didn’t know of any other
exit from the dome, I was outnumbered and outgunned, and it was only a matter of time before they
worked up the courage to close in and finish the deal. If they tossed a grenade or two…
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‘Get the bastard!’
‘You get him, you ratshagging juve!’
Charming bunch, Goliaths. Another glance over my improvised shelter confirmed there were
three of them, crouched around the entrance to the dome. Another solid round ricocheted off the
plating I hid behind, whining off into the dome.
‘Fellas, maybe we can shape a deal here? Credits for the taking, but you won’t find them in
here.’ It was worth a try.
‘Screw you, up-hiver! We’ll get what we came for!’ Or not.
The las-rounds flew in hard and fast – clumsy but effective covering fire. Sure enough, two of
the Goliaths roared and charged forward as their companion laid down fire from a lasrifle. This was it.
I glanced around, growing desperate. The pipe overhead rumbled softly again. It was badly
corroded…
I rolled onto my back behind the wall plate, sighting carefully down the laspistol’s brass
barrel. I heard the crash of the Goliaths’ boots as they charged across the dome floor, their
companion’s las rounds continuing to splash and flare around me.
My shot blew out a large section of the pipe’s underside, releasing a corrosive deluge of toxic
waste down on the unwitting gangers below. Swept off their feet by the searing flood, they didn’t
stand a chance. The wall of waste took them and ate the skin off their bones before they could even
scream.
Their terrified companion at the entrance screamed plenty. A few snap shots in his direction
had him ducking back down the tunnel. I jogged across the floor, my boots hissing as their thick soles
met the toxic gunk, my head spinning from the choking fumes, laspistol up and ready. The bulk of the
waste had drained off down drainage holes and gaping cracks in the dome floor, and the flow from the
ruined pipe cut off as suddenly as it began, a machine spirit somewhere sensing the damage and
sealing valves.
Leaving the dome, I saw the surviving Goliath stagger back out into the main tunnel in the
distance. Bastard wasn’t getting away that easily, not if there was a chance he was involved in the old
man’s death. I ran through the passage, out into the transit tunnel, down towards the Underhive.
The fleeing ganger made it nearly a kilometre further. He didn’t try to turn and fight –
fortunately for me, armed only with a pistol. I chased him across a high walkway over a hissing
steam-filled void, past a slag pit where curious miners looked on and guards raised their weapons,
along the top of a giant waste pipe that poured a waterfall of noxious sludge into a bubbling lake. I ran
him down at the far side of a small settlement in an ash-floored dome.
He had nowhere left to go. A large man, massively muscled as all Goliath gangers were, barechested but for those chain and webbing harnesses they wore, hair spiked high and stained a bright
purple – the flash of colour that had helped me track him all the way from the TrussTown tunnel. He
didn’t seem to be armed, his weapon lost when he’d stumbled on the high walkway. I raised my
laspistol.
‘You’ve run out of tunnel, big man. Talk. What’s the game?’
‘I swear man –nothing –just jumping hivers for credits, you know-’ He was lying. I took
careful aim down the laspistol.
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‘Okay, okay, them cloaks said you was sticking your nose in, told us to watch that dome,
anyone came through was to get the same as the old drunk-’
Simmering, glowing and bubbling like that sludge lake, the Hive’s vibrated in sympathy
through the soles of my boots, through the grip of the laspistol.
‘The old drunk?’
‘Yeah man, just some beat-down old hiver, they said he had something of theirs, we was to
get it. Said make it look like an accident, then that Watchman showed up following him. Nearly got
caught, but we blew the chargesHey man, you aren’t mad are you? Just some Watch-rat and an old guy, looked like he was half dead
already-’
‘Sure, some old bastard. I understand. Business.’
He started to relax.
I shot him in the face.
From that range, the lasbolt didn’t leave much behind, just that spiked hair, flaring up an even
brighter purple as the chemicals caught fire.
Not a smart move – he wasn’t any use to me now, and whoever hired him and his fellow
gangers was still out there. As I neared the corpse, I spotted the mini-frag he had clutched behind his
back, his thumb on the grenade’s arming stud. Smart move after all.
Then I noticed the floor hatch just behind where he lay, almost concealed by the ash and dust.
About a metre square and solid-looking, it had a brass gene-key locking mechanism attached. Didn’t
see many of those lying around no-account domes in the Underhive. Virtually impossible to pick,
gene-coded only to those- I glanced back at the sprawled Goliath.
The ganger was still some use after all. The lock clicked open as its machine spirit recognised
a familiar gene-key. The hatch hissed upwards, ash falling away as it rose. Warm, wet air and a foul
stench spilled up from the dark opening. I dropped down into the hole, knowing what was coming.
A girder swamp. These structures weren’t uncommon in the Underhive – the underlying
supports of domes, a low-ceilinged expanse filled with vertical girders. They often flooded with a
metre or more of stagnant water and waste, and combined with the heat from pipes and Hive tech
running through the floors, a fetid swamp developed. Deadly fungus, semi-sentient plants, crawling
and swimming creatures of the worst sorts. Unpleasant places, even by Hive standards.
I moved further into the swamp, trying to ignore the stink and the damp heat. Girders rose all
around me like the mushroom stalks of a real forest, a dense network of metal, almost completely
covered with moss, fungus and creeping plant life growing up out of the filthy water. I passed two
more ceiling hatches, both of which had been sealed from the inside with plasma cutters. Somebody
wanted this place to themselves.
The swamp was dimly lit by luminescent fungus and occasional glow-strips. As I waded
between the girders, I soon spotted a pool of brighter light in the distance, barely visible through the
dense forest of steel. There were crude structures of flak-board rigged between the girders ahead, a
camp of some sort. A raised platform provided a floor over the swamp. I moved closer, slow and
careful.
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Figures moved through the light, casting flickering shadows out amongst the girders. At least
two more Goliath gangers, and a hooded figure. The dead ganger had talked about ‘cloaks’. I heard a
soft splash close behind me, started to turnThe cold brass muzzle of a lasrifle pressed into my neck. Make that three Goliaths.
‘Move or you’re ratfood!’
‘Alright, easy, easy-’
A none too gentle nudge from the lasrifle was my only reply. He herded me in towards the
three figures in the camp, the other two Goliaths now covering us with their own weapons. One of
them cradled a plasma weapon. Nasty piece of work, sun-guns. A bit cumbersome and prone to the
occasional misfire, but those superheated globules of plasma will vaporise just about anything that
gets in their way.
Damned expensive though, beyond the average ganger’s trade-power by a long shot.
Whoever was hiring these muscle-bound idiots obviously spared little expense. I turned towards the
hooded figure.
He wore a dark cloak, containing more than a little flak-weave by the way it hung heavy and
stiff. The hood was up, but his soft pale face was easily visible in the light of the glow-globes. From a
distance, I’d thought he might be a Delaque – the pasty face and bald head under the hood resembled
that House’s trademark appearance. He didn’t wear their customary dark photo-goggles though, and
in any case, the ‘lackers and House Goliath rarely got along. Different philosophies.
A nondescript character, if it weren’t for the scars that crisscrossed his face. I wasn’t a
squeamish man by any measure, but that face disturbed me. Not just the ugliness of the scars, but their
pattern, something about it- I grew nauseous and dizzy as I tried to grasp the symbol they formed
across his face.
I wrenched my gaze from that disturbing visage and focussed on his eyes. They didn’t match
the dizzying wrongness of his scars, but they weren’t exactly right either. His left eye was dull and
dead – like looking into the eye of a corpse, if it weren’t twitching and moving. His right eye burned
with an unsettling intensity, seeming to stare right through my head.
Thoroughly shaken up, I glanced around, concentrating on the bulk and presence of the Hive
all around me, grounding myself in its endless layered complexity. My head cleared and the
disturbance eased.
‘Citizen Mak Talton.’ It wasn’t a question. His voice matched his appearance, a slightly tooslow, almost-rasping murmur that still somehow carried clearly.
‘Look, whatever you-’
‘An enquirer of some reputation. It would seem you have enquired too far, Citizen Talton.’
I waited. The Goliaths didn’t move, still training their weapons on me.
‘Like father, like son. Your father enquired further than he should have too. Where is it,
Citizen Talton?’
‘Where’s what, you Throne-damned freak?’. Pays to fawn, sometimes. Sometimes not.
‘The device, Citizen Talton. Your drunken fool of a father did not bring it to the tradepoint,
and died before he could… converse with us on the topic.’ This with a glance at the Goliaths, who
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paled and shifted uncomfortably. I had no idea what the hell he was talking about. Any valuables the
old man had owned were long ago traded for drink.
‘It’s gone. I threw it down the Shaft at TrussTown. Best get your rebreather on, freak. It’s for
the Sump now.’
‘You are lying, Citizen Talton. Lies are a familiar currency to me; do not think you can barter
with them here.’ He turned to the hulking gangers. ‘Secure him. We will… talk… further.’
Massively muscled arms took me in a crushing grip. The cloaked man moved forward,
reached for my head. This wasn’t looking good.
He placed his palms on either side of my head, his fingers pressing into my skull. His hands
were freezing cold, like a corpse in the chiller awaiting recycling. I could feel that cold spreading into
my head, numbing my mind. A buzzing seemed to build behind my eyes. A psyker, prying into my
head like a man peeling a mushroom stalk.
I reached for something, anything to fend off the alien wrongness of his intrusion. I felt the
Hive’s presence all around me, its bulk, its layered vastness, its myriad domes and tunnels and voids,
inhabitants and creatures and machine spirits. I felt the Hive’s hum, its vibrations, its pulse. I felt the
Emperor’s presence in the Hive, His strength, His power, His will. I let the Hive’s pulse flow around
me, through me, into me.
The hooded psyker snarled and ripped his hands from my head, the skin tearing where they’d
frozen to my scalp. The Goliaths released me and stepped back, wiping frost from their hands in
terrified awe.
‘It would seem your roots go deeper than most corpse-worshipping insects in this place,
Citizen Talton. Interesting. No matter, one greater than I will bring this conversation to its conclusion
soon enough.’
Still dazed from the experience, I had no idea what he was rambling on about. For that matter,
I had no idea what had just happened. But I knew exactly what was happening when I dived off the
platform and surged through the swamp water, ducking behind the most intact-looking girder I could
find.
Back on the platform, the frag grenade I’d taken from the dead ganger in the dome above hit
the flak-board with a dull thump. I tucked behind the girder, hunched low in the stinking water.
The grenade exploded with a crumping boom, blowing the platform in two, sending pieces of
flak-board flying. Then the powerpack of the Goliath’s plasma gun detonated. A searing blast of heat
sent a wall of water and steam rushing outwards. I emerged from the mess choking and gasping,
wiping foul swamp water from my eyes. The platform and structures were totally destroyed, the
Goliath gangers torn apart and cast into the swamp. Of the psyker, there was no sign – vaporised or
fled?
Either way, I’d had enough. The old man’s killers were gone, and I had barely escaped their
fate. Hooded psykers with bizarre scars that made a man dizzy to look at? I’d never encountered it
before – thank Terra – but I recognised the taint of Chaos. I knew when I was out of my depth.
I realised just how out of my depth I was when I found the psyker in the dome above,
crucified on a crossed pair of iron beams. His facial scars had been cut through and mutilated, deep
searing cuts that only a power blade could make. They no longer formed that sickening pattern. But it
was the large, stark ‘I’ symbol branded into his forehead that shook me but good. The Emperor’s
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Inquisition. A whispered terror in the minds of doubting men, the dark that dark places feared. No one
would ever dare carve that symbol who wasn’tI muttered the Imperial Creed as I fled the dome, heading back towards TrussTown and the
relative safety of Hive City. This wasn’t my business – I’d found vengeance and at least a few
answers, and even an enquirer knows some floor plates are best not lifted.
I found Harlon pacing the dust in an open area just short of the TrussTown tunnels. He was
waiting for me, and he didn’t look happy. ‘Boy, what the hell have you gotten into, you rat-brained
bastard?’
‘You don’t want to know, Harlon. Bad business. It’s done now.’
‘The Warp it is. It’s all over the public vox. You’re a wanted man. Enforcers are after you, for
Terra’s sake.’
‘What?’
‘Said you killed that Watchman Jarrak and a bunch of folks at the Infirmary up-hive,
murdered Goliath workers and guards down-hive. Even talk of heresy.’
‘Harlon, I never-’
‘I know, boy, I know. Figured you weren’t the type for those sorts of dramatics. Can’t shoot
for shit anyway, how you’d take down half those bodies’d be a fine mystery. What’s really going on?
And don’t feed me no ratshit, boy. Knew your father. He may have come back wrong, but he went out
right. Good man. Shouldn’t have ended like he did.’
That shook me – I’d only met Harlon a year after I’d begun working as an enquirer, long after
the old man had left with the Guard. He’d never told me he knew‘Come on boy, spill.’
I told him everything that had happened, even the apparent involvement of the Inquisition.
‘Well now. Busy day you’ve had, boy. Someone’s set you up for sure. Watch looking for an
easy mark? Friends of that hooded thing, Emperor protect us? Or the Inq- well, other parties? Doesn’t
much matter anyhow. Hive City ain’t safe for you now. Always did take well to the Underhive, time
you gave it a try for real. At least until this business blows off or blows up.’
He was right. I’d been set up good, and whoever was behind it, I didn’t stand a chance against
any of the forces involved. I needed trouble with House Goliath or the Enforcers like a hole in the
head, and as for the minions of Chaos or the attentions of the Inquisition, Holy Terra…
‘Head to Pakk’s Pitfall, look up Martok Half-Hand. Good man, solid. We go back a ways –
knew your father too.’
Seemed there was a lot I didn’t know about the old man.
‘Those Goliaths won’t have had House sanction, not for this kind of racket – too far even for
those meatheads. Still, best avoid their ground for now.’
He was right, but House Goliath was the least of my worries compared to dodging Enforcers
and darker threats.
‘One more thing, Mak.’ He’d never called me by my name before. ‘You told me you could
feel the Hive… hum – feel a pulse. Sort of…helped you out of tight spots.’
‘Well, I wouldn’t say that, it’s just-’
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‘Sounded clear enough to me, boy. Might have something to do with how well you find your
way around down here, too.’
‘Guess I did feel something, but that’s just the usual vibrations that run through everything
down here – you know how it is, just got to pay attention.’
‘I don’t, son. I never felt the Hive, not like that, or at all. No hiver can, that I ever heard of.
But they do.’
He turned and pointed. In the distance, on a high platform over a giant smoking vent, ragged
brown-clad figures moved. Ratskins. True natives of the Hive, worshipping its ancient might, living
simple lives largely remote from the dealings of hivers. Unusual to see a group this high in the
Underhive, in fact. A primitive bunch of savages, depending who you asked.
‘What are you-’
‘Down-hive, boy. Follow your path.’
He started walking away, not looking back.
‘The Emperor protects, Mak Talton.’
I turned and headed out into the Underhive, my father’s broken aquila around my neck. We
shape what the Hive leaves us.
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The Bone Carver by Patrick Burdine
A Warhammer 40,000 Story
A gust of wind shoved the old man like a belligerent drunk. He staggered back and slipped to his
knees in the deep crust of snow. Rime caked his beard, the frost turning his greying red hair even
lighter. Clusters of hair had frozen together like dreadlocks on both his head and beard. One of his
eyes was covered with an old leather patch. His bushy eyebrows had none of the gray strands which
wove through his beard and hair and glowed like embers. Leaning his weight onto his walking staff he
rose and looked up at his destination.
The cave stood out against the white crested mountain like a black lightning strike frozen in
time. An avalanche had revealed the cave just a week ago as the old man had predicted. His visions
were almost always realised. It was close now; less than a mile. He turned and looked back down at
the village which had been his home for these last months. The wind spun the spiralling black smoke
of the cooking fires like lovers entwined in a furious dance. He knew that soon the smoke would
vanish and snow would bury the entire village as surely as a grave digger buries a corpse.
In his mind’s eye he pictured the village as he had left it. The bodies lay where they had fallen
though he had visited every single one of them taking the talismans which filled the wolf-bladder sack
hanging from his belt. The blood from the bodies of the villagers had begun crystallizing even before
he left. When the weather began to turn and the Thaw set in, it would sweep away the structures
casting them to depths of the Fenrisian ocean. To anyone who noticed, Fireholme was just another
casualty of the Fenrisian winter. This brought to mind a Fenrisian proverb. ‘An oath written in snow
will melt in the Thaw.’ His own oath didn’t last even that long.
A fierce howl brought him from his reverie. The wolf was tall, even by Fenrisian standards
though it was painfully thin. The bones of its ribs stood out like icicles hanging from a bony spine.
Like the old man, one of the sockets which should have contained an eye was as black and hollow as
the cave that loomed behind it. Its fur was matted and there were long jags of scar where the fur
refused to grow. It howled again and this time the man heard the discordant notes of fear and
desperation. And under it all, hunger.
The smell of the meat in the sack at his belt had summoned the wolf. Or perhaps it had
stumbled upon the cave and intended it to be a tomb where it could lay down and die and it resented
this intruder. In any case, its hackles were up and its teeth bared. Despite the threat, or perhaps
because of it, the old man felt an immediate kinship with the wolf.
He kept his eye on the wolf but slid his pack off of one of his shoulders. He felt through his
pack and pulled out a slab of smoked meat, gifted by Vala Vendotter just last night at his Moving On
celebration.
He threw the food on the ground as far from himself as he could. The wolf crept toward the
meat and though its tail was low its predatory eyes never left the old man. The wolf gulped the
smoked meat down in two quick bites.
The wolf growled at the old man. It seemed to be weighing its hunger for fresher meat against
the smell of power surrounding the old man. The old man raised his staff over his head and threw
back his head with a howling cry. He pointed back down at the village with his staff and the wolf set
off down the hill at a lope. The beast couldn’t understand how it knew, but its mouth began to water
and the prospect of the meat that the stranger’s howl had promised. It would gorge and then, perhaps,
pay the old man a visit in the night when the man-things were most vulnerable.
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The man watched the wolf as it slipped and tumbled in the snow and then righted itself and
kept running. He smiled, imagining that the wolf had looked just the same when it was playing as a
pup and then turned back toward the cave. The wolf might be back and it might not. One might be
able to touch the mind of a beast, but one could never understand it
The old man stopped at the entrance to the cave. He took a deep breath and tasted sulphur on
the air. This, then, must be a vent for one of the many volcanoes nestled within the mountain ranges
of Fenris. The wind had piled snow up into the cave for several feet but the old man walked into the
darkness until he felt solid stone under his feet. He stomped snow free from his boots and shock it
from his wolf pelts and it fell down like desiccated skin.
He took the pack off his back and pulled out the two fire logs he had brought with him from
the village. He set them at his feet and unwrapped the emberstone from the oiled kraken skin that kept
its heat contained. It glowed warm in his palm and would soon be hot enough to burn his flesh. He
used the feeble light it gave off to build a small fire pit from the rocks strewn about on the floor. He
added two small rows of stones and laid the fire logs on top of them. He stuffed some kindling into
the gap under the logs and slid in the emberstone. It began to glow more brightly as it activated and
the cave walls flickered as shadows sought what shelter they could from the hungry light.
The old man took off his heavy travelling cloak and laid it on the ground near the fire.
Hopefully it would dry be the time he needed to use it as a makeshift bed. He found a largish stone
and moved it in front of the fire to use as a seat and found another that he set up as a work area.
Satisfied with his arrangements he unstrapped the large pot that he had bound with sinew to the
outside of his pack. He took the pot to the front of the cave and scooped it full of snow. He packed it
down with his fist and added more on top, which he packed down again. He spared a quick glance for
the lone wolf but even its paw prints had been swallowed by the storm.
He returned to the fire and set the pot on one of the rocks of the flame pit and the snow
quickly began to return to water. He removed an iron knife from his belt and set it on the makeshift
table and sat down. He took the sack off of his belt and squeezed it gently. The trophies inside had
frozen together on the walk, sealed, no doubt, by icy chains of blood, and felt like a massive lumpy
ball. He hit the bag firmly on the ground and felt the lump of ice and talismans come apart. The
warmth near the fire would thaw the rest.
He reached into the sack and pulled out a handful of fingers like a fisherman reaching into a
pail of worms. He set them on the rock table and picked one up to inspect. He felt the calluses and
though rigor mortis had tried to make it curl, the arthritis swelling the knuckles had stymied that
motion in death as surely as it had in life. The finger likely belonged to one of the three elders of the
village and that was certainly a good sign. He pulled out two more fingers. It was best to do three at a
time. The second one was also callused though he could still feel the greasy sheen of seal fat. The
woman had tried to keep her hands supple despite the hard labor of her life. He reached in to complete
the first and most important trinity of grisly offerings.
The final one belonged to a child. The fates were indeed pleased. The seasons of life were
each represented.
He took up the knife and began sawing through the joints and separating the knuckles one by
one and then tossing them in the pot to boil off the flesh. He continued in clusters of threes sometimes
seeing some mark which identified the owner – here was Ulf Seawarder, his third finger halved by a
predator fish tangled in his net – here was Girda Vulfwife, flesh scarred by a fire that had claimed her
husband. The pot was soon full and his sack empty. He watched the roiling water and as the flesh and
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fat peeled off the bone and several times the old man carried the pot out of the front of the cave. He
sloshed off the floating meat and much of the water and then repacked the pot with snow.
He did this for several hours before the bones were clean. He was exhausted but knew that he
couldn’t sleep before he was finished. His time on this world was almost over and he had much work
to do. He drained the water from the pot and set it to cool and took out the knuckles. He picked a
suitable one and began to use his knife to carve in runes in ancient Fenrisian. Each bone got a single
rune. The knife would occasionally slip, drawing blood from the old man and ruining the rune, but
that was why he had collected all of the fingers, not just enough for the hundred or so knuckles he
needed.
He worked through the night and as the fire began to burn low he noticed that there was
enough light coming in from the mouth of the cave to see. He decided to take a quick break and pulled
a salted strip of fish from his pack and walked to the entrance of the cave. The snow had stopped
falling sometime during the night.
He was surprised to see the one-eyed wolf curled up in front of the cave. The wolf had
obviously eaten the snow where the old man had been dumping the refuse from the pot. It raised its
head to look at him and then smiled as wolves do, its long pink tongue lolling wildly. The old man
took a final bite of the fish and tossed the little bit that was left to the wolf who snatched it out of the
air and then laid his head back down.
The old man returned to the charcoal that remained of his fire pit. It was still giving off some
warmth as the man completed his work. He inspected each of the runes looking for the tiniest of flaws
but was unable to find even one. He filled the sack with the engraved knuckle bones and tied it off
with the same sinew with which had bound the pot to his pack. He found a crevice big enough for a
single person to shelter in within the cave and tucked the runes in the far corner.
He then wrestled one of the stones from the fire pit over into the crevice and used it to shelter
the runes. He knew it would be a very long time before the runes were destined to be discovered by an
aspirant to the Space Wolves but he didn’t want a curious animal to thwart his hard work and
planning.
Finally the old man laid down his staff and the rest of his belongings near the fire pit. Clad in
a simple woolen shift he walked out of the cave for a final time. The wolf raised its head
questioningly as the old man walked over to it. It raised its lip in a snarl but didn’t growl. The old man
placed his hand on the wolf’s head – he felt it only proper to reward its loyalty. He spoke a word of
power and the wolf stiffened as eldritch forces flowed through it. ‘Guard this place. Wait for him to
come. No new scars will mar you, though the elder ones will mark you.’
A new light glowed in the wolf’s eye as its sentience shifted and something ancient took hold.
His work done, his vision made manifest and a trap set, Magnus the Red spoke a final word of
power to shed the form he had assumed and return to his home in the Warp.
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Origins – The Storm Crows Space Marine Chapter by Chris Spurgeon
A Warhammer 40,000 background piece

FOUNDING:
The so-called ‘Cursed Founding’ – the Twenty First Founding of the Adeptus Astartes – did not earn
the name by accident. The Chapters created during that founding in M36 have all, in their own way
led histories marked by misfortune or infamy. Most Chapters of the Cursed Founding fell victim to
genetic instability and mutation, many to a degree that far exceeded the tolerance of the Imperial
authorities. Some were corrupted by the lure of the Ruinous Powers. Others are merely blighted by
misfortune and ill-providence. One Chapter of the Cursed Founding that has thus far avoided
annihilation, but has still led a history blighted by suspicion and betrayal are the Storm Crows,
founded from the gene line of the Primarch Corax on the world of Felsenmeer.
The Twenty First Founding was defined by the attempts of the gene-adepts of the Mechanicus
to refine the geneseed of the Astartes and eliminate known flaws and deficiencies in the existing
genestocks. With the geneseed of the Storm Crows, the Mechanicus were able to restore full
functionality to the Melanochrome and Mucranoid organs (but not to the Betcher’s Gland). At first the
geneseed seemed stable and the improvements were hailed as a success. The Storm Crows performed
admirably in their first engagements, acting in support of a combined force of Raptors and Black
Guard fighting against a Hrud incursion in the Atalanta Sector.
However, gradually Imperial authorities began to note an unusually high pattern of incidences
of extremely strong psychic mutation. The Chapter had developed an unusually large cadre of
extremely powerful Librarians, significantly larger than other Chapters founded using Raven Guard
geneseed. Furthermore, the Storm Crows had also sustained significant mortality rates amongst their
aspirants due to the sudden manifestation of uncontrolled psychic abilities during the transformation
from mortal into Astartes. In addition, many battle brothers who had been hitherto considered normal
were struck by unexpected episodes of belated latent psychic activation, bringing with them crippling
seizures, madness or even death. These difficulties meant that the fledgling Chapter was struggling to
increase its numbers of line Astartes to levels that would be sustainable in a prolonged conflict.
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The Chapter fell under the scrutiny of not only the Inquisition but also the magos biologis of
the Mechanicus. After a long investigation, the Mechanicus was forced to admit that the modification
of the geneseed – in particular the splicing in of uncorrupted genetic material in order to reactivate the
defective Raven Guard implants had created a genetic combination likely to activate even the smallest
spark of latent psionic ability within an implanted aspirant. Voices that had already begun to mutter
about the wisdom and righteousness of tampering with the genetic codes of the Emperors Astartes
were now raised in outrage. An outrage that would only grow as other Chapters of the Twenty First
Founding began to demonstrate even greater mutations and abnormalities.
The Inquisitorial screening was more exacting still, though eventually the representatives of
the Ordos concluded that there was as yet there was no evidence of taint or heretical transgression.
Though all agreed that the Storm Crows must continue to be monitored closely.
As a result of their troubled genesis, the Storm Crows, have ever-after been regarded with
some suspicion, particularly by Imperial organisations with a particularly strong distrust of the psyker.
In many theatres of war the arrival of the warriors of Felsenmeer is almost as unwelcome as the native
bird of ill omen for which the Chapter was named. The Inquisition maintain their scrutiny of the
Chapter’s activities and their geneseed is subject to the most exhaustive checks and analysis possible.
The Storm Crows have little choice but to accept this fate with stoicism, hoping that at some point in
their future they may yet earn the trust of the Imperium as a whole.
Safe from the immediate threat of Imperial Sanction, the Storm Crows were permitted to
return to service. However, their next campaign would nearly end in disaster.
On the world of Darien Secondus, the Storm Crows were summoned to fight alongside the
Copperhead Space Marine Chapter and several regiments of Carthusian Grenadiers against a rebellion
backed by the Ruinous Powers of Chaos. It would be the prescience of the Storm Crow Librarians that
saved the Chapter from massacre when the Copperhead Astartes turned upon them, revealing their
true allegiance to the Dark Gods.
Guided by their Librarians, the Storm Crows survived the initial ambush by their treacherous
former allies and circumvented many of the traps that the Traitors had painstakingly set for them.
After two days, the Storm Crows were able to regroup and ultimately go on the counter-offensive.
Despite their fortune, the Storm Crows still took grievous losses. Nearly half of the Chapter’s battle
brothers were slain, and Chapter Master Aethestan and his senior staff, including the Reclusiarch,
were also murdered in cold blood by their opposite numbers in the opening minutes of the betrayal.
The Carthusian Grenadiers however, were butchered by the traitorous Copperheads, only a handful of
companies surviving by virtue of being attached to Storm Crow detachments who had avoided
destruction.
The surviving Storm Crows and loyalist guardsmen fought a prolonged guerrilla campaign
against the numerically superior traitors and cultists. The Storm Crows struck from the shadows, in
the finest tradition of the scions of Corax. Eventually a relief force, spearheaded by a drop assault
drawn from the Comets Space Marine Chapter answered the distress call that the surviving Storm
Crow Librarians had combined their might to channel out to the wider Imperium. The Copperheads
fell back and ultimately fled before the loyal forces of the Emperor and the remaining cultists were
soon put to the sword. Second Captain Aedwin, who had taken command following the death of the
Chapter Master, was sworn in as his successor. Following his reorganisation of the Chapter, Aedwin
resolved that in time the Copperheads would be made to pay for their betrayal.
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HOMEWORLD:
Although not considered a death world, Felsenmeer is still a harsh and unforgiving world. It is a world
of storms, of long nights and bitter winters. It is also home to a diverse number of avian predators,
such as the steel kite and the rock hawk, as well as the ominous storm crow for which the Chapter is
named. The hardy folk of this world have learned how to survive in adverse conditions, a quality vital
for any space marine. Furthermore, the eruptions of inter-clan warfare have also taught the natives
how to fight, also a vital quality for any Astartes.
The techno-barbarian clans of Felsemeer each control an area of the many island chains and
archipelagos that make up the world’s landmass. When they go to war, it may be on land or on the
seas, depending on what enemy they face or which of their interests are threatened. Making war in the
perilous environmental conditions has forced the population to learn how to exploit both the weather
and the lie of the land in order to maximise their chances of success.
Felsenmeer is designated a ‘techno-barbarian’ world by the Imperium. Being possessed of
technology approaching the average level of many Imperial worlds despite the social and cultural
regression into a world of warring clansmen. An Imperial Overseer monitors the clan activity from the
stronghold of Black Lion Mount and intervenes should any clan appear to be neglecting their greater
obligations to the Emperor. Aside from warriors, Felsenmeer’s other contributions to the Imperium
are the mineral wealth of its mountains and the bounty of its seas, both of which help to feed the
demands of the Forgeworld of Archangelus, and no clan wishes to risk the wrath of the Emperors
servants by falling behind with their tithes. The scoured lands of the Blasted Isle serve as a reminder
of the fate of those who fail in their obligations.
The tenants of the Imperial Creed have been assimilated into the culture of Felsenmeer, albeit
synthesised with the native shamanistic traditions. The shamans and wise men are important figures in
clan society and leaders are taught to be ever wary of omens, signs and portents. The native traditions
of prognostication and the interpretation of signs are maintained by many of the Storm Crow
Librarians.
The Storm Crows maintain a Chapter Keep known as Thunderbolt Spire, located amidst the
forbidding peaks of the Charlemagne mountains. Periodically, each clan is summoned to present their
finest young warriors for evaluation as potential aspirants to the Chapter. Potential candidates are
subject to days of physical, mental and spiritual challenges before a final vetting by the Chaplains,
Apothecaries and Librarians of the Tenth Company. Only then will the Master of Recruits announce
his verdict on who has been judged worthy. As with all Astartes Chapters, recruits are expected to
forswear all allegiances from their own lives and pledge their loyalty and service to the Emperor. The
Master of Recruits accepts their oath and the Chapter insignia is branded into the flesh of each
aspirant as a sign of the covenant they have made.

DOCTRINE AND ORGANISATION:
The first Chapter Master of the Storm Crows was Silas Tillion, former Third Captain of the Raptors
Astartes Chapter. Tillion, along with a cadre of his most experienced veteran sergeants were chosen
as the most ideal candidates to train and direct the fledgling forces of a newly founded Chapter. The
Raptors, though adhering to the Codex Astartes in principle, are notorious for their inventive
interpretations of its wisdom. The Storm Crows have in many respects inherited this tradition of
seeing the Codex as guidelines rather than inviolable dogma. The intense scrutiny the Chapter has
come under since its formation however has encouraged them to conform rather more than their
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parent Chapter and the Storm Crows try to present an outward appearance of conformity and to
cultivate a reputation for showing the Codex the proper respect. Even those aspects in which the
Storms Crows do clearly stray from the Codex are rooted in the millennia long traditions of the Raven
Guard and their successors.
The Storm Crows maintain the tactical and strategic traditions passed down from their
predecessors from the Raptors and ultimately from the Raven Guard and the Primarch Corvus Corax.
They have mastered the techniques of stealth and covert warfare, infiltration, hit and run attacks and
prolonged guerrilla campaigns. Without such skills, the Chapter may never have survived the
betrayal on Darian. The Storm Crows are masters of using both terrain and weather conditions to their
advantage. Indeed, some say that the Librarians of the Chapter have learned to control the weather to
better aid the Chapters ambushes and sorties, allowing the Chapter’s warriors to strike out from storm
and darkness to assault the unprepared or summoning thunder and wind to support assaults when
shock and awe is called for.
The Chapter possesses a significantly larger Librarium than other Chapters of equivalent size.
The Librarians of the Chapter are subject to the most rigorous scrutiny both internally and externally
from the Inquisition. Aspirants to the Chapter are rigorously screened for any potential psionic ability
and all battle brothers are monitored for any signs of latent psychic ability manifesting itself. The
Librarians of the Storm Crows are trained in using their abilities for the purposes of concealment and
misdirection, though the Librarians of the Chapter also have a gift for prognostication and the
interpretation of signs and portents.
In addition, the Storm Crows possess an enlarged Apothecarian, which works in concert with
the Librarium to carry out the vigorous screen of all the Chapter’s aspirants, firstly to identify any
potential trace of psychic potential, even in its most latent form and also to prevent any further genetic
anomalies entering the Chapter’s genetic code. Together the Apothecaries and Librarians work to
limit the damage of the Chapter’s volatile genetic quirks.
Following the betrayal on Darien Secondus however the Chapter was reorganised on
somewhat unconventional lines. The prolonged guerrilla warfare had demonstrated the need for
flexibility and the ability to react to any situation. The Chapter’s reserve companies had suffered the
greatest during the fighting, being reduced to barely a handful of squads. Taking his cue from the
traditions of the Raven Guard and the Raptors, but also inspired by the example of Chapters such as
the White Scars and the Space Wolves the Storms Crows were reorganised into ten Brotherhoods,
each possessing a near identical cross-section of the Chapters equipment. The First Brotherhood
remains home to the Chapters most senior veterans and along with four further Brotherhoods are
supported by the four reserve Brotherhoods and the Scout Brotherhood. This organisational pattern
maximises the Chapters flexibility but reducing the Chapter’s total number of available specialist
Devastator and Assault squads.
The reorganisation of the Chapter has left the Storm Crows with a reduced reserve of heavy
weapon support as they no longer have a full Devastator company to call upon. Therefore, land
speeders and attack bikes are used for additional support, frequently employed in flanking strikes to
eliminate enemy armour before it can threaten the main body of the Storm Crows’ forces. When they
do employ their own armour support, the Storm Crows invariably resort to the more mobile Predator
tanks rather than the heavier Land Raiders or Vindicators, which are reserved for the rare occasions
when full on frontal assault is called for.
The Storm Crows favoured tactics mean that they rarely fight directly alongside other
imperial forces, a fact that has not helped the Chapter in dispelling the slightly sinister reputation they
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have suffered from. They have on occasion however still fought in the main line of battle. Most
famously during the siege of St Sebastian Hive, where they held the Macharius Bridge for sixteen
hours, twice as long as they were expected to hold, stalling the Ork advance on that front so
completely that the Orks were subsequently flanked, isolated and destroyed by a mechanised counterattack. The Brazen Angels, Rooks and Frost Giants who also fought in that bloody campaign can be
counted amongst the Storm Crows’ few true allies.

GENESEED:
The Storm Crows are descended from the Raven Guard gene line. However their gene seed was
modified by the Mechanicus to – at least partially – correct existing flaws within the genetic template.
Though the modifications have restored implant functionality – all implants except the Betchers
Gland now function correctly, they dramatically increased the rate with which the gene seed triggers
the activation of psychic abilities upon implantation. Combined with the relatively high latent psychic
potential of the recruiting world of Felsenmeer this has created a highly psychic Chapter, regarded
with suspicion by the Inquisition and many other Astartes.
The geneseed of all Chapters of the Twenty First Founding is embargoed by decree of the
High Lords of Terra and as such will never be used to kindle new Chapters of Space Marines. The
Storm Crows therefore will never be able to pass their unique genetic advantages on to a successor
Chapter. Although the Crows continue to prove themselves both loyal to the Throne and free of Taint,
all know that any potential future Chapter may not prove so resilient to the possibilities for corruption
their high psychic potential represents.
I the early years of the Chapter, the Storm Crows suffered high mortality rates amongst their
aspirants as young initiates failed to survive the activation of their latest psychic abilities. In more
recent years the combined efforts of the Apothecaries and Librarians have drastically reduced these
loses. Improved screening methods have also reduced the number of incidents of belated psychic
activation that have cost the lives or sanity of many more experienced Battle Brothers. Regular indepth screening is used to identify potential cases, who are sequestered by the Librarians and drilled
in preventative mental techniques. Unfortunately some Storm Crows still meet their ends screaming
as their minds collapse, washed away by the flood of visions and portents from beyond the veil.

BELIEFS:
Given the intense scrutiny the Storm Crows have come under throughout their history, their beliefs
have inevitably come under examination by the Imperium’s most able forensic theologians.
Although the religious traditions of Felsenmeer are shamanistic, the core doctrine is
surprisingly orthodox. Evidence of millennia if diligence by the Overseer in keeping the populous in
their charge on the path of the God Emperor.
The Chaplains of the Storm Crows have long debated the question of the Emperor’s divinity
and at present they speak of the Emperor’s ascension as an apotheosis. The transformation of the
wisest and mightiest of men into a god. Such a doctrinal compromise is considered acceptable by the
ecclesiarch of the Imperium.
The Storm Crows rituals reflect the shamanistic traditions of their home world, but mediated
by the more practical traditions of the Astartes. A potent wine known as Sangraal is central to many of
their most important rites – most especially the initiation of a full battle brother.
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Another curiosity of the Storm Crows is the fashioning of honour badges from the feathers of
the deadly steel kite of. Felsenmeer. These are worn on ceremonial occasions, most especially the
Chapter’s founding feast and the Feast of the Emperor’s Ascension.

BATTLECRY:
The Storm crows generally operate by stealth and subterfuge, situations where the use of a battle cry
would be counterproductive at the very least. Moreover, on those occasions when the Chapter does
commit to all out frontal assault, they prefer to do so under the cover of a thundering tempest
summoned by the Chapter’s librarians that would drown out any voices.
At other times however the Storm Crows adopt the call and response motto ‘We are the
Shadow. We are the Storm.’ During the now infamous infiltration of the Traitor stronghold on
Francisca Prima, the Storm Crows suborned the fortress’ internal vox network to broadcast this motto
constantly for the eighteen hours it took to systematically eliminate the garrison. The demoralising
and disorienting effect on the traitor PDF helped drastically reduce the resistance they could offer to
the Emperor’s warriors.
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Flies buzzed lazily around the two bodies that sprawled in the dappled sunshine of the forest glade.
Captain Schultz stared with contempt at the corpses lying at his feet; spat, to clear his mouth of the
taste of fear and death that still lingered about the place and, making a gesture to ward himself against
evil, made his way over to where an ashen faced young Ensign leaned against the bole of an ancient
oak tree. ‘Bury them in an unmarked grave’, he growled to a group of halberdiers who stood
nervously nearby, ‘and make it deep enough to deter carrion’.
The dull thump of mattocks and the droning buzz of the clouds of flies that had been
disturbed by the arrival of the burial party broke the brooding silence that lay over the clearing.
Another wave of nausea swept over Captain Schultz and he spat angrily again. Due to the almost
criminal stupidity of the expedition’s leadership desertion was becoming rife and he had wanted to
capture these two alive and make an example of them, now he felt cheated.
‘What do you think happened here?’ asked the ensign, his voice shaking with barely
suppressed fear and revulsion. ‘Simple enough’, grunted the captain, ‘they argued about something,
probably loot, started fighting and killed one another’, his voice dropped to a barely audible mutter,
‘At least that’s what I’ll tell the Duke’. The two men fell silent each wrapped in his own thoughts.
‘Killed each other’, muttered one hard-bitten veteran as he scooped out another shovel full of
earth, ‘in ten years campaigning I’ve fought everything from chaos abominations to orc scum and I’ve
never seen a sword spill a man’s guts the way Sigurd’s were’.
‘And what about Gunter?’ added his companion, ‘…what’s left of him’.
If Shultz, the hard task master trying desperately to hold together the shreds of a rapidly
disintegrating army, and his men could only see beyond these maggot ridden carcasses to the two
shades condemned to haunt this place of death for eternity, they would know their story in all its
horror and perhaps glimpse their own fate and that of all who violate the borders of Athel Loren.
Two days, and still the trees stretched away endlessly on either side. Gunter groaned as the all
too familiar shape of a gnarled oak tree, its bark mottled with a distinctive pattern of moss and lichens
came into view for the umpteenth time that morning. Two days wasted hacking their way through this
miserable Sigmar forsaken forest.
Fired with romantic ideas of travel, adventure and all the loot he could carry, Gunter, a
peasant farmer’s son from a quiet village in Reikland, had joined a company of archers in the retinue
of Count Ulrich von Schloss and now found himself part of an invasion force bound for Bretonnia.
The days of easy marches through friendly country side dotted with good inns and all too willing
wenches had passed quickly and Gunter had soon found himself facing a rapidly emptying purse. The
Count’s reputation for being a miser did not help the situation. ‘If the parsimonious old sod wants to
march us half way across the Empire the least he can do is pay us a decent wage to do it on!’, he was
heard to mutter on more than one occasion. The crossing of the high passes in the GreyMountains had
been cold, miserable and hard, but worse was to come as the army attempted to cross the forested
wastes of Athel Loren. Now thoroughly disillusioned by bad food, poor pay and a total lack of loot, he
had been persuaded by an older comrade, Sigurd, a grizzled veteran of numerous campaigns to
dessert.
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‘The key to survival’, Sigurd had opined one night as they huddled round their camp fire, ‘is
knowing when to get out. Dead heroes don’t gather loot and the way this campaign is looking to pan
out there ain’t going to be any. What say you and me sneak away and head back to civilisation?’ So
having slipped between the picket lines one night, the two of them were now trying in vain to find
their way through a maze of shifting forest trails back to the mountains and ultimately home.
Ahead of them the forest gloom lightened, Gunter and Sigurd moved cautiously as they
approached what they were sure was a clearing and fearing some trap or an ambush they inched their
way silently through the undergrowth. A sudden shift in the wind’s direction brought them a pleasant
surprise as the smell of roasting meat drifted by on the breeze. Gunter found himself salivating
uncontrollably as neither he nor Sigurd had eaten since the night of their desertion and all that that
meal had consisted of was a thin barley gruel, and a hunk of rock hard black bread. The combination
of starvation and nervous exhaustion proved too much for Gunter and, always the more headstrong of
the two, he rushed headlong into the glade. He had just enough time to see a rough stone altar with the
remains of a fire and a burned offering on it before a heavy blow to the back of his head laid him low.
Gunter came around slowly, wishing that the lights that danced behind his eyelids would
leave him alone and that the pounding in his skull would go away. Keeping his eyes firmly shut he
waited until the waves of nausea had passed. He soon realised that he was lying on his back and could
feel cold, rough stone beneath him. From the sounds around him and the way that the sunlight played
across his closed eyelids he guessed that he was lying somewhere out in the open.
The bright sunlight, after the forest’s gloom, made Gunter wince as he opened his eyes to
discover that he was strapped to the low flat altar stone in the middle of the clearing. To one side of
the glade stood a large oak tree, its lower branches festooned with carved wooden votive offerings.
The elaborately horned skulls of beastman, orcs, and what appeared to be giant rats lay in crumbling
heaps in the long grass amongst its roots. On the ground at the base of the altar stone stood a wide,
shallow bowl of beaten gold its rim crusted with what looked like old blood.
Fighting back the urge to be sick, Gunter moved his head slightly and saw a tall graceful
figure wearing robes in varying shades of green and brown covered by a cloak of leaves; the hood of
the cloak was raised and cast a shadow that obscured its features. Hearing Gunter’s gasp as he
attempted to move the figure shifted position revealing a face that appeared both young and grave,
hansom yet pitiless, framed by flowing locks, the colour of autumn leaves. Grey eyes that were filled
with the ancient wisdom of many winters, but cold as flint stared at him with disdain. With a shock
Gunter realised that he was looking at a wood elf and one of their mages to boot, a member of a race
he had hitherto regarded as being the stuff of old wives tales and rather dubious ale house legends.
Shock turned to fear as a further movement revealed that the elf was holding a small, razor-sharp
sickle.
Seeing that Gunter was now conscious the mage began a lilting chant, his hands etching
strange symbols in the air between them as his chanting rose and fell in pitch and intensity. The air
hummed and crackled with the build up of magical energy and a corona of amber coloured light began
to coalesce around the mage. Gunter watched with fascination as vines and leaves of pure earth magic
burst from the ground and twined about the mage’s figure and the altar on which he was lying. Then,
with mounting horror, he realised that a sacrifice was being prepared and that he was to be the victim.
In vain he struggled against his bonds, the cords cutting deep into his flesh, sending warm trickles of
blood sliding down his wrists. Soon his tunic had become a sodden rag that clung to him like a
clammy second skin as he sweated with fear. This was no way for a soldier of the Empire to die, he
thought, trussed up like a pig ready for the winter slaughtering. His breath was coming in short
panicky gasps, ‘Sigmar save me’, he moaned as the chant continued.
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The chanting reached its climax and a deep, expectant silence blanketed the glade as the mage
swung his arm high above his head, the sickle glittering wickedly at the top of its arc. Gunter held his
breath preparing himself for the pain of the coming blow.
There was a low whistle followed by a soft thud. The mage grunted, his body arching over
backwards as he fell, the slender shaft of a grey feathered arrow protruding from between his shoulder
blades. The sickle slipped from his hand, struck the edge of the altar stone and fell with a ringing
clatter. The accumulated magic discharged itself to earth with a loud hiss and an acrid smell that stung
Gunter’s nostrils and left the tang of burnt tin in his mouth.
Sigurd appeared at the glade’s edge, bow in hand, a second arrow knocked and ready. Cut
free, Gunter sat on the edge of the altar rubbing the life back into his wrists and ankles. ‘Where the
hell did you get to?’ he shouted at Sigurd, ‘that crazy bastard nearly did for me then’. He kicked the
inert form hard in the ribs.
There was a sharp intake of breath and the mage’s eyes flickered open. He extended an arm,
slowly, and pointed, shakily at the two men, a froth of blood bursting from his lips and his breath
rasping as he tried to speak. ‘You have defiled the sanctuary…the earth cries out for
vengeance…blood shall answer with blood…may the wrath of the hunter be upon you’.
‘Shut up you old fool’, snapped Gunter. Sigurd’s knife flashed briefly, blood fountained in a
crimson spray and the mage fell silent. A cloud passed across the sun and a chill wind sprang up
which blew through the clearing, fluttering the dead elf’s robes. ‘Let’s get out of here’, muttered
Sigurd, wiping the mage’s blood from his face, ‘this place gives me the creeps’.
The day wore on and gradually a soul penetrating feeling of gloom settled over Gunter and
Sigurd; soon they began to feel that they were being watched. The forest seemed to be full of eyes that
stared at them balefully, hedging them round with malice. Several times during the afternoon they
fancied that they could hear the sound of footsteps following them and by nightfall both men were
tired and nervous. Any attempt at communication between them had rapidly degenerated into
argument and now they had lapsed into paranoid silence. They spent a miserable night watching turn
and turn about, too afraid to light a fire for fear of attracting unwelcome attention. Dark shapes flitted
between the trees on the edge of vision and the feeling that some hostile will was bearing down upon
them grew stronger as the hours of darkness crawled passed.
The next day found them deeper in the forest and still no closer to their goal. The trees
stretched away in endless ranks in every direction, their trunks resembling the bars of an elaborate
cage with no sign of a track or trail through the fallen leaves of numberless years. Their hunger and
the feeling of being constantly watched increased with each passing hour. The weather began to grow
hot and oppressive; soon they began to feel stifled by the surrounding trees.
During the afternoon they flushed a stag that crashed off into the undergrowth, Gunter and
Sigurd following in hot pursuit. Despite all their efforts it remained just out of reach until, at last, it
became entangled while trying to force its way through a particularly dense patch of bushes. The two
men had closed the gap on their prey considerably before it broke free and entered the clearing
beyond.
Reaching the edge of the glade, Gunter loosed an arrow and the stag appeared to stumble.
Whooping with delight Sigurd charged in, his sword held high, ready for the kill. With horrified
fascination Gunter watched as the stag skidded to a halt and turned head down, to face it’s would be
attacker. A vicious upward thrust of its antlers caught Sigurd in the lower abdomen, lifting him off his
feet and sending him spinning backwards across the glade. Snorting with what sounded like
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satisfaction, the stag turned and walked into the bushes rapidly disappearing into the gloom, there was
not a mark on its body.
Sigurd, on the other hand, lay in a twisted heap; his arms were flung wide and a look of
stupefied surprise was on his old face. His body had been ripped open from groin to sternum
spreading his entrails like a bloody ribbon across the trampled grass. Gunter, who had never witnessed
anything more violent than the annual pig killing, stood stunned by his comrade’s brutal demise. The
bitter taste of bile caught him in the back of his throat and he collapsed retching violently until what
little was left in his stomach was gone. Lurching to his feet he stumbled from the glade and made his
way blindly through the trees until, minutes, hours, or was it days, later he collapsed with exhaustion.
The little rest granted to him that night was disturbed by evil dreams and he tossed and fretted
in his sleep. In an effort to gain a little comfort he rolled over and groaned as he found himself
standing at the edge of the clearing and saw once again Sigurd’s corpse lying like a dark stain on the
moonlight that illuminated the glade. He stood rooted with fear as he realised that Sigurd was moving.
Inch by inch the corpse was crawling towards him, its bloody ribbon of entrails slowly extending
behind it. With horror he watched as Sigurd’s right hand reached out to touch him.
Gunter woke with a violent start to find he was staring into a lightless, inky black void, no
stars were visible and there was no moon. Something smooth and cold slithered across his leg. The
forest was a silent, waiting and he lay rigid with tension, every nerve as taught as his drawn bowstring.
Suddenly the forest leaped out at him in a brilliant contrast of stark whites and deep black
shadows as a lightning bolt split the night. He had a brief glimpse of a large snake disappearing into
the undergrowth as the tree next to where he lay erupted into a ball of vivid orange flame. Thunder
crashed followed immediately by a torrent of rain, which soaked him to the skin in seconds. With that
first thunder crash Gunter’s tension broke and he leaped to his feet in blind panic and ran.
Blinded by the driving rain, disoriented by the constant crashing of thunder and terrified by
what appeared to be faces with nightmarish features which leered down at him from the trees in the
lightning flashes Gunter soon lost all sense of direction. His body and clothes were ripped and torn by
trailing brambles and overhanging branches and he tripped many times over half hidden roots. Soon
he was begrimed and bloody, but still he ran, driven by the basic urge to escape and survive.
With his legs beginning to feel like lead and each breath wracking his body with pain, he was
on the verge of collapse when the forest opened up around him and he found himself on the edge of
what he sensed was a vast, dark space. Could this be the forest’s edge at last? Hope surged in him and
he rushed forward. He had covered only a few yards when his foot struck something soft and yielding,
he stumbled and fell sobbing to the ground; his hands sank into something cold and clammy and he
gagged as the reek of corruption caught the back of his nose. As if by a miracle, the storm ceased and
the clouds parted, flooding the area with moonlight. Gunter found Sigurd’s lifeless eyes staring up
into his from a bloated and discoloured face, blackened lips were drawn back in a rictus grin revealing
the yellowed stumps of his rotten teeth; somehow a string of guts, already crawling with maggots, had
looped around his wrists like a grotesque set of manacles.
Choking back a cry of fear, Gunter leaped to his feet and whirled around trying to regain his
bearings as panic gripped him, once again. Small wordless whispers ran through the undergrowth and
the bushes at the glade’s edge began to quiver and sway. The volume of the whispering increased by
degrees, the movement of the bushes becoming more pronounced as it did so. Gunter’s hand dropped
to his side and he drew his sword, gaining a small measure of comfort from the way the blade sang as
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it left its sheath and the glitter of the moonlight along its edge. The feel of its weight and the solidity
of the grip in his hand steadied him somewhat and he shouted his defiance at his unseen foe.
The whispering gradually grew to a roar into which was mixed the baying of great hounds
and the bushes thrashed wildly so that Gunter seemed to be standing at the centre of a vast whirlpool
of noise and motion. Slowly the roaring resolved itself into a single word and the name Kurnous was
repeated with a monotonous regularity that numbed his mind. The sound rapidly became a physical
presence that battered his senses and he felt what was left of his courage ebbing away as his mind
once more began to slide into abject terror.
Mesmerised he stood watching as will-o-the-wisp lights began to bob and weave about the
glade or skittered through the long grass and he yelped in pain as one passed between his legs.
Reaching down he discovered a tiny dart embedded in the flesh of his right calf. Others followed thick
and fast and Gunter quailed under their stinging onslaught. As fast as the attack had started it ceased
and the lights retreated to the glade’s edge where they clustered in the bushes or along the branches of
trees.
Figures began to appear at the edge of the glade as if the shadows of the bushes were taking
on solid forms. Tall, lithe figures dressed in various shades of brown and green their pale skin and
hair gleaming fitfully in the moonlight; spiky haired figures that moved with a languid grace that
failed to mask a barely suppressed violence, their semi naked bodies looped and whorled with
intricate tattoos; supple limbed, dark-skinned creatures that looked like a nightmare amalgam of
women and vegetation. All had eyes that glittered like remote starlight.
The soft thump of a heavy footfall followed by a deep bark of laughter came from behind him
and he span around. At the edge of the clearing stood a figure, twice Gunter’s height, head thrown
back and arms flung wide in triumph. From the waist up he resembled a powerfully built man;
rainwater ran in silver rivulets down his naked torso, the skin of which had the green tint of new
spring leaves. Below the waist his heavily muscled thighs and legs were covered in reddish-brown
hair and ended in large hooves. Gold bracelets in serpent form entwined his arms from elbow to
shoulder and a heavy gold torque circled his throat. In his right hand he carried a heavy spear with a
massive bronze head; over his left shoulder was a bright green baldric from which hung a huge silver
bound auroch’s horn. His arms dropped to his sides and he lowered his head slowly; from his brows
grew a huge pair of stag’s antlers. Gunter found himself staring into a pair of eyes that burned like
coals in the heart of a fire pit and bored into the very core of his being. The feeling of malevolence
and raw hostility was overwhelming.
A bead of cold sweat trickled between Gunter’s shoulder blades and he shivered with fear.
Terror had robbed him of the power of movement and he stood stricken like a dumb beast,
whimpering as Orion, King in the wood, hoofed and antlered like a royal stag and terrible in his
aspect of Kurnous, leader of the wild hunt, crossed the space between them in a couple of strides, at
his heels loped a pair of enormous, grey wolf hounds. There was an animal grace in Kurnous’s step,
his muscles rippled powerfully beneath his rain washed skin and the air was thick with the
overpowering smell of musk. Stopping a few paces from Gunter he extended his left arm in a
beckoning gesture, ‘I have been awoken from my long sleep and am come’, he hissed in a thin
menacing whisper, ‘the blood debt is now due’. Gunter felt the last vestiges of his sanity snap and slip
away. A finger with a nail like a steel talon touched him at the angle of his jaw and a feeling that
burned like ice spread through his throat choking off the few sounds he was still capable of making.
Losing all control of his body, Gunter soiled himself; his sword slipped from his nerveless fingers and
stood quivering in the earth at his feet…
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Death had profaned the sacred grove where the mage was murdered and the oak tree now stood
stripped of its offerings, save one. From the lowest branch; its face an agonised mask of pain and
terror, hung Gunter’s severed head.
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The Hunt (Wildwood Part 2) – by Ian Tovey
A Warhammer Fantasy Story
He was sitting in the darkest corner of the most disreputable drinking hole he could find located in
Altdorf’s harbour district in a part of the city known as backstabber alley, trying to shake off yet
another attack of the shakes. Long greasy hair shot through with grey framed a sweating face bloated
by drink and the beer belly betokened a once dashing figure gone to seed. Closer examination showed
that his doublet which had once been finely tailored in a deep plum coloured velvet was now faded,
threadbare and crusted with drink and food stains, the matching britches were worn thin at the knees
and ripped at the rear revealing a large portion of ample buttock. He picked up the leather jack with
shaking hands, slopping some of its contents onto the table and into his lap and drained what was left
in a single draft, tipping it back so quickly that some of its contents dribbled down his chin and
soaked into his shirt. Wiping at his wine stained whiskers with a grubby sleeve he gripped the edge of
the table to steady himself as he stood, cautiously, breathing heavily and swaying while he gained his
bearings before stumbling towards the back door of the bar.
At a nearby table a group of half a dozen fashionably dressed young blades, full of bravado
and cheap beer exploded in a fit of giggles. ‘Aah! The poor old sod’s pissed himself!’ one of them
howled seeing the damp patch on the drunk’s groin. Another stuck out his foot as the drunkard
tottered past sending him sprawling into a table laden with drinks and empty mugs, bringing him to
the floor amidst shattered class and broken pottery, soaking him with slops. The drunk staggered to
his feet and drew himself up to his full height; he glared at them with red rimmed watery eyes then
belched explosively sending the blades into further paroxysms of laughter.
‘Oi you!’ shouted the barkeeper over the general hubbub, ‘we don’t want no trouble here, so
bugger off you old sot!’
Gathering the little dignity left to him, the drunk staggered through the door and out into the
gathering dark. As the cold night air hit him like a slap in the face, a wave of maudlin self-pity
washed over him; he sank into the gutter and buried his face in his hands, shaking uncontrollably as
he wept. Ten years ago things would have been very different, he thought as he got unsteadily back to
his feet and headed for the cheap lodging house he reluctantly called home.
Captain Albrecht Schultz turned in his saddle and shading his eyes against the sun’s glare
looked back along the line of troops as it snaked its way along the banks of the river Sol and felt his
heart sink. At his side the army commander, Count Ulrich von Schloss spotted his movement and
grinned, ‘Finest body of men a man can hire, eh Schultz my good man?’
‘Yes my Lord,’ Schultz replied though gritted teeth almost chocking on the lie; the Count was
not a man to be crossed with impunity. In all his long years of soldiering this was by far the most
badly equipped, ill-disciplined rabble that Schultz had ever had the misfortune to be associated with.
Why he had allowed himself to let the Count to talk him into taking part in this crackbrained invasion
of Bretonnia he would never know. Maybe it had something to do with the fat purse of gold that was
being constantly dangled before him but which never seem to make its way into his palm.
With whoops and hollers a wild-looking bunch of extravagantly moustachioed men, dressed
in an assortment of furs galloped by on shaggy ponies. The Count looked towards their rapidly
dwindling forms, a beatific smile on his thin face, ‘Kislevite Cossacks, the finest irregular cavalry in
the world!’ he breathed reverentially.
‘The biggest bunch of thieves, cut throats and drunkards more like’ Shultz thought to himself,
but refrained from voicing his misgivings aloud. From his vantage point among the Counts personal
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retinue of heavily armoured knights, at the head of the column, he could see through the cloud of dust
kicked up by the marching troops. The sunlight flashed and twinkled from arms and armour beneath
the flags that cracked and fluttered in the breeze. He could make out blocks of halberdiers, scruffy
looking troops of militia, several companies of archers; his own included amongst them, and a small
group of highly professional looking great swords. Marching just behind the retinue came the Count’s
other pride and joy, a troop of mercenary crossbowmen supplied by Duke Bastinado of Tilea who had
also provided maps, information and funds in exchange for a battery of impressive looking, but
ultimately useless canons. At the rear of the column, creating an even greater cloud of dust was the
artillery and the baggage trains, chirgeon’s and sutler’s carts, whores, wives and children and the
associated hangers-on that accompany an army on the march.
The day had ended in a glorious fiery sunset and the army had pitched its last encampment on
the banks of the Sol before it turned west across the plain towards the Grey Mountains, camp fires
filled the evening air with smoke and the smells of cooking. Captain Schultz sat in the command tent
listening as the Duke’s reedy voice ran through the final plan of attack, ‘… so you see gentleman we
will approach Quenelles from the east through the forest of Athel Loren, a totally unexpected quarter.
In no time at all we will have swept aside any opposition and the city and its vast wealth will be ours.’
The other captains, arse lickers to a man in Schultz’s opinion, nodded and murmured their agreement.
Schultz plucked up courage and addressed the Count, ‘My Lord,’ he tried hard not to sound sarcastic
as he said the word, ‘are you sure that at this time of the year the mountains can be crossed at the
point our guides are pointing us towards?’
The Count shifted his thin frame in the overly ornate chair that he had insisted on bringing on
campaign and turned his ratty looking face towards Schultz, staring at him with cold dead eyes before
answering, ‘Duke Bastinado runs the largest private ring of spies in the known world, and they have
mapped the passes and the outer edges of the forest beyond. He assures me that there will be no
problems on the road that we have chosen.’
‘Ah, the forest,’ replied Schultz, ‘have you considered how the wood elves will take to us
trespassing on their lands?’
‘Pah!’ snorted the Count snapping his fingers in contempt. ‘Wood elves are a myth peddled
by fat, ignorant peasant women, especially the garlic stinking Bretonnians, to keep their ill-behaved
spawn in order. They’re a convenient fiction put about by that old blow hard the Duke of Quenelles as
propaganda to convince the credulous that his precious city is invulnerable to a flank attack.
You Schultz are rapidly turning into a whining old woman and we are growing tired with
listening to your constant carping; your presence is no longer required at our councils. From now on
you can march with that rag-tag rabble that passes for a company of archers!’
Schultz took one look at the Count’s bulging eyes, foam-flecked lips and crimson features and
swallowed the impulse to comment on the folly of trusting a Tilean spymaster or entering the dark
and foreboding homelands of the wood elves. He stood, saluted and, turning heavily on his heel,
returned to his tent.
***
Things started to turn bad for the expedition as soon as it attempted to cross the mountains. The sun,
which had shone on them for weeks on end, disappeared into massed banks of threatening grey cloud
and the temperature dropped dramatically as they started to ascend the upper slopes of the foothills,
shortly followed by heavy snow. ‘So much for Duke Bastinado’s information’ cursed Schultz
struggling through a particularly deep drift. By the time that they reached the high mountain passes
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the pace of the army had been reduced to a slow crawl. The paths were narrow and icy making it
difficult to move the artillery and the baggage, resulting in the larger canon and some wagons, mainly
those carrying the tents, being abandoned.
And that was just the start. As the weather worsened and the men grew tired accidents started
to occur with growing regularity. Whilst traversing a particularly difficult section of path with a cliff
to their right and a sheer drop of a thousand or more feet to their left, a pony train, heavily laden with
food supplies, slipped on a patch of ice and plunged screaming over the precipice dragging the five
others in the string and their unfortunate handler to their deaths. Exhausted men collapsed by the side
of the path and froze to death where they lay, their bodies rapidly becoming formless white humps
beneath the constantly falling snow.
The army that came down from the mountains to follow the course of the river Brionne to
Quenelles was a shadow of its former self with what little sense of discipline it had possessed at the
start of the march beaten and frozen out of it. However, its real troubles were only just beginning. As
soon as the Count’s army entered the forest men began to disappear. Stragglers at the back of the
column disappeared. Outriders began to be picked off by archers hidden amongst the trees. Then just
as suddenly the entire column would fall under sudden and brutal attack by figures in cloaks and
covered faces, reaping a heavy toll.
Yet the men marched on, in mortal fear of feeling the bite of a white feathered arrow in his
throat or back. Scouts moving ahead of the main column encountered deadly traps; shallow pits lined
with sharpened stakes designed to maim and cripple an unwary man or horse, dead fall animal traps
with a central spike on which the unfortunate victim became impaled or short poles cunningly
arranged so that when trodden on they brought a spiked board up into the victim’s chest or belly. In
the morning after the first night’s camp the sentries were found at their posts with their throats cut.
During the second night the sentries vanished only for their bodies to be discovered strung up in the
trees along the line of march, the last one still jerking and twitching as the column reached him. Yet of
their attackers there was no sign.
The strain became too much for the common soldiers, many of whom were young men taking
part in their first campaign. Despite the dangers around them desertion became rife and two of
Schultz’s archers slipped away one night. Schultz wandered the woods for days, carefully marking his
route with torn strips of his jerkin, careful to do nothing anger the wood elves further. Despite the
pervasive sense of dread he was determined to find the men make an example of them. The army
might be falling apart around him but he was damned if he was going to let his own regiment go the
same way. The discovery of their mangled remains in a clearing had frustrated his plans and, he had
to admit to himself, badly shaken him up.
***
Eventually the Count had decided to turn away from the river and head south towards the borders of
the forest where reports said that it opened up into large easily crossed clearings. After a day’s hard
slog cutting a path through dense undergrowth they finally broke out into open ground, a glade the
size of a large meadow. The grass was thick and lush the small creatures flitted between its blades. As
the Cossacks, strung out and agitated, emerged into the glade disaster struck. Spying a herd of
magnificent looking pale grey and white horses grazing at the far end, drunk on vodka to a man, they
set off without warning at the gallop to capture them. They had travelled less than half the distance to
their goal when a single arrow took their leader in the throat with a wet thud. He continued to sit
astride his horse, a bemused look on his face, choking on his own blood for several seconds before
slipping from his saddle and falling beneath the feet of the horse next to him. Before his comrades
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could react a blizzard of arrows broke from the surrounding trees and scythed into them. Ponies
screamed and plunged as the arrows struck home and men fell screaming and cursing from their
saddles transfixed by the long shafts. One rider, pierced through the right shoulder, found his left foot
tangled in his stirrup strap and was dragged for several hundred yards dashing his brains out as he
bounced behind his mount. The few survivors of the arrow storm broke and galloped madly back
towards the safety of the main body of the army; they were picked off one by one long before they
reached it.
The Tilean crossbow men had been called up to provide covering fire, but before they could
manhandle their heavy wooden pavaises into position or find a target to shoot at they too fell victim to
a storm of unerringly accurate bow fire. With a bellow the Count led his knights in a mad charge
across the glade and by some miracle he and a couple of survivors made it to the tree line where they
kept going. Schultz realised with a sick feeling in his stomach that the army had been abandoned to its
fate by its erstwhile leader. Strung out in a column of march it fell easy prey to its attackers and all
hell broke loose. He watched horrified as the army disintegrated around him as the men fought
shadows.
The air crackled with magic and the great swords who were attempting to cut their way out of
the glade suddenly found themselves trapped by a dense tangle of viciously thorned bushes that
sprang up out of nowhere and ripped the flesh of those who tried to break free from their grip. As fast
as they had appeared the bushes vanished and the unit was attacked on all sides by a small group of
semi naked, tattooed warriors who cartwheeled and cavorted around them wielding their swords with
an effortless grace. As the dancers tightened their circle around the doomed great swords they were
cut down one at a time without the Empire soldiers ever landing a blow on their opponents, their
captain was the last to fall, beheaded by a lithe female warrior executing a deadly pirouette with a
flash of silver.
The enemy was not however having it all their own way. As the men came to their senses and
not even the elves supernatural agility could evade every thrust of arrow fired at point-blank range.
But the losses were insignificant compared to the slaughter inflicted on the men of the Empire. To
Schultz’s left a unit of halberdiers was holding its own against a group of elf spearmen only to be torn
asunder from the rear by a group of nightmarish figures that seemed to be a mix of female elf and
vegetation. They were unbelievably quick and strong and literally tore men limb from limb. His own
company fared little better and soon only a handful of archers remained in isolated knots trying to
fend off their attackers.
As suddenly as the attack had started it ceased and the elves began to withdraw to the edges
of the glade; a deathly hush filled the clearing as the survivors stared at each other in astonishment
unable to comprehend what was happening. A horn sounded close by and from the bushes emerged an
elf twice the size of any man, his skin glowed with the fresh green tinge of new buds, his heavily
muscled legs were covered with reddish coloured hair and ended in large hooves while from his brow
sprang a pair of antlers that would have put a royal stag to shame. The figure was accompanied by
two large wolf hounds and a retinue of hunters consisting of archers, spearmen, dancers and the
peculiar tree women.
‘To the hunt!’ he bellowed before once more sounding his horn. The elves at the edges of the
glade gave a great cheer as the figure and his retinue surged forward. The remaining men of the
Count’s grand expedition panicked, broke and ran hither and thither; but all were hunted down
mercilessly, except for Schultz who stood rooted to the spot with horror as death and destruction
swirled around him. When it was all over the hunter stood before him, his naked torso spattered with
gore and with strips of flesh hanging from his antlers. He cradled Schultz’s jaw in his great, gore
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soaked, hand and stared deep into his eyes, ‘I grant you the gift of life. You will be permitted to go
back into the world of men and tell them of the power that lies in the forest. Warn them to never
return.’
***
How Schultz found himself in the suburbs of Quenelles, his body battered and bruised and his mind
broken he could not tell, but he did as he had been ordered and told all who would listen about the
horror that awaited the unwary in Athel Loren. He slowly made his way back to the Empire and
discovered that the Count and the few surviving knights had fled back across the southern spur of the
Grey Mountains into Tilea.
He had made his way to the court of Duke Bastinado where he had received a less than
friendly welcome; the Duke had tried his new artillery train against a rival and discovered that several
of the canon had been miscast. Barrels to had exploded when firing, killing their crews, whilst several
of the others had defective touch holes that prevented them from firing. The Count was seized and
thrown into the Duke’s dungeon where he eventually died lonely and raving like a madman in the
darkness.
It didn’t take long for the locals of taverns across Altdorf to grow bored of his tales of woe
and warnings and stopped listening to him. Soon he had become just another bitter old drunk,
someone to be avoided at all cost or jeered at, but no matter how much of the cheap Altdorf beer he
drank or how much raw spirit he poured down his throat he could not forget what had happened to
him or his comrades and the warning he’d been charged to deliver. Nothing could provide the
oblivion that would blot out the sights, sounds and the horror that he had witnessed.
Schultz opened the door of his lodging house with all the exaggerated quiet of a man who
knows that he has drunk too much and staggered upstairs to the tiny cupboard that his landlady
laughingly called a room. Still fully clothed, he collapsed into the flea ridden bed and pulled the soiled
sheet over his head. Lying alone in the dark he shivered, closed his eyes and waited for the hunt to
begin again.
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Origins – The Falklands Squadron – by Dave Bartley
A Dystopian Wars background piece

An extract from:- A review of the Kingdom of Britannia Naval Armada, 1870 by Charles Aubrey.
The Falkland Island Squadron
HISTORY
Little did Her Majesty’s government realise how important the decision to colonise the remote and
windswept Falkland Islands was to become in later years. The ever-growing need for resources
highlighted the need for a deep water port in the South Atlantic, and the Falkland Islands were the
perfect choice. Captain James Onslow and the cruiser Clio were ordered to restate the Britannia claim
to the islands, and evict any illegal colonies they found. They soon displaced a settlement founded by
the United Provinces of the River Plate and set about surveying the islands for both military and
civilian use.
Onslow rapidly determined that the best military real estate would be the coasts either side of
Falkland Sound. With the deep water of the sound allowing for even the largest of vessels a safe
protected anchorage. Turning San Carlos bay into a fully functional naval base would be a trivial taks
for her majesties engineers. As more ships and workers began to arrive Onslow was ordered to
oversee both the establishment of a base ashore, and to survey the islands in as much detail as he was
able. By the middle of the year the first buildings had been erected and a functional port created at
San Carlos.
Civilian prospectors were sent to survey the islands and they reported little of real importance
on the islands itself, however as a hub of both fishing and seal hunting the islands would be of use. To
this end they were directed to plan for the establishment of a colony on the islands and selected the
Berkley Sound area as the most suitable. In 1831 they began initial work on the settlement of Port
Stanley on the eastern most coast of the islands. By 1835 the town and port were established and the
first Governor was able to take seat in Government House.
The military had not been idle during these years. Port San Carlos was now a fully developed
permanent naval base, with a port capable of servicing ships as large as battleships. The permanent
garrison was made up of a small contingent of the Land Armada, name Naval Party 8901, drawn from
the contingents of ships docked for repair at the time. With most of Britannia’s military resources
engaged in operations in other theatres, the threat to the islands was judged to be too low to require
further resources.
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When the then Federated States expanded its sphere of influence by annexing Mexico the
Britannia government began to realise the true strategic nature of its colony in the South Atlantic.
Bills were quickly passed in parliament and the admiralty ordered to raise a standing force in the
Falkland Islands, formally named the Falkland Island Squadron (FIS). This force was to include a
permanent company of soldiers from the 34th Sheffield (Sea) Regiment to form Naval Party 8901, a
squadron of attack and fighter aircraft from the Air Armada, and a small force of frigates and cruisers
from the Navy. This was in place by late 1839, under the command of Commodore Wynstanley,
whose permanent headquarters were established at Port San Carlos.
Wynstanley saw that the current dispositions of forces on the island would never be sufficient
should the US ever push further south and begin to harass British holdings to the south of the
continent. Lacking both the resources, military and financial backing after the establishment of the
permanent base, he set about the task of preparing the ground work for expansion of both San Carlos
and potential bases on West Falkland. Using the cover of manoeuvres and exercises by both land and
air armada large areas around Port Howard and Fox bay were bombed and assaulted repeatedly,
leaving them suitably disrupted that the engineers had little trouble moving in and clearing the land
ready for future exploitation.
By the time Wynstanley was recalled from his command in shame, he had done much to
prepare the Islands for their future crucial role. However the admiralty considered his wanton use of
valuable ordinance needed elsewhere on manoeuvres in a passive province to be both wasteful and
underhand. He was never placed in a position of command again and retired a year later from the
service.
When Lord Sturgeon arrived at Port Stanley in late 1844, to take on final provisions before
embarking on his historic expedition, little was thought of the endeavour that would forever change
our world. Backed by all nations no military escort of the ships was allowed and they passed beyond
patrol boarders of the Falkland Island Squadrons into the frozen wastes of Antarctica. The few that
had ventured onto that vast continent spoke of ice and rock as far as they could see, with little cover to
the constant shifting weather. In truth no one on the Islands ever expected to see any of the explorers
again when they left Port Stanley. How wrong they were.
The next 12 years were a prosperous time for the Falkland Islands. As the exploration and
expansion of the frontier settlements took hold on Antarctica, more and more ships and people passed
through the island. Port Stanley grew in size and stature as the money these travellers brought was
invested in the Island. Despite its rugged and harsh environment, familiar at once to any inhabitant of
Exmoor or the Scottish Highlands, the island was a green and fertile land compared to the harsh
conditions of those early years of the expedition. Many workers came to the island to rest and
recuperate, spending even more as they did. The FIS during this time did not enjoy such a similar rise
to prominence. The posting as Officer commanding was never seen as a career enhancing one, and a
string of competent, yet uninspiring, commanders followed in the wake of Wynstanley. Many times
the ships and crews sent south were both on the verge of retirement, and many saw their tour as one
that had to be endured, spending as much time as possible enduring it in the pleasures that Port
Stanley had grown to provide.
The shockwave of Lord Sturgeon’s announcement of the formation of the Covenant of
Antarctica was felt as keenly in Port Stanley as it was in the corridors of power back in London. Many
feared that a war would be declared and they would become the focus of any reprisals by the newly
created nation. The inhabitants of the Falklands knew full well that the innovations that had been
released to the world were only the tip of the iceberg as to what could be lurking in the depths of the
mythical Vault. While many of the rumours and tales that had escaped the frozen outpost sounded too
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fanciful even for the amazing modern world we live in some had more than a grain of truth in them.
The Britannia government, after much bluster and rhetoric from the back benches, eventually came to
realise that a military response was not an option, and dispatched an Ambassador to the Covenant,
thereby formally recognising its legitimacy as an independent nation. To not do so was consider too
large a risk, without the technological marvels that the scientist had let out into the world over the
previous decase the Kingdom would run the risk of other nations gaining an unacceptable advantage.
While her majesty’s government was forced to accept this turn of events, the admiralty turned
its thoughts to what would be required if war was ever declared on this new world power. It was
quickly realised that the prominence and capabilities of the FIS and its bases on the islands had to be
reviewed and increased with all alacrity. To this end Admiral Shaftsbury was dispatched to assume
command of the FIS, the first officer of flag rank ever to hold the post, and indicating to all in the
service that the FIS was no longer to be viewed as a second-rate arm of the Naval Armada. Shaftsbury
at first appeared as an odd choice to a public demanding the turncoat Sturgeon be taken to task. His
commands at sea had been uninspiring. He had not been involved in any major actions, his career one
of steady promotion without the headline catching prominence of more hawkish colleagues.
While Shaftsbury may not have been the ideal candidate to launch an invasion of the
Antarctic, he was the perfect man to plan and organise the build up of forces in the FIS, and the
infrastructure needed to support them. When his flag was raised at his HQ in San Carlos in 1858 he
quickly came to realise what a god send the ground work that Wynstanley had covertly laid was. With
two areas all ready cleared, effectively ready for the construction, plans for 2 permanent bases could
be put into action immediately. With a new commander came a new flagship, and for the first time
ever a battleship was permanently part of the FIS. Its arrival was to highlight that even the naval base
at San Carlos would require a massive overhaul to bring it up to the standard to maintain and support
the modern fleet that the FIS would have to become.
Admiral Shaftsbury spent an unprecedented period of 10 years as the commander of the FIS.
During this time the area either side of Falkland sound was changed beyond recognition. He oversaw
the construction of permanent bases for the Air Armada and Land forces assigned to the FIS, with
additional staging areas built and provisioned should either need to be enlarged for operations in the
South Atlantic. The port facilities were also been massively upgraded in both size and capability.
Capable of handling even the brutish Majesty class dreadnoughts and Avenger fleet carriers separate
and secret facilities were constructed to support the Vanguard submarines coming into service with
the fleet.
As the facilities grew so did the compliment of ships and personnel assigned to the FIS. No
longer were obsolete ships assigned with each new class of ship finding its way south early in their
lives with the Navy. Shaftsbury’s insistence on this was founded that the conditions found in the seas
around Antarctica were unlike any other, and ships designed and tested to operate in the North
Atlantic may prove unserviceable in the endless southern ocean. It is a great credit to the ingenuity
and skill of the ship building engineers of Britannia that no class of ship has ever proven to be
unsuited to deployment in the southern ocean.
During the 10 years of growth no major engagements between ships occurred despite the FIS
beginning to actively patrol Britannia’s territorial waters around the Falklands, and further afield into
international waters. It was not until 1865 that ships bearing the flag of the Covenant were
encountered in international waters, and began making visits to Port Stanley. Tensions continued to
rise as ships of both fleets encountered each other more frequently out in open waters.
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It was not until November 1868 that ships from the FIS and Covenant exchanged fire. The
cruiser Lion was on patrol with the frigates Undaunted and Endymoin in international waters off the
coast of Antarctica. A ship roughly the size of a cruiser, but of an unknown design, was observed
approaching rapidly. The ship hailed the FIS squadron and claimed they were sailing in Covenant
waters and demand they depart North at full speed. Captain Bellows replied that he was sailing legally
in international waters and the ship should change course or he would have no choice but to declare it
as hostile, and take action as his orders dictated. The Covenant vessel refused to change course, and
for reasons that are to this day hotly debated, Bellows gave the order to launch a full spread of
torpedoes from his foreword tubes while he began to manoeuvre his ships into position to finish the
task.
The battle was brief and somewhat one-sided with the Covenant ship sunk after inflicting
minor damage to Lion and Undaunted. Diplomatic exchanges following this incident were long and
heated. After some months, where war seemed a distinct possibility a treaty was agreed and territorial
waters surrounding both the Falkland Islands and Covenant of Antarctica were agreed. No warships of
either side would enter the others waters without prior agreement and escort. Trade between the
Covenant and Falkland Islands were resumed, much to the relief of the civilians on the island who had
began to feel the financial pinch of the isolation.
The political fallout of this engagement was felt far and wide within both the government and
admiralty. It became obvious that Captain Bellows felt he was operating under clear orders that he
was able to defend his ship against any threat with deadly force. However no such standing orders
could be found to cover the FIS. Indeed the existence of the Covenant was not acknowledged in the
standing orders. While Shaftsbury was the perfect commander to oversee the building of the fleet, it
quickly became apparent that his focus had remained on planning and logistics, and that the FIS was
operating under the rules of engagement that had existed over a decade ago. It was time that a greater
military mind was in command lest such encounters between ships become common and escalated out
of control of either government.
The appointment of the current Commanding officer, Admiral Moorhouse, in March 1869
was to cause much muttering and disquiet within the admiralty. On paper he does indeed look to be an
odd choice to command such a vital part of the naval armada. Many point to his limited experience in
command of capital class vessels. Indeed, Moorhouse has only one command of such a ship, the
battleship Resolution of the Mediterranean fleet. Moorhouse has spent most of his career working in
the silent service, the submarine arm of the naval armada. His previous appointment was a
commander of submarines for the Mediterranean fleet and many expected him to assume this post
within the home fleet. He is widely acknowledged as the foremost expert in submersible operations.
At the end of his first full year in command all those that have visited the Falklands and seen
the men and ships of the FIS operate have reported favourable on them. Admiral Moorhouse has
replaced the old rules of engagement with ones suitable to the conditions that now prevail in the South
Atlantic. Not only is the growth of military prowess of the Covenant a concern, but the purchase of
land in Argentina by the Empire of the blazing sun, and the resultant military build up have once
again proved the worth of this small outpost of the empire to all in the home island.

THE FLEET
The modern FIS is, in truth, as powerful and capable as any of the other fleets in the Naval Armada.
Many in the admiralty have lobbied to change the name to reflect the military power of the command,
yet this has been resisted largely on political grounds. Many feel that to formally acknowledge the
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military build up in the Falkland Islands could cause protests from the Covenant’s government and
whatever the military reality the ability to pass the formation off as a mere squadron is politically
expedient.
Admiral Moorhouse’s flagship is currently the Majesty class dreadnought HMS Howe.
Though he spends more time ashore Moorhouse’s ship is rarely in port. It is often out in the ocean
undergoing exercises at both ship and squadron level as command of Alpha squadron. The ruler class
battleship Conqueror is the lead ship for Bravo squadron. While the two squadrons are permanent
structures ships within the fleet are assigned as required, with ships moving between the two often.
Such a flexible arrangement is a foreign concept to most commanders, but Admiral Moorhouse
quickly came to realise that both the remote location, and harshness of conditions found in the South
Atlantic required such measures. Ships require far more maintenance in these unforgiving conditions
and as such spend more time in port, on average, than any others in the Britannia navy.
The surface compliment is made up of 6 Tribal class cruisers, 6 Orion class destroyers, 12
Attack class frigates and 12 Bastion class escorts. The avenger class fleet carrier Hermes is nominally
attached to the fleet. However it rarely operates with the fleet in the waters between the islands and
Antarctica. The sea conditions commonly found there have made flight operations off its deck
impossible much of the time and it is normally found patrolling the area to the north, escorting ships
being sold to the Socialist Union of South America into their ports.
The one real anomaly with the FIS is that a larger than expected number of Vanguard class
submarines operate as part of the fleet. While the exact number was not revealed to the author it can
be assumed that there are more than 10 available to Admiral Moorhouse at any given time. While at
first it may seem ridiculous to have so many of these valuable ships assigned to one fleet further
consideration makes their deployment a master stroke of planning on Moorhouse’s part. These ships
can operate for long periods without the need to surface, and are therefore not subjected to the harsh
sea conditions that the surface ships have to endure. There rugged hulls designed to smash opponents
hulls in too are equally suitable for dealing with the ice flows found around the border waters between
Britannia and Covenant territory. One must also consider the potential for a submarine to go places
undiscovered and undertake operations that other ships just could not. In these uncertain times we live
in the author takes comfort that such ships are out in the South Atlantic, learning all they can of the
abilities of the Covenant forces. Without their brave crews and commander the world would indeed be
a much more dangerous place.
In summary the Falkland Island Squadron has grown rapidly in both power and prominence
since its inception in 1839. It is impossible to believe that it will ever again be left to drift as it did in
its early years. What threat to the sovereignty of Britannia the Covenant of Antarctica may ultimately
prove will become known over the coming years. That there will be conflict between the fleets in the
South Atlantic seems increasingly likely, and the appearance of Empire of the blazing suns fleet assets
of the coast of Argentina will only further inflame the situation. This author is encouraged by what he
saw of the FIS, and has total confidence that Admiral Moorhouse is the man to lead it.
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Traitor by James Wilson
A Dystopian Wars Story

Yeoman Wilson leant against the fore turret of the MKII Tribal Class cruiser HMS Aggressive and
stared out into the soupy night. The mid watch was not amongst his favourite duties mainly because
nothing ever happened. Just a few late night arrivals, usually drunk and rowdy after a day’s shore
leave. This time of year was especially poor for it. The smoggy haze of Plymouth docklands obscured
any possible view, not even the dockyard lights were visible, just an ugly, oily yellow haze creeping
through the fog. To make matters worse the December chill had him hankering for the warm beef
stew he’d packed away below deck earlier that evening. And the dumplings, the thought of them
warmed him briefly. Navy cuisine was hardly fine dining but he’d happily chew his way through the
gristly scraps that passed for meat if it meant not being out in the cold.
Further along the dockyard raucous singing echoed through the air. He couldn’t make out all
the words but he gleaned enough to know it was a typical Navy tune about a woman named Suki from
Bangkok and her surprising anatomic abilities. Wilson couldn’t make out any shapes in the fog and
the voices and their colourful ditty didn’t appear to be coming any closer so he allowed himself to
relax slightly. He jumped as a chorus of bells start to chime across the dockyard. Wilson moved to the
ships bell and began to sound the six chimes that marked the third hour of the watch. 3am rang out for
anyone foolish enough to be able to hear it, which was mostly the other poor souls on watch like him
on their respective ships. Plymouth was all but empty. Normally a thriving military and civilian port
space was usually at a premium. But with a big push in the Pacific to deter the Japs from harassing her
Majesty’s interests in that region it was all but empty. The Aggressive was only docked here for a few
days maintenance, refitting its ailing shield generator. The MKII substituted fire power for the
protection afforded by the shield generator and Wilson had been more than happy with that choice on
several occasions over the last year.
Wilson was glad of the relative peace and quiet as it meant time away from the front lines,
time away from being shot at and time away from tipping his dead friends over the side wrapped in a
Britannic flag. The Britannic empire had mobilised like no other point in history and was involved in
some of the most brutal engagements. It was not for the faint of heart. They say that a soldier’s life
expectancy drops by 20% with each tour of duty. He was only his fourth. He and the Aggressive had
beaten the odds so far but he knew it was only a matter of time. He loved England but not in a chest
puffing salute the flag kind of way that the Yanks beheld their upstart nation. He could see little point
in the wars breaking out the world over. Wilson had joined the navy as a way to get an education and
learn a trade, now he embroiled in a war that he just wanted to survive. He felt no particular hatred or
ill will toward his enemies. He had no doubt that most soldiers serving on the other side felt the same
way. That they wouldn’t shoot him on sight or vice versa but that was the business of war. Survival
was all that mattered.
Wilson paced the polished oak decking, moving port aft towards the gangway. The early
morningchill nipped at him as his oppo on this watch, Bob, appeared with a mug of tea in each
hand. Bob came from the furthest reaches of the Empire and his real name wasn’t Bob but it was
much easier than trying to pronounce his real name. Bob was we well liked through the ship for the
most part but Wilson kept his distance, despite having to share a billet. It wasn’t prejudice, Wilson
couldn’t care less where Bob was from so long as he did his job. It was just he was too…good. Was
just… too good. Too nice. Too popular. It made James suspicious which he suspected was more like
jealousy. He Headed toward the Foc’sle and called back to Bob,
‘Gonna do a circuit.’
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Bob nodded his response from behind his cup, not saying anything as he watched Wilson
disappear into the murk. Moving slowly around the deck lost in his own world, Wilson half heartedly
checked the mooring lines with a slight kick to each one. As he completed his circuit he noticed a
shadow near the gangway. Probably Bob. He Wilson approached he saw the shadow break up into
two distinctive shapes. One moved quickly to the gangway and down off the ship, the other remained
in place. Wilson moved closer to it to see the familiar form of Bob emerge from the curling fog.
‘What was that about?’ he asked.
Bob shrugged as he moved towards the stern of the vessel, flinging the remainder of his cold
tea overboard. ‘Just some drunk. Got the wrong ship.’ He soothed placing one hand protectively in his
pocket. Wilson grimaced at the creeping sensation he felt as Bob spoke. He returned his attention to
the cup in his hand, now half drained and took a sip. Cold. Typical.
Wilson continued his circuits around the ship, pausing only to hastily smoke half a cigarette
despite light and noise discipline being in force, resigned to yet another tedious night until frantic
alarm bells started ringing across the base, the alert bells of those ships at anchor quickly adding their
voice to the tumult. Wilson rang to follow suit, grabbing the grimey, rigid rope and clanging the
clapper against the sound rim with jarring force. He didn’t know what was going on but the base was
on high alert. Moments later a deck hand came scrambling up to Wilson and hurriedly informed him
that enemy spies had been spotted on the base and anyone attempting to board was to be shot on sight.
The next day, when James awoke, the vibrations running through his birth told him the ship was
moving at speed. He hauled himself out of his cot, washed and dressed. As he buttoned up his tunic
the familiar and foreboding klaxon blared through the ship signifying the beat to quarters.
‘Action stations, action stations, action stations.’ Wilson frantically tugged on his boots as the
ship made a sharp turn to port, throwing him into the bulkhead. Cursing the pain and the helmsmen he
made for the hatch as another sharp turn knocked him off-balance. Behind him he heard an
exclamation as Bob was thrown clear of his bunk, rolled up papers spilling onto the deck below.
Wilson instinctively went to help his comrade scooping up one of the rolled up bits of paper. Bob,
fully dressed, scrabbled on the floor scooping up the spilled scrolls as they slide across the ship with
the yaw of the hull. Stuffing the papers into a battered satchel Bob eyed the on clasped in Wilson’s
hands jealously. The two men stared at each other, neither moving, the scroll still in Wilson’s grip.
The distant report of cannon fire and the screech of incoming shells caused Wilson to flinch
instinctively. Bob seized his chance, snatched the paper from Wilson’s hands and ran through the
hatch. Wilson wanted to chase after the man but his better judgement prevailed. HMS Aggressive’s
own guns roared into life, the recoil vibrating through the ship as Wilson grabbed his tool belt and ran
through the hatch to take his post.
Running through gangways he squeezed past fellow crewmen on their way to posts
throughout the ship. As Wilson took his position with the rest of his damage control team he heard the
spitting report of Aggressive’s ack ack batteries turned the sky above it into a death trap, a rasping
counter point to the boom of the main guns. Wilson leaned his weight against a bulkhead as the ship
pitched heavily to port, at moments like this there was no chatter. A tense silence was the only thing
shared between the damage control team, along with the nervous stares. The saying was that the
waiting is the worst part. It was said by people who had never served aboard a ship of war in combat.
The worst partcame next.
Wilson’ hearing was reduced to a high-pitched whistle and he was thrown to the deck as the
cruiser took a direct hit. As he pulled himself to unsteady feet he saw water start to floor from the
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adjoining corridor. The Aggressive had been holed just above the waterline and the swirling ocean
was spilling through the gaping wound in her flank.
‘Move!’ The order snapped the stunned crew out of their shell shock. They moved as one,
training leading them to the feeling of rushing air. Rounding a corner they were met with a spray of
water as the motion of the ship placed the damage just below the water line. ‘Get that shored up!’
Wilson still couldn’t hear properly but it scarcely mattered, the training was working well. The
damage controlequipment, such as it was, consisted mostly of wooden wedges, planks and their own
mattresses.Wilson hammered a handful of wedges into one of the smaller holes, as the others placed
a folded mattress against the largest hole and placed a disc of wood against it before jamming it in
place with a wooden beam against the bulkhead. James looked about him and saw Bob passing
through the section the bag still clutched in his hands. Abandoning ones post during once action
stations had been called was a capital crime. Whatever Bob was up to it must be pretty important to
risk a short drop and a sudden stop.
There was a shudder as an enemy shell exploded just metres from the hull jerking the ship to
starboard throwing Bob from his feet, hitting his head against a strut, his grab spilling from his
grasp. Leaving his team behind him, Wilson closed the distance between the prostrate Bob in
moments, scooping up the bag. Injured but not incapacitated Bob whirled from his prone position and
caught Wilson’s feet with a sweeping kick, bringing him down hard on deck. The grab burst open
spilling files, equipment and photos into the ankle-deep water that now flooded the corridors.
Realisation crept into Wilson’s consciousness, it was all too clear what Bob was. Bob was on his feet
and looking for a way out but Wilson’s team had seen the exchange and rushed to Wilson’s aide.
Another explosion rocked the ship and the damage team stumbled and Bob took his chance, darting
through the nearest hatch.
Wilson wanted to go after him but duty overrode his personal desires. A series of bangs
signalled the Aggressive’s torpedoes taking to the water and the ack ack batteries opened up once
more. The tannoy squawked ordering crews to recovery boats. The small task force had taken losses.
Wilson wasn’t surprised, the rest of his team were talking about fleet strength opposition. The
Britannians were being taken to pieces. Then the tannoy went again.
‘Brace! Brace! Brace!’ Wilson went cold, they were under rocket attack. Even below decks a
faint whistling could be heard over the general din of war and the sound of panicking crew.
The hairs on his arms stood on end as the Aggressive’s shield generators flickered to life and a
serious of vibrations reverberated through the hull, then the ship lurched as it was struck hard then the
world turned white as the magazine exploded. Wilson’ world exploded into fire, heat, blood and pain.
He had a sickening sensation of flight then the air was forced from him as he landed on what felt like
concrete. He then sank into it. As his body was engulfed by the freezing ocean some coherency was
rammed into him but it did no good. He tried to swim but all his energy left him and he stopped
struggling. The waves engulfed him. Then he felt rough hands and the sensation of being lifted. Then
felt nothing at all.
***
Wilson woke up with a jolt. He was in a hospital bed. God only knew how he got there but he thanked
Him all the same for his salvation. Looking around he could see he was in a private room. A small
window let in a warm breeze and he could hear the sound of birds singing outside. His arm was in a
cast and strapped close to his chest and his head was bandaged.
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He tentatively got to his feet, feeling the cool of the floor on his skin. He turned his head,
taking in his surroundings causing a sudden wave of pain shot through him as the bailiffs in his head
repossessed the energy his body had borrowed. Unable to pay up, his body gave in under him and he
collapsed. Crying out, both for help and in pain, he tried to prevent the ground striking him as guards
entered the room and rushed to assist him.
Wilson’s pain turned to horror. He quickly redacted his thanks to God as he realised the
guards were belonged to the Empire of the Blazing Sun. He tried to fight them but it was futile, his
strength quickly leaving him. The guards lifted him back onto the bed and a nurse was summoned. He
felt a spreading warmth on his side and realised in his struggle he’d torn some stitches. He lay
thereparalysed by a cocktail of fear, pain and panic as the nurse entered the room with a trolley.
His sense of anxiety rose as he saw a charged syringe. His body refused to act as the nurse swabbed
his neck injected him.
A sense of calm swept through him as the sedative took over and he returned to the darkness
of his mind, a happy place full of quiet, peace and a complete lack of soldiers. His dreams eventually
became fevered and polluted by the leering features of Bob. He had the sense he ought to do
something. When Wilson came to, days had passed and he’d lost weight. The guards brought him to a
mess room where he found there were prisoners from all over the world eating. Most were Britannic.
Wilson ignored the rest as they would be of little help or comfort. When he joined the Britannic
prisoners they shied away from him. Some stopped eating and asked to be taken back their cells.
Wilson was horrified, their bodies looked wasted and broken. He tried to speak to the nearest prisoner.
He didn’t look round. None of them would look at him. These prisoners had been treated like
unwanted pets. Tolerated. Fed just enough to stay alive and punished ruthlessly for the slightest
infraction. Wilson wondered why he had not suffered a similar fate.
As the days passed his strength returned and his wounds healed and all the while Wilson was
waiting for the interrogations and gruelling tortures that the Blazing Sun was infamous for. Finally the
waiting was over as after his morning meal he was taken to a different part of the detention camp. He
was marched down clean brightly lit corridors, guards flanking him every step of the way. He was
halted outside an office, the script on the door was unreadable to him but his imagination filled in for
his lack of knowledge. One of the soldiers knocked on the door and lead him in.
‘Ah! Yeoman Wilson, welcome.’ The voice had a heavy accent but it was easy enough for
Wilson tounderstand him. ‘You have been made comfortable?’ Wilson nodded, not saying a word.
‘We, of course searched your person when we found you Yeoman Wilson.’ The officer paused and
drank a yellow liquid from a small grey cup. ‘You had a number of intriguing items upon your
person.’ He opened a draw and began to lay out documents. ‘These papers, specifically, were of great
interest.’ Wilson had no idea what he was looking at but they were important enough to have kept him
alive. ‘We are gratified you should bring this to us Yeoman Wilson. It seems you intended to defect?’
Wilson’s mind reeled. No wonder the others hadn’t said a word. He’d thought they were broken men.
Not so. They thought him a traitor to Queen and Country.
The enormity of it dawned on him. Were he to attempt escape and by some miracle make it
home questions would be asked. He would be branded a traitor. He’d be hanged. Wilson’s
thoughts came quickly like gunshots, each piercing his soul. The realisation of what had
happened shocked him to his core. ‘Did…did you find others near me?’ It was his only bargaining
chip. Someone, anyone from the damage control party, someone who had seen what had
happened with Bob or whatever he was called would destroy any hope of salvation.
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‘You were found floating amongst your…former colleagues, clutching a bag Yeoman Wilson.
None was alive but you.’
Nobody would believe he hadn’t betrayed his country now. The thought sickened him. He
had no choice but to go along with this officer’s assumption, nnauseating as it was. The officer lit a
cigarette, taking a long pull before puffing the smoke into the air.
‘What is it you hope to gain from this Yeoman Wilson? You do not speak Japanese I
presume?’ The officer asked clearly not entirely convinced by what had happened or that lowly sailor
would want to swap one master’s yoke for another, let alone one where he couldn’t function or even
speak to anyone. Wilson’s head, still rushing, went through several possibilities.
‘Peace!’ He said suddenly, truth breaking through the dullness he’d felt since being rescued.
‘I do not follow you Yeoman Wilson.’ The officer took another long drag on his cigarette.
Wilson’s brain was cartwheeling through ideas. Being a prisoner was not a good idea, being worked
to death had possibilities but it was known that the Empire of the Blazing Sun was not very
humanitarian to its own, let alone foreigners. The path of peace was the best he could hope for. To be
put somewhere and forgotten. ‘I seek only somewhere to live, away from the fighting, sir.’
Realisation came across the officer’s face as he pieced together a language he did not fully
command. ‘Ah! What is the word for this? …Coward I believe?’ Wilson flinched. A vestige of his
sense of honour made its presence felt but he was getting desperate. He needed this officer to believe
him, to relent a little. He couldn’t go home, it was too late, too many would suspect him a traitor now,
he couldn’t shake the feeling that everyone at home knew already or would find out soon, then he
would be hanged. The Japanese would kill him one way or another unless he could pull off the biggest
con in history. He couldn’t let this officer think him dishonourable that was important to these people,
to the officer class at least, so far as he could remember. If they found out that this was all an accident
he’d be sent to work, tortured to death or just shot as an example to others.
Everything was about survival now. The words flowed from him; ‘No sir. Not coward. Were I
a coward I would not have gone to sea. I would not have stayed with my ship. I would not have
gathered those items. I would have fled the fighting, not sign up. . Cowards do not go to war. Sir.’ The
officer pondered this. Wilson kept up the pace, his conscience quieting down to allow his mind to
clear. ‘Tired is the word sir. Tired of fighting. Tired of death. I seek a peaceful life before I die,
preferably of old age.’ The officer strolled to his window and looked out. ‘We all seek this Yeoman
Wilson. I too am tired of the death. I am inclined to grant your request. Find somewhere quiet to place
you. But first,’ he wheeled round to face his prisoner ‘you will speak with me of everything you know
about Britannian movements, tactics and procedures.’ The officer motioned to the door. ‘Please, this
way.’ Wilson stood and went through to be flanked by his guards. He had no choice. He was already
thought a traitor. He didn’t want to die. He would tell them everything. Survival was all that mattered.
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A Warhammer 40,000 Story

Pre-drop battle prep, a ritual Captain Albus had followed for the past 200 years. The weapons he
tended had changed with his rise through the ranks, but the process remained. A solid touchstone to
hold to, controlling the battle lust building within.
The armoury buzzed with activity, his retinue working on their weapons and armour, but he
paid them no attention, external input closed to him. Mind focused on the preparation for war. The
process began with his combat knife, the weapon of last resort save his armoured body itself, the true
final weapon of any Astartes. Focus. He returned his mind to the routine.
He examined the blade, searching for imperfections from his recent sparing, seeking out the
one he would never remove. The permanent blemish on the blade came from a battle with his most
hated foe, one he may have called brother an age ago. Freshly inducted to the assault unit, his
company were tasked to eradicate a raiding party of traitor Astartes. For 2 months they chased them
form planet to planet, a trail of destruction left in their wake. They finally cornered the last few
heretics; both sides aware the chase had ended. The battle rapidly degenerated into a whirling frenzy
of close quarters fighting. Bolter and chainsword clashing in a storm of noise, oblivion awaited those
whose concentration slipped for just a moment.
He’d found himself locked in combat with a hideous parody of the noble countenance of a
Space Marine. Its armour was festooned with dark imagery and icons that hurt the eyes and turned the
stomach. The armour’s surface squirmed and shifted, morphing with every thrust. Sword clashed with
sword, the traitor had lost an arm; a mass of writhing tentacles sprouted from the sucking wound,
lashing out to pull Albus closer. The faces on its armour seeming to reach for him before he broke
free, severing tentacles in a shower of foul-smelling ichor, the toxic fluid mixing with the churned
ground beneath their feet.
A large explosion tore through the line, the blast causing Albus to stagger, his feet slipping in
the blood soaked earth. His suits internal stabilisation systems strained as they attempted to right him
before he crashed onto his back, momentarily stunned. The servant of Chaos moved with unnatural
speed, leaping onto Albus, pinning him to the ground. Its tentacles ripped his chainsword from his
grasp, hurling it aside. With an inhuman wail its helmet split open to reveal an impossibly wide maw
lined with row upon row of razor sharp teeth. Its shriek pierced deep into Albus’ soul, tugging at the
core of his humanity. The monster’s tentacles began to slither around his neck, tightening steadily,
ceramite creaking beneath the tremendous pressure. The traitor continued to stare down at him, his
armour starting to crack, unable to withstand the attack.
The weight pressing down on him shifted, the beast was moving, preparing for its killing
blow. Albus saw his opening. With a triumphant bellow he smashed an armoured fist into the heretics
face, the shriek dying as Albus’ fist broke teeth and shattered bone. Snatching for his combat knife he
thrust it deep into the eye socket of the thing’s helmet before it could recover. It rolled off him, its cry
now a mix of pain and outrage, any trace of arrogance lost. Its good hand pulled at the hilt, desperate
to remove the blade imbedded in its skull. Albus rolled, his hand closing over the hilt of his
chainsword. Righting himself he took the traitors head from his shoulders with a single stroke.
That tear in the blade, lodging the knife in the heretic’s eye, had saved his life. The blood
pulsed rapidly through Albus’ twin hearts. How had such treachery come to pass those millennia ago?
What foul promise had torn the twice damned Horus from the path of righteousness? No matter, he
would be stopped, the insurrection ended.
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Albus sheaved the knife; turning to his next weapon, the power sword gifted him on his
induction into the first company. Appearing to be a standard blade, dull and uninspiring, in its
unpowered state. He checked the hilt, marvelling at the minute cables that fed the sword, allowing it
to cleave through ceramite like flesh. He inspected the blade closer, words intricately engraved into its
surface, his personal requiem. Many of his chapter maintained decorated banners listing their honours;
Albus painstakingly etched them into the surface of his sword, the history of his devotion to the
emperor blazing on his blade in battle. The intricate task a counter point to the wanton destruction it
wrought.
Hefting the sword he marvelled at its balance, light despite its size, seemingly impotent. He
let the blade spin in his hand, slicing arcs in the air, satisfied all was in order he returned his
inspection to the blade, eye’s blurring, reading the names of the battles on the blade, remembering.
Two centuries of slaughter, humans, xenos and heretic. Heretics, the followers of chaos, his mortal
enemy, those battles burnt brightest in his memory. What lead his brothers to fall from the light? What
perverse mistruth had they been fed? Thrusting his sword into its scabbard, Albus clenched both fists;
he wouldn’t stop while the followers of the Warmaster took breath. The rebellion would end, here and
now.
His hand reached for his final weapon, a bolt pistol, ornately decorated, master crafted.
Passed from company commander to commander, his retinue oath-bound to ensure it was returned to
the chapter should he fall. The bone forming the pistol grip was from some forgotten alien race, its
surface as firm as the day it had been turned to fit an Astartes hand. With practised ease Albus set the
block in the breach, the oiled parts mating perfectly. Hefting the pistol he felt the imbalance caused by
the lack of a magazine. He moved to the practise range in the armoury, ramming home a magazine,
readying the weapon as he approached the firing line.
The gun heavy without his power armour augmented muscles. He aimed, squeezing the
trigger, savouring the explosion that sent the round accelerating towards the target, impacting
precisely where he had intended. These practise rounds lacked the explosive tips that ripped targets
apart from the inside out. He fired until the clip was spent; satisfied that all was in order, ready to slay
the enemy once they made planetfall.
Their target had ceased to pay its tithe some three months previous, and astropathic
communication had ceased shortly after that. The local system governor had dispatched local troops,
but after a brief and garbled message they too had stopped reporting. In desperation the governor had
turned to the Inquisition, and shortly after a team from the mysterious Deathwatch had been inserted
onto the planet. Their report had been chilling. The existence of a wide-spread cult throughout the
planet was grave news. Their last report had indicated that they were set to infiltrate into the heart of
the cult. After that only a single word was received; Chaos.
Albus felt his choler rising, his hand gripping the pistol hard, flesh appearing the same white
as the bone of the handle. Once again those foul believers of false gods would be his prey. Another
stain on the honour of the chapter’s would be eradicated by this strike. He would lead his company
into battle with the zeal of a true believer, the deliverer of the Imperial truth.
Though no reports indicated their presence, Albus yearned for the insurrection to be attended
by traitors to the Throne. To have another chance to battle against his fallen brothers, bring them to
the justice they deserved for the aeons of war their folly had unleashed on the Imperium was a fire
that burnt deep in his soul. They would be made to pay.
He hunched down, the noise of battle reverberated throughout the ship, klaxons blaring,
barely heard beneath the staccato burst of bolter fire, battle cries echoing as brother battled brother.
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They had been separated. His hand gripped hard on his pistol, sword blazing its sheaf of blue death
bright in the gloom, the lustre of his golden armour dimmed. He must find his father before his
brother did, he must linger here no longer.
A cold metallic hand appeared on his shoulder, Albus whirled round, pistol at the ready, the
sword mysteriously missing.
‘Brother Captain Albus, return to us’ Chaplain Ezekius stared placidly into Albus’ eyes,
looking deep into his soul. Sergeant Spes stood next to him, his crimson armour bright compared to
the flat black of the Chaplains.
‘Yes, Brother Chaplain. I was contemplating the battle to come. Focusing my mind’ Albus
stood firm, letting his arm lower the bolt pistol to his side. He felt himself chill, the fire of his anger
cooling in the face of the Chaplain’s stare, taking strength from his stoic demeanour.
‘Some wars are not meant for us Albus, fight the battles before you,’ Ezekius nodded,
seemingly satisfied with what he read in Albus’ eyes, ‘Time to don your armour Captain, we drop on
the hour.’ He turned and left the armoury, Spes following a few steps behind. Albus was alone in the
armour.
He sat, bolt pistol on his lap. Had he let his control slip? Had he been on the edge of
madness? His hatred of the heretics pushing him to a fury from which there was not return? He looked
at his ornate battle plate, polished and prepared, ready for him to lead his company into battle, white
wings on his shoulders, blood in flight. Battle. Albus retained utterly sure in his skill, and the prowess
of his brothers, to carry them before any enemy. Yet one universal truth no longer rang true for Albus.
He knew fear.
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Origins – Loyalist Emperor’s Children Space Marine Chapter by Lee Faccini
A Warhammer 40,000 background piece

HISTORY
The Emperors Children are known as a Traitor Legion, forever tainted by the moment of weakness
displayed by their Primarch, Fulgrim.
When the galaxy stood on brink of achieving the Emperor’s grand vision, instead the most
grievous betrayal in the history of humanity was allowed to be realised. Doubts had been raised over
Horus’ actions and Fulgrim was had been warned of Horus turning against the Emperor by the Eldar
Farseer, Eldrad Ulthuan. But by this time it was too late, the daemon bound within a sword Fulgrim
had captured during the Cleansing of Laeran had been fighting for control over his soul and he was
close to completely falling under its sway. Fulgrim met with Horus for answers to the questions over
his intent, but rather than hold true to his faith, he put the friendship he shared with his Warmaster
before his duty to the Emperor and condemned his legion to bear the stain of the traitor.
After Fulgrim had been convinced by Horus to turn from the Emperors light, it took little
effort for him to subvert his senior commanders to follow his lead. The corruption spread throughout
the Legion, Captain to Sergeant, Sergeant to Marine, the once proud warriors sliding inexorably into
damnation. The pride they held in their perfection too strong to relinquish its grasp on their actions,
their arrogance blinding them to their fate.
Not all followed this change in character so readily, but whereas some voiced their opinions,
others judged that to show dissent was to invite unwanted attention. Captains Solomon Demeter and
Saul Tarvitz of the 2nd and 10th Companies respectively were the most senior individuals known to
have resisted the taint along with comparatively few others scattered amongst the Legion. Lord
Commander Vespasian had tried in vain to reason with Fulgrim over the Legions fall from grace but
was killed for his efforts by the Primarch.
When the first of the Traitor Legions comprising of Horus’ Lunar Wolves, Angron’s World
Eaters, Mortarion’s Death Guard and Fulgrim’s Emperors Children gathered together at the now
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infamous Isstvan system, they enacted a plan to purge all those who had not yet given themselves
over to Horus’ designs. Under the pre-tense of removing the planetary governor who had revolted
against the Imperium, the four legions arranged for all those whose loyalties could not be counted on
to make planet fall on the Capital of Isstvan III, Choral City, in a drop pod assault. Lines of
communication were then severed and the planet virus bombed from orbit, annihilating the 12 billion
inhabitants and resulting in a psychic death scream so powerful it overshadowed the Astronomican.
Those loyal marines planet side would have surely shared that fate had Captain Tarvitz, not escaped
the fleet in a Thunderhawk and carried warning to the surface. Tarvitz was supposed to be present on
the surface having irked the Primarch on many occasions with his actions, but sensing something was
amiss, had managed to remain with the fleet. Given precious little time to find suitable cover in
bunkers and other fortifications, many were unable to find shelter before the bombs fell and were
engulfed in the ensuing fire storm that scoured the planet of life.
Once it emerged that not all the Loyalist forces had been destroyed by the virus bombs,
Angron launched an immediate assault with his World Eaters. This forced Hours’ hand into sending
detachments from all the Traitor Legions in a show of force to ensure the demise of the Loyalists.
Despite being overwhelmingly outnumbered, the Loyalists managed to organise themselves into a
cohesive force and mounted a ferocious defence in the ruins of Choral City. Under the command of a
handful of Captains from the various Legions, including Captain Tarvitz, the Loyalists held out for
three months and inflicted massive casualties on the Traitor Legions. Eventually defeated through yet
more betrayal and subsequent orbital bombardment of the city, the victorious traitors then began the
systematic extermination of all loyalist survivors hiding in the ruins.
Horus could now count on the absolute fealty of every soldier within his core Legions but it
wasn’t without its price. The ruins of the capital had been turned into a city of death by the staunch
Loyalists, the dead and dying had covered every corner of the once beautiful gardens and promenades,
only to be smashed to atoms under the massive batteries of the Traitor Fleet. The many casualties
sustained represented a significant proportion of the forces at Horus’ disposal and ultimate victory
over the Emperor was no longer assured.
This is where the story should have ended for those that upheld the honour of the Emperors
Children, hunted to extinction by their former friends and brothers. Yet somehow a scattered few
emerged from the ruins of the city, a few of the bunkers having withstood the terrible pounding
inflicted on the surface above. Despite their best efforts in leaving nothing alive on Isstvan III, Horus
and his fleet were forced to proceed with the next stage in his plan and departed for Isstvan V,
allowing the few remaining Loyalists to escape their attentions. Gradually the prolonged silence
encouraged them to break cover and they could no longer see the fleet in stationary orbit above the
ruined planet. Evaluating their situation stranded on a ruined planet, who knew how long it would be
before they would be found, and even then, how would they be viewed. Banding together for support
with most seriously wounded, they had little to do but wait for either death or salvation.
It was only some years later when the Imperium had begun picking up the pieces of a galaxy
shattered by the conflict did vessels begin to return to the Isstvan system and investigate the events
that lead to the Heresy. It did not take long to detect the faint signs of life clustered amongst the
devastation of Choral City. The wreckage of several Legions lay twisted within the ruins and this had
provided the Loyalists enough materials and supplies to endure the passing years. The few score of
survivors were rounded up and treated with the utmost suspicion before being handed over to the now
established Inquisition. Subjected to many years of interrogations, tests and trials, the Inquisition
could find no proof that the taint was endemic to their Geneseed and deemed that the Emperors
Children were instead led into damnation by Fulgrim and his Commanders.
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The Emperors Children pleaded with their interrogators to be given the opportunity to redeem
their honour by fighting for the Imperium once more and help chase down their traitorous former
comrades into the Eye of Terror. Deliberations were lengthy and difficult, with many wishing for an
end to their name. The fact that one of the founding members of the Inquisition was none other than
Captain Nathaniel Garro, a former member of the Death Guard Traitor Legion who had escaped the
Scouring of Isstvan III himself, appeared to carry their argument and stay the executioner’s hand.
Granted their wish, the Loyalist Emperors Children, as they were now officially known, were
tasked with helping the Inquisition to locate the planet Fulgrim was thought to have retreated to
within the Eye of Terror. After achieving Daemonhood, his chosen world is now twisted into an
almost alien realm of indulgence and excess which both the Inquisition and Traitor alike have sought
for the last 10,000 years. They were not given free reign by any means, instead attached to a force of
Grey Knights operating within the Eye. Seen as expendable, they are used to absorb casualties and
divert the enemy. Enabling the Grey Knights’ limited numbers to carry out their most crucial of
missions while sparing them from the full horror of a Daemonic incursion and the risk of corruption –
the life of a single Grey Knight viewed as being infinitely more valuable than that of a former Traitor
Legionnaire. As almost all those who come into contact with the Grey Knights either have their minds
wiped or do not live beyond the encounter, word of a force of Emperors Children still operating in
pre-Heresy livery and their exploits has not spread beyond the Inquisition – any suggestion of a
sighting reported as a case of mistaken identity.

RECRUITMENT
Whether by design or accident, their role with the Grey Knights has meant that the now ‘Chapter’ has
struggled to grow in number. Barely a company could be scraped together when they were first given
the Battle Barge ‘Forlorn Hope’ as their new base of operations and attached to the Grey Knights, and
in the long millennia since have only managed to double that number. The attrition of endless conflict
and downright brutality of the engagements has meant for painfully slow progress. The marines
themselves bear terrible wounds from the many battles, almost all having at least some body part
augmented or completely replaced by bionic components in order to speed their recovery and sent
back into the fray.
The Chapter is no longer responsible for its own Geneseed and recruitment, the Inquisition do
not yet trust them fully and prefer to retain as much control as possible. Recruits are delivered directly
and without information on their origins – their minds wiped to ensure secrecy. Rumours circulate
that in lieu of their destroyed home world they derive from Terra itself, as it was for the original
Legion before the Heresy, but none could ever be sure. Apothecaries are worryingly absent from their
formations, those marines suffering serious injury must trust in their brothers to succeed before being
recovered for treatment. Those that pay the ultimate price are stripped of their equipment and taken
by the Inquisition for Geneseed recovery. Nothing is known of these events and no communication
forthcoming, their brothers can only hope the fallen receive the honour they deserve.
Whether the Inquisition will one day loosen the grip they keep over them is not known, but it
will be many more years before the possibility would even be considered. Perhaps one day they may
even be granted a home world of their own to replace Chemos, which was destroyed by the
Inquisition and placed under quarantine following the end of the Heresy, its location unknown to
anyone outside the Ordos.
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COMBAT DOCTRINE
The Chapter is one of the few who retain much of the ancient technological knowledge lost to time,
their own salvaged data banks supplemented by the Inquisition itself. Dreadnought manufacture is an
area of particular interest to them as the endless casualties the Chapter sustains give ample candidates
for internment. This has lead to the Emperors Children fielding more Dreadnoughts than most other
Chapters despite their relatively small size. Of those currently active, some are truly ancient and have
witnessed death on a scale unimaginable. These do not enjoy the long slumbers as is traditional for
such heroes, they are relied upon time and again to bolster the lines with their formidable abilities and
serve as the spear heads for the rest to follow.
One such Dreadnought, Rylanor, was pulled from the rubble of Choral City some 700 years
after the conflict ended. Almost shorn into two when a towering spire had collapsed upon him, his life
support had gone into a mode of extended shutdown, but somehow still functioning when his battered
purple sarcophagus was unearthed from the tonnes of rubble that had buried him. After he was
repaired and slowly awakened from his delicate state, he was informed of the events that had taken
place during the Heresy.
On hearing of Fulgrim’s descent into depravity and the Emperors grievous wounding at the
hands of Horus he flew into a terrible rage, destroying anything within reach, believing it all to be
tainted with the darkness of their deeds. Most feared he would not be able to continue in his service
so terrible was his anger, but gradually he began to acknowledge his new brothers’ endeavour. He is
now a common sight on the battlefields graced by the Emperors Children, his timeless rage unleashed
upon his enemies. He shows no mercy in his prosecution of the Emperors will and vows revenge on
those he considers responsible for the near ruination of mankind.
Pre-Heresy, the Emperors Children were strict adherents to approved combat doctrine. They
put much effort into preparation and used tactical templates for each combat situation, detailing the
appropriate use of available forces to overcome the enemy in each situation. The Chapter has now
had to radically change its tactical philosophy, primarily due to the equipment and manpower
restraints it currently operates under. No longer rigid in their approach, formations are focussed
around bringing about large concentrations of fire at close range, utilising weapons that act as force
multipliers to compensate for their numerical disadvantage. Having not forgotten the lessons learnt in
the ruins of Choral City, they possess a vast wealth of strategic and tactical knowledge operating in
dense terrain. Cunning in the attack and able to put up fierce resistance in the face of overwhelming
opposition, the enemy always pays a heavy toll for each and every warrior of the Emperors Children
laid low.
Tactical squads are typically mounted in lightly armoured Rhino’s and Razorbacks which
deploy them swiftly into cover, supported by their advancing Dreadnoughts who are able to provide
covering fire on the move. They possess precious little in the way of heavy armour despite the forges
on the ‘Forlorn Hope’ working day and night to constantly repair the non-stop procession of damaged
vehicles cycling through the workshops. Almost as soon as a sorely needed Landraider is rolled out
into combat is it quickly being dragged off the battlefield again for lengthy repairs. Landspeeders and
Assault marines provide fast moving forces to outflank the enemy while the endless torrent of fire
keeps them pinned behind cover.
The bare handful of marines who manage to keep themselves free of any augmentation either
through supreme ability or divine fate are formed into units of elite Honour Guard who accompany
the current Chapter Master into battle, although only in the most dire of circumstances, their numbers
being few to point of extinction . If the commanding officer so chooses, terminator armour is also
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available to him and his chosen body guard – in the opposite of manpower, the chapter has access to
all manner of rare and legendary pieces of technology, even the use of near mythical Jetbikes is not
unheard of such is the power of Inquisition.
The rank of Chapter Master is merely an honorary title held by the most senior Captain, as
there is no need for such a position when the amount of warriors to lead is so few. In truth, a Master
of the Forge is just as likely to be put in command as his abilities in repairing bionic components and
tending to the many Dreadnoughts are of great importance to the Chapters survival.

NOTABLE ENGAGEMENTS
The cleansing of Laeran should have been a victory remembered by all the Imperium as a monument
to the marines fighting ability. The Administratum on Terra had feared the technologically advanced
Laer would take over 10 years to be brought to compliance and even suggested the xenos be made a
protectorate of Imperium to spare the resources necessary to bring about their defeat. Fulgrim was
disgusted by this opinion, and he and his Emperors Children set about cleansing the entire planet in
only a month. Laeran consisted of many atolls floating above an ocean that covered the entire surface
of the planet, their altitude maintained by mysterious columns of energy.
Bridge heads were established by assault forces and then used as staging posts for defeating
the next platform in quick succession and Emperors Children quickly pushed onwards and slaughtered
their way through the fanatical aliens. On finding a temple at the heart of the network of atolls
deemed as the focus of their civilisation, Fulgrim recovered a shimmering silver blade. Unbeknownst
to him, it contained the bound essence of a Daemon Price and the Laer temple was actually dedicated
to Slaanesh, corrupting everyone who entered it without their knowledge. With the sword now in the
possession of Fulgrim, it began to whisper thoughts to him, masquerading as his conscience and
manipulating his decisions. In so doing, it engineered his siding with Horus over the Emperor, a fact
Horus himself was ignorant of until he met with Fulgrim after the Battle of Isstvan V and was
presented with the head of Ferrus Manus as a gift.
As a species, the Laer combined a serpentine lower body with four arms on an armoured
torso, and an insect like head with large multifaceted eyes. They wielded a pair of swords in their
arms which easily defeated a marine’s armour, as did the energy gauntlets mounted on the second set
of limbs. These gauntlets spat a green energy which no protection was proof against, and combined
with the creature’s tremendous speed, reaped a terrible toll upon the Astartes. At the end of the war,
700 Emperors Children had lost their lives and over 4,000 had been admitted as casualties, in
exchange for the entire Laer species.
As for the silver sword, devoid of the entity which now resided with him, Fulgrim gifted it to
Lucius, former Captain of the 13th Company following the events on Isstvan V. He is now known to
be the Slaaneshi Champion, Lucius the Eternal.
Since their attachment to the Grey Knights, all records of their exploits within the Eye of
Terror are sealed under order of the Inquisition.

MISSION
It was one of the greatest tragedies of the Heresy that the Emperors Children succumbed to Slaanesh.
During their founding, an unexplained accident led to almost all of their Geneseed being destroyed
and so they began their service with barely 200 marines to call to arms. The Emperor bestowed upon
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them his name and gave them his symbol of the Imperial Eagle to wear on their armour – the only
Legion given this highest of honours. And so they dedicated every victory, every glory to his name.
They strove for perfection in every aspect of warfare in order to prove themselves worthy of
his gifts and none could claim to be more devoted to the Emperor than they. The brothers who now
make up the Chapter’s 200 or so able marines are fully aware of their history and see themselves in a
similar position as those first courageous crusaders. Each battle brother still strives for perfection in
his duties, but it is without the taint of arrogance displayed by their forbears.
They hope that by achieving this they can progress as a Chapter, increase their numbers and
one day take their place amongst the other Chapters as true defenders of the Imperium. They fight on
to reclaim the name of their Chapter from those who have kept it as an insult to its honour. Fate has
not been kind but still they toil, never allowing doubt in their cause to enter their thoughts.
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Equinox by Phil Spurgeon
A Warhammer 40,000 Story

Orias stood in the lee of a gargantuan dockyard crane, shrouded in shadows, as it went about the
arduous task of unloading hundreds of tonnes of raw materials for the never-ceasing manufactorums
that covered the surface of Equinox. The onboard systems of the bulk freighter he had stowed aboard
had informed him that he was at the South Luminus dockyards, the most South Westerly point of the
planet’s capital of Obsidian. At its heart lay the imposing yet ornate palace and the seat of power for
the world and the sparsely populated mining colonies established the orbiting moons.
Orias had been on the move for the best part of three years having fled the Goagothan system,
hopping one freighter or another, bartering passage or using good old-fashioned intimidation to gain
passage. He changed ships at every translation point or layover in an effort to evade the attentions of
his pursuers and their allies. For all the times he’d made similar journey’s all over the galaxy, a
destination had always presented itself as if through divine intervention. This time was no different.
He had heard rumours surrounding the Forge World of Equinox as he’s travelled through the
subsector. It’s prodigious production rates, non-existent crime and string of unremarkable
yet efficient planetary governors. There weren’t many worlds outside of Ultramar or the Sol system
that could boast those claims. It seemed ripe for his needs and to provide him with enough minds to
veil him from the psychic scouring of his enemies.
However, as he travelled every closer to Equinox he heard troubling tales of dark giants and
people disappearing in the night. Although a Chaos cult dabbling in low summoings would impact on
his plans it wasn’t the first time he had to crush an uprising before inciting his own.
As Orias moved through the alleys of Obsidian, occasionally scaling up buildings and darting
across hab block roof tops he realised he would have to move quickly to solidify a base of followers.
If law enforcement was as stringent as he suspected, it wouldn’t take long for them to respond and
they would crush his insurrection before it began.
Spying a small run down chapel calling the faithful to prayer, Orias carefully crept into the
building via a collapsed roof section. He lurked in the shadows as the minister, dressed in a simple
grey garment akin to that of a serf, shut the doors and moved to the pulpit at the rear of the shabby,
damp smelling building. The chapel was poor, devoid of even the most basic of Imperial iconography.
Even the pulpit was a plinth of simple parawood. Orias reached out and locked the door before
breaking from the gloom and striding purposefully up the aisle, black robes billowing as he moved.
At first he went unnoticed such was the deadly silence with which he moved. The minister
spotted him first and his fear almost outpaced his outrage but Orias was on him before he could make
a sound. He lifted the priest by the throat, letting the old man dangle, legs flailing as he pulled
hopelessly at Orias’ iron hard grip.
‘Brothers and sisters,’ He said to the stunned congregation. ’You have been living a lie. The
Emperor does not love you. He cares not for your woes. He only cares for power and conquest.’ The
crowd erupted in to chaos. Orias smiled to himself. Always the same.
‘I know this brothers and sisters,’ His voice easily cut through the noise, ‘Because I have strode
alongside him and saw his heart.’ He crushed the throat of the priest and let him fall limply to the
floor to emphasise the point. ‘I know the true path. Walk it with me and be granted immortality.’
The congregation bolted at once, all of them rushing for the firmly locked door, the key of
which was buried within Orias’ robes. He sighed. He had misjudged their fealty. Even the poorest of
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sanctuaries can breed devotion. As the first of the citizens reached the locked doors Orias was
amongst them, crushing throats and skulls with monstrous hands, shattering sternums and pulping
organs with kicks and jabs. All fifty of them were dead in less than three minutes. Orias’ took in the
carnage he had wrought, the viscera and matter splattered walls and the blood staining his hands. He
breathed in the smell of blood as he felt his metabolism return to normal. As the battle fury subsided
he realised the screams would have attracted attention. He had to move.
Orias had travelled to every corner of the city preaching his sermons to the masses. Wherever
people congregated he tried to win them to his cause. He’d even tracked down small groups of cultists
who were performing their own form of occult worship. Even they rejected him and he was forced to
butcher them as he couldn’t risk detection. Only his super human abilities had kept him ahead of the
Obsidian authorities but even now he felt like they were closing in on him. It had been three months
since arriving on Equinox. Three months with nothing but failure and a string of corpses that followed
him like a grizzly trail. If he could not muster some form of support from the masses, at least enough
for a distraction so he could seize direct control from the planetary governor, he would have to move
on. Too much time had been wasted and to wait any longer would risk detection from his enemies.
He stood in the shadow of a hulking fabricator plant waiting. Heat bled from the plasteel
walls and the sky above was a dirty, soot filled, haze chased with the organge of furnaces that never
slept and endlessly produced weapons of war. This would be his last endeavour on Equinox. If he
could not rally support here in the manufactorum districts, crammed full of exhausted and exploited
workers, then he would make all speed back to the docks and jump the first freighter off world.
A klaxon sounded, echoing around the densely packed factories signalling the end of the day
shift. Massive ceramite doors, adorned with a heavily stylised badge of the machine cult, ground open
and thousands of dirty, grime streaked, workers were released from their bondage for a few short
hours of rest and food. Fatigue weary eyes watched blankly as the night shift trudged past them, their
overalls clean and pressed, their faces and souls yet to be sullied.
Orias stepped from the shadows into the densest part of the throng and spread his arms wide,
using the natural acoustics of the cramped environment to amplify his voice.
‘Workers hear me,’ He cried, ‘Hear me and know that you are not slaves. Hear me and know
that you can be free.’ At first no one listened. No heads turned. No one stopped. ‘Brothers and sisters
of Equinox rise up with me and break your shackles of bondage. Cast down those that would repress
you. Cast down the false God. Be free.’
As the paused he realised that he had drawn a crowd at last but they weren’t listening with
intent or curiosity, it was fear. But not for him. Their eyes were skywards, scanning the tops of
buildings. Whimpering could be heard amongst the crowd. Orias’ own eyes drifted upwards but he
couldn’t see anything out of the ordinary; the buildings were like any other in the Imperium. Then he
caught the slightest movement. His gene-enhanced vision focussed and he began to pick out details.
Familiar details began to resolve and he felt something close to fear grip. He froze as he began to
discern more and more shapes. For what felt like an age he stared out in the darkness watching and
waiting. Then he ran.
The workers had scattered, screaming with terror as the creatures that descended the sides of
buildings with agility that far belied their size and bulk. The screams echoed round the buildings and
from nowhere monstrous winged creatures took to the sky on trails of flame. They screeched their
irritation before descending on the workers, scooping up bodies in jaws and talons.
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Arms and legs pistoning, Orias pounded through the streets, cutting through every alley and side
passage he could find in an attempt to throw off his attackers but wherever he went he would just
catch on of them in his peripheral vision and then they were gone. Long enough to let him know they
were closing on him, not long enough to get a clear view. They were toying with him.
He rounded a corner as one of his attackers dropped in front of him. His super human mind
took everything in within moments. It was a space marine clad in mkIV power armour painted in dark
grey and black with livery he had never seen before. He bore no trophies or other iconography, not
even an Imerial Aquila. A cold realisation started to form at the back of his mind but he didn’t have
time to process it. He leapt and swung out with his elbow, putting all his mass behind it, and slammed
it into the visor of the space marine. The front of the helmet crumpled and the vision lenses cracked.
Pain flared in Orias’ arm as he felt his elbow fracture. He was under no illusion, in his unarmoured
state he was no match for the space marines, whoever they were, but he was more agile. Spinning past
the space marine as it blindly reached out for him he continued his flight towards the docks.
For what felt like hours Orias led the mysterious space marines on a chase through the city.
At one point he let himself believe he had lost them only to find three waiting round a corner. He had
turned and kicked the nearest door in and for a while fled through a hab block; kick his way through
doors or just bursting through walls.
As he left the industrial district and found himself on a massive bridge, wide enough to
accommodate two super heavy tanks side by side, that lead directly to the docks. Orias knew this
would be his last chance to make for a freighter and escape Equinox for good. Giving up all
subterfuge Orias ran for the docks. All around him the citizens of Obsidian scattered in all directions,
screaming in terror. It was only when a shadow briefly passed over him that Orias realised they
weren’t afraid of him.
A space marine dropped in front of him with effortless grace, a cloak as black as night
billowing around him, banishing the light and casting everything nearby into shadow. His armour was
coloured in the same grey and black of his pursuers, only his was far more ornate and his helm
possessed two horns that speared straight upwards. Orias faltered, transfixed by the pure fury that was
held in check by an unbending will.
‘None shall pass.’ Said the warrior just as Orias became aware of two more figures behind
him before everything went black.
***
The prisoner was tossed to the ground like so much meat, skin slapping against marble and
reverberating against the dimmed armaplas windows of the throne room. However for all the bruises,
welts and cuts that covered his body there was no hiding the imposing, transhuman, form of a space
marine. He lay there for a moment breathing heavily before he gradually drew himself up into a
kneeling crouch. Dark piercing eyes stared at his captors with the hatred born of a life time of
betrayals. Malakai, lord of Equinox and chapter master of the Dark Knights cared not. He had seen
similar looks from far greater foes before he’d ended their miserable lives.
He rose from his ornate golden throne, marching across the sparsely populated audience
chamber atop the Governor’s palace and came a halt before the prostrate form, two of his personal
retinue stood on either side, crude, heavy bladed power axes held in their hands ready to meat out
violence at the merest gesture from their lord. Malakai’s own blade, Niktwingh, pulsed in his hand,
the creature forged within its blade twitched as it sensed fresh, free-flowing, blood.
‘On your feet.’ Malakai commanded.
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The space marine considered resisting. He could see the defiance in him. And something
more. Something that suggested that he was far more accustomed to giving orders in a chamber such
as this than taking them. The space marine rose on unsteady, bruised, scab covered legs. The wobble
was a feint. A ruse to give the impression he was weakened and bowed. Malakai was no fool and the
gifts of his Primarch went far beyond the physical. Scions of the Night Haunter hunted with far more
than their eyes and ears. To prove the point Malakai’s gauntleted hand shot out and struck the space
marine. The warriors training asserted itself, any pretence of frailty gone, as he rolled with the punch
that would have otherwise shattered even his gene-enhanced bones. He immediately made for the
counter move. The axe haft was pressed around his neck dragging him back to the cold, hard, floor
before the space marine could fully form a fist.
Malakai stood in front of the man as he thrashed against the unnatural strength of the warriors
that held him.
‘Now we have dispensed with the theatrics,’ He said staring down at him, the warriors image
reflected in the cold opalescent lenses of Malakai’s helm, ‘You can explain who you are and what you
are doing on my world.’
The space marine relaxed and with an imperceptible nod from Malakai was released. He got
to his feet once more, this time with all the strength and confidence befitting a being such as he.
‘My name is Orias and I seek sanctuary.’
Malakai’s laugh was not a pleasant sound. It was as much to do with its cruelty as its rare
occurrence.
‘I don’t know what amuses me more,’ Sneered Malakai, ‘The fact that you lie or that you
would think me ignorant to who you really are. Dark Angel.’
Orias winced. ‘I am no Dark Angel.’
‘Indeed,’ Said Malakai, ‘I have fought both with and against the sons of the Lion in my long
life and never once did they scrape and beg and deceive like a child caught in the pantry. Even when
they faced defeat they did so with their back straight and heads held high.’ Malakai’s piercing gave
turned away. ‘You possess no such qualities.’
‘You know of what I am?’ Orias couldn’t hide the surprise in his voice.
‘Coward and a traitor to your brothers? Yes, Dark Angel, I know what you are.’
It took all of Orias’ control not launch himself at Malakai. The space marine knew his life
would be over in an instant.
‘You speak of treachery yet you threw off your bounds of loyalty to the Emperor and even
your traitor-bastard Primarch. You are a traitor of the worst breed.’
Malakai could sense Orais’ desire to goad him, to provoke a confrontation, but he knew
better.
‘What would you know of our gene-father?’ Malakai scoffed.
‘I know that only the whelps of the Konrad Curze know of the tortures you inflicted upon
me.’
Malakai made no effort to deny it. ‘We remain true to our oathes. Our Primarch betrayed his
father for selfish, petty, reasons and broke with his own teachings. We hold true to those words and
minister judgement and justice to those that prey on the weak. This Imperium was not the Emperor’s
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vision and we work to bring about its undoing for His sake and the sake of the people. We do not
make war against the Emperor, coward, we make war that grow fat in His name.’
Malakai returned to his throne and gestured for his warriors to leave the room. They dutifully
turned on their heels and marched from the chamber, their grey and black armour shimmering in the
glow of the luminorbs that lined the room.
‘Yet you consort with the Ruinous powers.’ Orias jabbed an accusing finger at the blade in
Malakai’s hand. Malakai nodded slowly.
‘We have been forced, over the centuries, to make certain bargains to ensure our survival. We
offer them a tithe in souls and flesh and blood. In return they lend us a measure of their strength so we
may make war.’
‘And you believe that is all, I have seen the true-’
‘Face of the warp,’ Malakai waved a dismissive hand. ‘Yes, yes, you are not the first of your
kind to come here by accident or foolishly seeking sanctuary.
You think because we are not of the Imperium that we are of Chaos and welcome scum like you with
open arms?’ Malakai scoffed. ‘Members of our ranks do consort with the daemonic but that is the
price we pay.’ Malakai sighed, momentarily the weight of the galaxy resting briefly on his shoulders,
before he straightened and continued. ‘How little you understand of the galaxy. And how easily you
think your erstwhile kin give up the hunt for you.’
Orias’ features wrinkled in confusion as a cold knot of something approximating fear settled
in his stomach. He had been sure the world’s population would have hidden his psychic spark in the
warp. Perhaps the attentions of his captors had caused his tortured soul to burn brighter than ever.
He had endured torture the likes of which he had never known. Only the scions of Night
Haunter knew pain like that. It was while they cut the flesh from his bones and removed and
reattached limbs that he understood why none of his sermons had worked. The people of Equinox
were far more afraid of these bastard sons than anything he could threaten them with.
They had kept him on the edge of death for two days before they asked him the first question.
With dozens of small incisions across his abdomen he had been trussed up, ankles and wrists bound
together behind his back. As the flesh of his stomach slowly ripping open, he had been presented with
his ancient suit of power armour that had been, Orias thought, perfectly concealed. The question was
simple, and was the only one that mattered. His captors knew everything else. ‘What are you doing
here?’ He answered as his guts had finally spilled from his stomach in slimy ropes and he’d loss
consciousness. Reality had swam back into focus as he was presented to the Lord of what he’d
learned to be the Dark Knights.
‘Our scryers detected a large fleet moving through the warp towards the Equinox system as
you arrived on my world.’ Malakai had returned to his throne and thumped at the arm rest. ‘The hard
edges of the minds aboard could only belong to the sons of the Lion. You have brought unwelcome
attention on us, scum. But you are fortunate that the death I would give you would do nothing to deter
the fleet that hunts you. They would land here and we would be outed and our work undone.’ The
massive chamber doors, carved with rampant chimeras, swung open and Malakai’s retinue returned in
force. ‘This I cannot allow, so you will leave this place, we will make good your escape and in
exchange for your life you will give us your silence.’
Orias couldn’t react in time. Four of the retinue, hulking brutes with horns sprouting from
shoulder pauldrons and helms, pinned him to the ground, effortlessly restraining his un-armoured
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form. A fifth drew a cruel ceremonial blade and with practised ease sliced Orias’ tongue from his
mouth. The scream that shook the room was of pure frustration. Pain was nothing to an astartes.
Malakai knew what he was taking from the fallen Angel. His pride, his dignity. And to flaunt the fact
that his millennia of cowering and scuttling in shadows had led him to this. Malakai knew the
humiliation would be too much for his martial soul to bear.
The Chosen warriors released Orias leaving him to dribble blood into the white marble as his
immune system responded and sealed the wound whilst flooding his body with pain killers. He
glowered at Malakai unable to give voice to his rage. The chest containing his armour was
unceremoniously dumped in front of him, the black paint long scuffed of its sheen.
‘Prepare yourself Orias of the Dark Angels, you have a long way to travel.’
Malakia smiled behind is helm as he left the throne room, black cloak billowing. The silence
would make the Angel reflect inwards, Malakai knew. It might even make him repent. But one thing
Malakai was certain of; by journey’s end the Angel would wish Malakai given him death.
On board the Dark Angels strike cruiser The Lion’s Pride the master of auspex looked up
from his monitor screens.
‘My lord, a fast line freighter has broken orbit from Equinox and is moving at maximum
speed for the translation point to the solar East of the planet.’
Knight Master Barachiel smiled to himself and cast a glance the librarian who stood at the
view port, eyes firmly closed.
‘Brother Librarian, does our quarry attempt to flee our clutches?’
The Librarian didn’t say anything. Reaching this far into normal space to touch one mind was taxing.
Even one as vile as that of a fallen. Barachiel stood at the centre of the cavernous command room,
cogitators and terminals chattering all around him straining to here over the din in case the Librarian
uttered anything. But all he did was nod, but it was all Barachiel needed. He turned, energised:
‘Master of the Vox, signal the fleet; we are to follow the light liner at all speed, prepare to
translate into the Immaterium. He’ll not escape us this time.’
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Seventeen Minutes by Erin Freeman
A Dropzone Commander Story
Seventeen minutes. Seventeen minutes was the average amount of time between take off and being
knocked out of the sky. Seventeen minutes and my world would be turned upside down.
It was supposed to be a fairly routine mission, do it by the numbers and go home. We’d done
a hundred like ‘em and there was nothing to make us think this time would be any different. What’s
that saying about pride and a fall?
The roar of our twin vindicator cannons reverberated around the cockpit of the gunship,
rattling the consoles in their frames and shaking the fillings loose in my head. Another target
suppressed. It rarely matters in war whether you hit the target or not, just whether or not they’re able
to fire back. My gunner takes his finger off the firing stud as the temperature gauge starts to turn red
and the lack of noise is striking. It doesn’t last for long as movement ahead provokes another
withering hail of fire. Something vanishes into a puff of red.
The special ops team we were escorting and providing close air support for had been on the
ground for four minutes. In that time they had moved into the nearby building and were clearing it
room by room. I could hear their comm chatter and bursts of weapons fire. It was messy in there.
Above them, my tub and the dropship the Special Forces had ridden in on were doing
their damnedest to keep out of reach of the anti-air fire coming their way from the floors our boys had
yet to clear. But for all their determination each pot shot only brought more torrents of fire from our
guns on to their heads.
A red light winked on the main console accompanied by a dirty squawk. I tapped at the light,
irritated, the missile lock detection system had been playing up for days but none of the mechanics
had been able to fix it. A swift thump to the console and the light went out and the squawking along
with it. A burst of comm traffic from headquarters warned us of light PHR walkers in the area. I
couldn’t help but smile. It was me that had reported them in the first place. Everything we’d seen on
the West side of the river had been light walkers and infantry. Nothing we couldn’t handle.
Not that it mattered either way. The mission had been designated Priority-One which meant
come hell, high water or immanent crushing defeat, we had to complete our mission.
UCM Intelligence had indicated the structure the spec-ops team was in was a hub for a
network of underground tunnels that connected to buildings two kilometres behind our lines. They’d
been making monkeys out of us, and mince meat out of our men, for weeks and the brass had just
about had enough.
The plan was drawn up with the usual flare that the UCM was renowned for. Turn up. Shoot
our way in. Complete the mission. Shoot our way out. On top of that we only had a vague idea of
which building possessed the tunnel network. It was only the volume of light weapons fire we took
coming in that validated our suspicions.
The comm burst to life in my headset again although it was chopped to hell with static. A
lucky shot had hit the communications relay and was now threading everything with static. I
recognised the merest sound bite long enough to recognise the voice of my wingman, Janus. I looked
over to him waving to get his attention before tapping my head set and then drawing a line across my
throat so he knew my comms were down. He nodded his understanding and signed that light walkers
had been spotted moving on our position. I signalled my own understanding and passed the
information to my gunner who was already spinning up his guns.
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Ten minutes into the mission and the barrels of the vindicators were glowing red as their
ammunition ripped apart PHR infantry caught in the open and sawed through the legs of a light
walker attempting to protect them. The entire area was choked with smoking wreckage and the burst
bodies of the dead. The mission was going well, almost too well. Apart from having to continually
adjust the dropship’s position to target the oncoming PHR infantry, the mission was shaping up to be
as much fun as escorting a senior officer around a recently secured city sector.
What’s that saying about being careful what you wish for?
I was torn from my musings by the threat detection console going crazy. System jammers sent
the electronic countermeasures haywire and the missile lock warning shrieked like a frightened child.
As I struggled to re-engage counter measures the world was suddenly replaced by a searing white
light and the sound of shredding metal, explosions and screaming.
For what seemed like an age all I could see was white light as my brain tried to decipher just
what had happened to it. As my vision gradually returned to normal everything felt
simultaneously normal yet out-of-place. All I could hear was hear the chatter over the comm
informing me of the bloody obvious, that PHR heavy walkers were active in my sector. There was no
howl of engines. No wind noise. And a strange sense of weightlessness. I had just enough time to
realise that we were going down before the ground rushed up to meet me and everything went
suddenly black.
***
I came to only moments after blacking out. My cockpit was a charred mess and the stink of burning
plastics hung in the air, mixing with the taste of blood in my mouth. I numbly fumbled for the
emergency canopy release and with a systematic bang of exploding bolts it blew clear. I was
immediately bombarded by the battle unfolding on the streets. The crack of small arms fire,
punctuated by the crump of grenades all with the undertones of flyers streaking overhead and the
familiar whine of vindicator Gatling guns opening up.
Bullets ricochet off the hull of the downed gunship with a comical spanking sound focussing
my concussed mind. Glancing behind me I could see that neither my co-pilot nor gunner had to worry
about being focussed ever again. How I’d survived a nose first impact with the ground has remained a
mystery to me but I was eternally grateful none the less.
Above me Janus’ gunship was still airborne, furiously jinking and bouncing his aircraft in an
effort to avoid the worst of the anti-air fire. The hull was scorched and dented from a few lucky
escapes where explosives had glanced off or failed to detonate. A smoky contrail and a desperate near
miss gave Janus a target of opportunity. I watched from my cockpit as he expertly wheeled on the spot
and targeted a crumbling residential building two blocks down.
The familiar, comforting, sound of the vindicators rippled into life and the facade of the
building exploded into an expanding cloud of dust and debris before the entire side of the building,
already undermined from centuries of neglect broke away altogether and toppled into the street
bringing with it broken bodies in opalescent armour.
I remember punching the air like some wet behind the ears, green back, rookie. The PHR
deserved everything they got for standing in our way when by rights they should have been fighting
alongside us. My elation was short-lived, however, when another rocket burst from the shadowy depth
of a nearby tenement and crashed into the back of Janus’ gunship. Flames and smoke belched from
the number two engine and the deep throaty engines became plaintive and stuttering.
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For a moment I could see Janus struggling with the control stick, desperately trying to keep
his bird aloft. He’d lingered too long, stayed on station to try to provide cover for what was turning
into a cluster fuck. The gunship lurched upwards, looping drunkenly down a narrow street. I lost sight
of him but the explosion and resulting fireball reaching skywards moments later told me all I needed
to know of the fate of my friend and his crew.
With nothing left for me to do but survive I yanked my rifle free from its magclamps on the
cockpit floor and made a run for it. I already knew the PHR had me zeroed in as the odd opportunistic
shot had come my way. I ducked, I wove and put as much covered as I could between me and where I
suspected the sharp shooters were hiding. I felt a round tug at my tunic but ignored it. Stopping meant
dead.
I slid to a stop behind a pile of concrete just as a PHR heavy walker lumbered into view. I
recalled the garbled comm transmission. Heavy walkers active in your area. No fucking shit. In the air
they looked like plucked chickens. On the ground they looked like big scary chickens with massive
guns. Its torso swivelled, weapons tracking skywards as it sought out fresh targets.
They say, in combat, time slows down and reactions become faster and senses heightened. I
don’t know if that’s true or but because when something big comes up against something equally big
all hell breaks loose to the extent your mind wants to find the darkest corner possible and hide. When
the shooting started my instincts took over. I’m not sure how I managed to scramble beneath the
debris, let alone curl up into a fetal position, clutching my head as the ground reverberated with the
concussive forces being unleashed around me. By the time silence has returned to this corner of the
city two more aircraft were smoking wrecks on the ground and the third had bugged out, smoke
pouring from its engines.
I risked a glance over the debris and felt the colour drain from my face as barely 10 feet away
stood the walker, weapon systems smoking and the sensor dish mounted to its body clicking and
whirring. I had no doubt in my mind it was looking for survivors, something else to shoot at. After a
few long minutes it loosed a volley of shots into my downed craft almost, it seemed, out of principle
and stalked off with what I can only describe as a sense of disappointment.
***
I stayed put for a few minutes to make sure the walker had genuinely moved on before I broke cover.
I had to link up with the Special Forces unit and somehow get the hell out of this God forsaken city.
With no chance of rescue, at least not from the air, I had to move. The first rule of being downed
behind enemy lines was evade capture and, frankly, I was too pretty for prison. My options were
clear; either try to hot foot it back to base or link up with the spec-ops and exfill with them. As base
was the other side of a war zone it was really no option at all. The second rule of survival training
was: wait for rescue. In the absence of rescue I decided I’d settle for the next best thing; somewhere to
hide.
I peered over the balcony rail of an Easterly facing apartment on the 5th floor of an old
tenement. In its heyday it would have been quite luxurious but the centuries, and the Scourge, had
been cruel. Overlooking the crash site I was in the building diagonally opposite that of the spec-ops
team who were plying their trade in. I could only cross my fingers that they were having a better time
than I was.
I stood watch at that balcony for what felt like hours when in reality on minutes were ticking
by. The scene below me was oddly calm; the nature left to run-amok oblivious is to the sudden
violence unleashed moment before. The scene was ruined seconds later by the walker once more
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striding into view. Its body swivelled, as it began to scan the ruins and buildings in the area once
more, seeking easy prey or any survivors it might have missed. Hot on its heels a couple of units PHR
infantry, clearly emboldened by the presence of such awe-inspiring weapon of war, trotted into view.
I immediately dropped down behind the balcony, gripping my rifle tightly. I’m not ashamed to admit
that I felt fear or, for that briefest of moments, gave into the real chance that I might not make out in
one piece.
I risked a glance over the balcony, with great timing as ever, as I’m just in time to see the
target building implode. Spec-ops had continued with their mission, despite the chaos unfolding
outside. As the PHR forces scattered I realised that the spec-ops were already out and moving to
envelope the PHR infantry. Caught unprepared and in the open the PHR infantry were torn to pieces.
The walker, quicker to recover turned and began stalking towards the UCM infantry, its weapons
spooling up. I wanted to shout a warning but at this distance it wouldn’t be heard.
My eyes scanned the sky in vain for some sign that reinforcements were on the way to save
the out-gunned elite soldiers. And once again my timing was uncanny as no sooner had the thought
entered my head but a second squad of special ops broke cover from the building opposite my own. It
turned out they were keeping tabs on the battle all along and had been waiting for the opportune
moment to strike. The walker had its back to the men as it stalked towards the first squad. To my
surprise they ran for the building I had taken refuge in. My angry objections died in my throat as the
entire bottom three floors of the building they had just vacated disappeared in an expanding cloud of
fire, debris and shattered glass.
The PHR walker immediately span on the spot, forgetting all about the spec-ops team it was
hunting. It gave the soldiers the opening they needed. Aiming for the weaker knee joints of the walker
both teams unleashed their anti-armour rockets, blasting apart the poorly armoured joints, smashing
the legs apart and pitching the walker into the ground with a fatal and final thud.
Time seems to slow down as I watched such a fearsome machine of war put out of action by
the simple act of surprise and a few well placed high velocity armour-piercing rounds. The earth
shook as it crashed down into the ground, smoke trailing from a variety of wounds. I can’t say the
sight of it didn’t fill me with a mixture of emotions; the first of those was a sense of vengeance for the
downing of my fellow pilots. Pride in the ability and quick thinking of our troops came a close
second.
From my vantage point it looked like a slaughtered bird, letting out various groaning sounds
that I could only assume were its systems and power plant failing before the walker’s shattered body
gave up and went limp, fluids and gases venting from its cracked armour like blood.
The loss of the walker took the fight out of the PHR troops who turned tail and ran for
it…towards the building I was hiding in. Broken or not they spotted me soon enough and a hail of
gunfire was spattering all around my vantage point within moments. Abandoning my crow’s nest I ran
back into the building, looking for the nearest stair case to move higher into the structure. I dove into
the stair well, my heart pounding. Below me I could hear yelling and then a flurry of gunfire. The
blood rushed in my ears as I gripped my rifle tight, risking a glance over the railings to determine how
much time I had.
I could feel the icy effects of panic creeping over me, threatening to drain my energy and
slow me down. Evade capture, evade capture, evade capture. I repeated the mantra over and over
giving me drive to move my aching muscles once more. I hit the stairs just as an explosion below
shook the building and I was knocked from my feet. I didn’t wait to find out what happened I just ran.
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Bursting through the door to the seventh floor I darted into the nearest room and behind the
first piece of cover I can find. Rifle resting on what I suspect was once a sofa, before nature claimed
it, I had a perfect view of the staircase so I could cut down anyone that came after me. I clicked the
selector switch from semi-automatic to full automatic as the sounds of gunfire gradually moved up the
stairs.
As the last of the gunshots rang out I screwed my eyes shut and waited for the inevitable.
Who was I trying to kid? I was a pilot not a soldier and I didn’t stand a chance against a single PHR
ground pounder let alone a squad of them. The sense of panic returned and I didn’t have the strength
to fight it off. As the door slammed open I dropped down and cowered behind my makeshift
barricade.
I remember the slightest tremor of heavy footsteps entering the room. It seems like an odd
thing to notice now, but, back then, the headset I’d been wearing the entire time was hissing static.
The shot that had caught my tunic had severed the wire from my headset to comms pack attached to
my webbing and I hadn’t even noticed. It’s funny what your mind thinks on the moment before you
die. But instead of feeling the cool metal of a gun barrel against my head I felt a strong hand grip my
shoulder and pull me bodily upwards.
‘Hey, get ready to move out.’ The gruff voiced beyond my tightly shut eyes commanded me.
My heart soared; it was a voice I recognised, or at least a dialect I recognised.
Peering through flinching eyelids I was met by the glassy stare of a gruff spec-ops squad
leader. He was covered head to toe in shit and gravy and looked every bit the grizzled elite soldier he
truly was. I know full well I grinned at him like an idiot. At first his distaste was evident but it
eventually gave way to a barely perceptible smile and points out of the window to the west. I stand up
and look out. Shielding my eyes against the sun I could just make out a huddle of APCs churning up
dust as they raced to reach us.
I slid to the floor and let out a sigh. I glanced at my chrono and smirked. Mission complete T
plus 31 minutes.
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A Firestorm Invasion Story

Davin ran through his system checks one last time. One last time before it all became real. The
academies trained you to your peak during simulation but nothing can truly prepare you for that which
you have not yet experienced. Nothing happens as you would expect it to, or want it to. Taking a
slow deep breath Davin triggered the main power up sequence, tensing sharply as the display blacked
out, flickered, and then gradually brought his surroundings into focus. Waiting a moment to allow his
senses to adjust to their new sources of feedback, he flexed his neck and attempted to settle as
comfortable as possible into his piloting position.
One by one the system indicators started to come on, each flicking through various warning
states before settling on a column of green across the right side edge of his view screen. They glowed
prominently against the dull red hue of his suits optics that made the world around him seem even
darker than it probably was. Looking left and right, he could see the other members of his unit
running through their own pre-combat rituals. Some moved impatiently in their harnesses, others
stood still almost lifeless.
There were five of them in all lined up against one side of the metal container and all were
ready to go into action at a moment’s notice. Davin ignored his squad mates and merely stared at the
ground some ten feet below him, trying to remember everything he thought he’d never forget after the
intensive, seemingly endless, training he’d endured leading up to this day. Although a rookie pilot he
was a seasoned soldier and had seen enough combat to last more than his life time, with a few more
besides. Fighting on foot was easy he joked to himself, easier to fight when you don’t have to
remember how to walk.
And it was a joke. Being a true infantryman was utterly unforgiving without ever having to
make a mistake. Unprotected by heavy armour, casualty rates were severe in the extreme and you
were lucky to see the other side of a battle, let alone a campaign. Only through a mix of ability and
luck could one hope to progress and eventually gain promotion, and the mix leaned more in favour of
the latter the longer you served. Modern day battlefields were no longer a place for unprotected
soldiers and he was glad to have left it behind. He had trusted in his ability and knew he would come
to rely on it more ever now – he was good, and he knew it. It was why he had been assigned to this
unit despite it being his first suited combat drop.
Davin had never seen himself as the Elite Sections type, but his situational awareness and
natural aptitude for combat techniques had got him noticed by his superiors. It wasn’t long before he
was training to operate a War-Strider for one of the specialist Combat Infiltration Units. Adept at
gaining access to heavily-defended positions in the midst of a full engagement, they were usually
deployed away from the main thrust of a diversionary attack. After quickly breaching defences, they
were tasked with completing critical objectives – primarily search and destroy- which would either
complete the mission outright or enable the main attack to succeed. It was a risky tactic as the
possibility of being observed while deploying was high, and if the enemy had sufficient reserves to
spare they would quickly be overwhelmed. But on many occasions the gambit had proved successful
enough to now utilise it as a legitimate plan of attack – even if the CI Unit didn’t survive the attempt.
Davin’s unit had their objectives located in a large thermal energy facility that was supplying
power to a number of military installations. If it could be captured or destroyed it would severely
hinder the defensive efforts in this sector. The Terran Alliance had sought to hide it from the
Dindrenzi in a wooded valley far away from any other positions of tactical value. Hidden conduits
running underground and the close in vegetation meant it was difficult to see from the air and almost
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invisible on the ground. Only through meticulous intelligence gathering had the RSN pinpointed its
location and once the list of assets it supplied became apparent, a full scale attack was inevitable.
Three battalions comprising a full regiment from the Storm Legions had been allocated as sufficient
for the attack plus a periphery of support elements – including their CIU assistance.
Just as he was about to do another mental check of his objectives, his comm-link sounded.
The squad snapped to attention as a calm voice announced himself as Field Commander Horten. The
sounds of war could be heard in the background and Davin knew the audio dampeners of his suit were
straining against the cacophony of noise that must have been pouring through the transmission.
Despite this Horten continue to talk as if nothing was amiss – secure in the knowledge his voice
would be heard. Even though they had been extensively briefed on what was expected of them in the
next few hours, Horten explained his exacting demands of their action and left each of them in no
doubt that failure was not an option. They would succeed, they had been commanded to.
As soon as Horten signed off, tactical data lit up Davin’s view screen, spooling lists on all
manner of information flickered in the corners of his vision. With a jolt, the wall in front of him began
to separate and sunlight spilt into the dingy container as it parted along its length, as the roof and floor
pulled back behind them more of their surroundings came into view. The drop ship, nearing its target
location, had begun to point its nose down for a sharp dive and as it rolled into the manoeuvre the
battlefield stretched out in front of them. As they descended, he could see Dindrenzi forces
approaching the facility through the nearest end of the valley and tactical data told him the same was
happening on the other side.
Explosions billowed up from the tree line and fierce fighting could be glimpsed as they
skirted the edge of conflict. Flying lower Davin could see the Terrans were putting up a wall of fire to
prevent any of the attackers from breaking through. Valenfyre tanks in concealed positions
relentlessly sent shell after shell screaming through the undergrowth, punishing the dense Dindrenzi
formations as they negotiated the dense terrain. Blazing wreckage clogged the spaces between the
massive trees towering overhead, providing a measure of cover but also further restricting room for
manoeuvre. It was quickly degenerating into a blood bath.
A squadron of Long Bow tank hunters eventually managed to find a position with a good
field of fire and holes had started to appear in the Terran lines as they unleashed the fearsome power
of their rail-cannons. Lines of fire streaked between the trees, the extreme velocity of the rail slugs
igniting the air as they ripped through it at hyper velocity. Trees centuries old and tank armour alike
was torn asunder by the force of the slugs, bones of nearby soldiers turned to powder by the
concussive force. Successes were short lived however, the distinctive contrails revealing the position
of the tank hunters and they soon fell victim to the continued concentrated shelling that was steadily
tearing the forest apart.
We need to move quickly thought, Davin. The attack was doing its job in absorbing the
Terran’s attention but at the current rate of attrition it wouldn’t last long, the forest negated their
superior manoeuvrability and the Terrans had prepared their defences well. Time was his biggest
enemy now.
They approached the facility perimeter away from the fighting and attempted to break any
sight lines the enemy had drawn on them. The drop ship skimmed the forest canopy as it came in
low, dodging the sporadic anti-aircraft fire that lost its way through the dense foliage. The pilot
swung the tail around so it was pointing towards the facility and levelled out for a few seconds before
powering vertically into the sky, eventually disappearing into the cloud cover. In that brief pause the
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ten members of the 201st CIU had disengaged their harnesses and jumped out of the open container
doors on both sides of their transport.
Davin braced himself for the impending impact as his suit plummeted to the ground – his
descent ending abruptly with a jarring impact and his suits leg servos and inertial dampeners protested
against the strain, warning lights momentarily flashing on his HUD. His team thumped down around
him as he pulled himself upright. An amber warning light had stayed lit on his HUD causing him to
frown in irritation. A quick diagnostic told him the uneven ground had meant the joint had twisted a
load pin on landing the would shear through within the next 30 minutes based on projected
operational requirements.
Pushing the concern to one side, his first objective flashed up on his view screen and a timer
began counting down – 90. Sec. Until Mission Failure. Breach the Perimeter.
Davin’s suit scanners had begun registering enemy contacts a small circular display in the
bottom left corner filling with insistent red flashing dots. As his active scanners started to pick up hard
returns his vision was overlaid with white ghosting silhouettes of enemy positions. His system
highlighted the weakest defended sections of the perimeter on his map and his squad leader selected
their target zone. ‘Unit 8, you’re with me.’ Came his order and he dutifully followed as the squad
dispersed further into the trees, some branching out to the flanks in a standard bull horns formation.
They pounded their way onwards through the undergrowth, the twelve foot tall armoured exosuits
pulping the foliage and smashing through brushes and fallen logs with ease. Their small window of
opportunity meant there was no room for stealth of subtlety but within moments they were close
enough to launch their attack.
A collection of icons floated on his screen with a distance counters rapidly counting down.
They were just over 150 metres away from the perimeter wall. Echos of targets rippled all along their
primary objective. Their silhouette identified them as a section of support platforms armed with
autocannons and were risky to take on in frontal attack, but time was a factor – they had no choice.
60 sec. Until Mission Failure. Breach the Perimeter.
Davin’s squad leader stopped ahead of him and knelt down behind a dead fall, checking
everyone’s position before he gave the order to break cover. Turning to look straight at him, he
motioned ahead with his free arm and Davin heard the go signal in his comm-link. He started forward
without hesitation and it was only a few paces before he crashed through the tree line and into the
open. As one the sentries arrayed ahead turned to face the detected threat and locked on to their
chosen targets, gun fire rippling along the defensive line a hundred metres ahead. Evasive
manoeuvres were already being taken by the members of the 201st as the 54mm rounds began
stitching lines in the dirt towards them but dozens of rounds still found their mark. Davin’s suit began
to register impacts on various locations though thankfully his speed meant they glanced off the thicker
plating of his armour.
His comm-link was a chorus of noise. Grunts and yells punctuated by the odd cry of pain
filtered in as the cascade of fire maintained its punishing rate. Several of the squad member indicators
on his view screen had changed colour, mostly yellows and ambers but a few flashed red then winked
out. Another warning flashed up – it was his left knee again. The warning light had changed from
amber to a ruddy orange. He ignored it, pushing on, faster now, dodging side to side as the early
warning systems informed him when he was being targeted. Ducking under a sweeping burst, his knee
joint protesting vehemently, he risked a sharp glance to his left and was just in time to see Unit 04 get
caught in a cross fire than cut him in half. Another red light.
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30 sec. Until Mission Failure. Breach the Perimeter.
He had closed to within thirty metres and only now raised his coil gun to try and carve a gap,
for fear of slowing his rate of advance. Quickly locking on to the nearest turret, he sent a burst of fire
towards it, aiming for the sentry’s targeting array. The high velocity slugs tore through the armoured
housing with ease, shredding the delicate sensors inside. Denied targeting information the gun fell
silent, patiently awaiting instructions that would never come. Davin and the rest of the squad quickly
exploited the gap he had created and the guns fell silent as they were neutralised one by one. Blasting
through the perimeter wall, they entered the facility and took up position amongst the closest group of
buildings.
Objective Complete. New Objective – Neutralise Primary Control Tower. 120 sec. Until
Mission Failure.
Sirens sounded out as their presence was detected and alarm raised to the Terran defenders.
More ghosts appeared on Davin’s view screen and began converging on their position. Seven of the
squad had made it through in various states of combat effectiveness – but his squad leader was not
one of them, a lucky shot shredding his torso as they cleared the breach. Unit 2 quickly assumed
command and split the survivors in to two fire teams, each group moving towards the objective via a
different route. The Control Tower itself was a tall spike of concrete, looming over the smaller
structures that were scattered around it like leaves from a tree.
Davin and his two other squad members hastily moved through the industrial maze wreaking
carnage with every stide. Enemy infantry were constantly appearing to launch attacks only to be
annihilated by the trio’s fearsome weaponry, but there had been several near misses with Unit 6 now
missing the left arm of his suit. Explosions tore through power conduits and heat exchangers as they
fought their way onwards causing a warning klaxon to blare out across the compound. Davin could
see on map overlay that Unit 2 and his group had taken a shorter route and were now closer to the
tower, but judging by the ring of enemy contacts surrounding them it did not look like they were
going to advance much further.
60 sec. Until Mission Failure. Neutralise Primary Control Tower.
Enemy War-Striders had started to appear amongst the defenders in the heart of the facility
and Davin realised the threat they posed had now been realised. It wouldn’t take long for heavier
armour to be redeployed and the facility to be locked down entirely. Reaching the base of tower the
three remaining Gauntlet suits formed up to defend themselves against the army of defenders now on
the verge of overrunning them. The Morbius suits the Terrans used were somewhat smaller and less
well protected than their Dindrenzi equivalents but their superior numbers were beginning to tell.
Davin fired his weapon continuously without pause, shell casings clattering around his feet.
Temperature warnings flashed angrily telling him it was on the brink of a catastrophic jam but he
continued to fire, smashing apart the his poorly armoured foes.
Within moments the Terrans had closed the gap and were amongst them. Unit 6 dropped
suddenly. Without his other arm to defend himself it was all too easy to tear his suit to pieces and his
screams were abruptly ended as an armoured fist smashed through his chest plate. Davin was
knocked sideways as another suit blindsided him, sending both of them sprawling to the floor amidst
twisted armour plating and spent shell casings. Davin ended up on his back and reacted first to
backhand his opponent who was trying to stand. The blow caved in one side of the cockpit and a
variety of fluids seeped out of cracks in the armoured plate as it slowly toppled over, its pilot pulped
from the impact.
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As Davin tried to stand. There was a sickening thud as the pin finally gave out, trapping him
in place. Two more Morbius suits body checked him to the floor and pinned him to the ground whilst
another fired its Shardgun at him at close range, trying to find weak points in his armour. Davin’s
arm ignited in pain as it was blasted apart at the elbow, followed almost immediately by the other as it
was torn off at the shoulder through brute force. Fists began hammering down on his face plate which
began to buckle under the repeated impacts. Warnings flashed and flickered as cracks appeared across
his view and the last thing he could make out before his suits armour plating was peeled open were
two words posted across his view screen. Mission Failed. Bio-electric feedback coursed through his
body and he screamed as every muscle in his body contracted uncontrollably. Screwing his eyes shut
he almost felt a release as he faded out into the black.
Davin’s vision began to return from the darkness. The hazy glow soon becoming a blinding
light he couldn’t turn away from. Dull noises reached the edge of his hearing as he lay still, his body
seething with pain and unable to move. His body was still contorted with electrical discharge from
the haptic feedback his nervous system had endured just moments earlier. The lid of his neurochamber came in focus and he remembered where he was; back on the RSN Cruiser orbiting above
the planet he had been fighting on. A voice spoke from beside his chamber, slightly muffled by the
glass.
‘This one’s alive too’ it said.
‘That’s four. Total.’ Answered a second voice. ‘A forty per cent survival rate is good for their
type of unit.’
‘They must be as good as they say then.’ Said the first voice.
‘I don’t think the brass will see it that way. They failed the mission.’
‘Shit.’ The voice whistled. ‘He’ll wish he was dead after all.’
Davin considered the statement for a moment and closed his eyes.
They were probably right.
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Create a Space Marine Chapter Winner – The Rooks by Chris Spurgeon
A Warhammer 40,000 background piece

FOUNDING
The Rooks Chapter of the Adeptus Astartes was founded in the wake of the infamous ‘Black Ledger’
incident. This incident began with an Inquisitorial investigation of contraband trading in the
Hellespont sector and ended in the Sky Lords Space Marine chapter being unleashed against the
forces of two distinct Rogue Trader clans and the disgrace and execution of over two thousand senior
administratum, ministorum and munitorium officials as well – most scandalously of all – as the
Chapter Master of the Battle Dogs Astartes chapter for corruption, conspiracy and piracy.
With a full reorganisation of the sector’s defensive arrangements required and the loss of the
Battle Dogs to the two century penitent crusade demanded of them it was judged that a new Space
Marine chapter should be founded so as to reinforce the security of the sector and serve as a timely
reminder of the power of the Emperor’s wrath.
The Rooks are a Chapter descended from the gene line of the Lion, though ever since their
founding, the chapter’s name and heraldry – so distinct from that of the other Chapters amongst the
Unforgiven – have meant that outsiders have seldom correctly guessed their lineage and have
erroneously mistaken them for decedents of Corax or another of the Emperor’s Primarchs. Knowing
that the sons of the Lion frequently enjoy an ill reputation amongst other Imperial forces, the Rooks
have at time exploited this misapprehension for their own ends.
The first Chapter Master of the Rooks was Simeon Brakespar, formerly Tenth Captain and
Master of Recruits of the Angels of Absolution chapter. Simeon was assisted in his task by a sizeable
coterie of inner circle veterans, apothecaries, chaplains and librarians drawn from his own chapter, to
help ensure the spiritual traditions of the Lion, as of the Astartes as a whole were strongly inculcated
in a chapter responsible for the wardenship of a strategically significant home world and a potentially
troublesome sector. The exact origin of the chapter’s name is lost to Imperial history. Some believe it
to be a reference to the ever watchful birds of ill omen that roost in the eaves of the great citadels of
Bastion, others argue it was a reference the citadels themselves and Bastion’s status as a fortress
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world. Others argue that Brakespar, a keen and gifted player of the popular Imperial game ‘Regicide’,
was inspired by his love of the game and his fondness for tactics utilising the rook playing piece.
After establishing his headquarters in the Citadel of the Aquila on Bastion, Simeon threw
himself into the twin tasks of building his new chapter and finding a suitable theatre of war where
they could be blooded. So it was that the first battle-brothers of the Rooks saw their first action
alongside the Guardians of the Covenant aboard the space hulk Scion of Lamentation, purging the nest
of genestealers that lurked on board.
This was the first of many actions aboard space hulks by the forces of the Rooks, which
gained them a reputation for success and expertise in this particular theatre of war that was impressive
for such a relatively young chapter. Their success, culminated in a Mechanicum-sponsored expedition
aboard the hulk Herald of Perfidy, which resulted in the recovery of a hoard of Great Crusade vintage
arms and armour, including a large number of suits of Tartaros-pattern Terminator armour and even a
number of Comtemptor-pattern dreadnought chassis that became the most prized possessions of the
Rooks’ first company. The Rooks also notoriously ventured aboard the hulk Voice of Mendacity when
it emerged from the Immaterium within the Helespont sector, though a seal placed on the mission
records by the Inquisitor Lords of the Ordo Malleus who commissioned the expedition prevents the
full details of what took place being known by the Imperium as a whole…
The Rooks however are not deployed solely to clear space hulks. They also served with
distinction alongside the Frost Giants, Brazen Angels and Storm Crows at the siege of St Sebastian
Hive. The Rooks were instrumental in defeating one of the most aggressive Ork assaults, by
employing a number of Terminator squads via teleport to break up the cohesion of the horde, stalling
the advance before the guns of the defenders – including the Rooks’ own Ninth Company. Likewise,
their intervention in the battle of the Basalt Plateau on Helebore was all that saved the War Drakes
Chapter from annihilation at the hands of the Black Legion – though with their typical stubbornness
the War Drakes have ever after refused to admit they needed rescuing.
At present, the majority of the chapter is committed to a campaign against the Orks of the
Rubio Expanse alongside the Nighthawk and Sky Lord chapters.

HOMEWORLD
The Rooks’ home world is the fortress world of Bastion. The Bastion system lies at a convergence of
seven major warp navigation routes through the Hellespont sector and as such was heavily fortified
from the day of its settlement to ensure Imperial control of the system, and by extension those vital
arterial routes through warp space. Bastion has traditionally been ruled by the descendants of the
officer corps of the Corinthian 11th Heavy Infantry, the regiment granted settlement rights on the
world after playing a vital role in the original campaign to win the world for the Emperor at the dawn
of the Age of the Imperium.
Bastion was chosen as the homeworld of the Rooks as it had remained an oasis of probity and
duty despite the widespread corruption, embezzlement and mismanagement that had been exposed in
the Black Ledger. Imperial Guard regiments from Bastion had played a part in the purging of corrupt
or suborned planetary defence forces and trader militias loyal to the syndicates that has spread their
insidious plutocracy throughout the Hellespont sector. In addition, Bastion’s location made it
strategically ideal for deploying fast response forces throughout the sector to enforce the Emperor’s
will. As an efficient military state, and an Imperial Guard recruiting world of some note, Bastion also
had the logistical capacity to expedite the raising and maintenance of a Space Marine chapter.
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Despite the founding of the Rooks on Bastion, the governance of the world remains largely
unchanged. Though Brakespar could have installed himself as planetary overlord, as the masters of
many chapters have over their recruiting world, he declined to do so, citing the maxim of the Primarch
Rogal Dorn ‘I want recruits, not vassals’. Brakespar’s decision ensured that the wheels of Bastion’s
government continued to turn without incident or interruption, but also that neither he nor his senior
officers would be distracted from the business of prosecuting the Emperor’s wars. Thus Bastion
continues to be governed by its ancient senate, ruling from Corinthian Hall in the capital city of
Augusta. Although in truth, few issues come before the Senate which do not require them to consider
the views of the Chapter Council, expressed through their intermediaries stationed within the Chapters
headquarters.
The chapter make their home in the network of ten mighty citadels that ring Bastion’s
equator. These citadels were constructed using technology and architectural knowledge since lost to
the Imperium and each is was a masterpiece of the siege engineer’s trade, combined sturdy defences
with an imposing aesthetic in a manner that the modern Imperium is incapable of reproducing. Each
company of the chapter is assigned to one of the citadels. For example, the First Company are based
within the Citadel of the Lion, the Second within the Citadel of the Angel and the Devastator squads
of the Ninth in the Citadel of the Gorgon. The Citadel of the Wolf, home to the Assault Marines of the
Eighth Company is traditionally considered a place of bad luck within chapter folklore and the Eighth
Company enjoy a – somewhat unjustified – reputation of being amongst the less intellectually and
tactically enlightened of the Chapter’s battle brothers.
The Chapter headquarters is housed within the Citadel of the Aquila, which also houses the
tenth company and the great facilities wherein an Astartes of the Rooks is created. In older days, the
Citadel of the Aquila, located at the northernmost edge of the capital city of Augusta, was the overall
headquarters of the planetary defence forces and mustering point for Bastions tithes of recruits for the
Imperial Guard. Thus this ancient fortress continues to be the beating heart of both this world’s
defence and its service to the Emperor.
The facilities used by the chapter’s Interrogator Chaplains however are located in the remote
polar outpost officially designated QQ7743, but known within the chapter as ‘The Vault’.
The defence forces of Bastion are well-drilled and rigorously maintained and supported by a
citizen militia that includes a local ‘Whiteshield’ corps in which service is compulsory for all native
youth. As part of their induction, the local Whiteshields are rigorously screened to identify potential
aspirants for the Rooks, with promising candidates being subjected to a battery of exacting tests of
both mind and body to assess their worthiness. Exemplary candidates must pass the final test – a test
of character known as the ‘Bridge of Fools’ before they are judged worthy of entering the service of
the Emperor as one of the Rooks.
Amongst the many tests potential candidates undergo, all candidates are required to play a
game of Regicide against one of the cadre of officers overseeing each induction. Aspirants are not
generally expected to win the game (nor indeed to know the rules for though enthusiasm for the game
is widespread on Bastion, it is by no means universal) but it provides useful insight into the aspirant’s
character, not least how they react to pressure and the unexpected.

BELIEFS AND TRADITIONS
The beliefs of the Rooks have been shaped by their homeworld, but also by their close relationship
with the Angels of Absolution and the Guardians of the Covenant, two Chapters they fought closely
alongside during their formative years following the founding. Over the centuries of their service, the
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Chapter has developed their own particular take on the issue of the Hunt for the Fallen and the
culpability of Astartes serving in the 41st millennium for the sins of their forebears ten millennia
previously.
Like their direct ancestor chapter, the Angels of Absolution, the Rooks reject the notion that
they are in any way tainted by the treason of the Fallen Angels, but accept the importance of hunting
down those Fallen who escaped the destruction of Caliban. However, while the majority of the
Unforgiven chapters consider the hunt for the fallen their highest priority and will even break off from
major campaigns regardless of the consequences for their Imperial allies, such behaviour is anathema
to the Rooks. This clash of attitudes has led to increasing friction between the Rooks and the other
Chapters of the Unforgiven, especially with the Angels of Redemption and the Angels of Vengeance,
who pursue the hunt for the Fallen with the greatest zeal and aggression.
On one occasion the Rooks and the Angels of Redemption almost came to blows over this
issue, when the Rooks refused to join the other chapter in a withdrawal from the early stages of the
siege of St Sebastian’ s hive. The Angels of Redemption however were forced to relent and departed
without further trouble when the Rooks redeployed to cover the Angels’ section of the line allowing
them to withdraw without casualties. While the Rooks decision earned them the enduring enmity and
contempt of the Angels of Redemption it earned them the gratitude and friendship of the Storm
Crows, Brazen Angels and Frost Giants.
On many occasions, at convocations of the Grand Masters of the Unforgiven chapters, debate
has fiercely raged over the attitude of the Rooks and successive Grand Masters of the Chapter have
defended their position with passionate oratory, arguing that to abandon the defence of the Imperium
to pursue their own agenda is to compound the treachery of the Fallen Angels and to neglect their
duty to the Emperor and his Imperium. More militant chapters amongst the Unforgiven have called
for sanctions against the Rooks, but these voices are balanced by others furiously resisting the
suggestion.
Successive Supreme Grand Masters of the Dark Angels chapter itself have maintained a
carefully nuanced silence on this issue and strived to maintain balance between the opposing camps,
recognising that allowing this conflict to spiral out of control could lead to disaster for the Unforgiven
as a whole. The Rooks’ critics argue that their conduct puts the future of all the Unforgiven at risk, but
the Rooks counter that allowing themselves to become figures of suspicion and distrust throughout the
Imperium is just as much of a risk. Furthermore, the some amongst the Rooks have even argued that it
is better to accept the risk of disgrace and destruction than to betray the mission entrusted to the
Space Marines to protect the Emperor’s realm and people.
This is not to say that the Rooks do not actively pursue the Fallen when able, merely that they
will not compromise a mission or abandon an ally in need to do so. To compensate for this policy, the
Rooks a refrain from deploying their full Second Company to any warzone save in circumstances of
dire need, allowing some units to remain as a mobile, fast responding reserve in case any rumours of
one of the Fallen emerge. The Second Company are equipped with the Chapter’s fastest ships to
enable them to rapidly respond to any clue leading to the whereabouts of their quarry.

ORGANISATION
The Rooks follow the Codex Astartes, save where the traditions of the Dark Angels and their
successors have taken precedence. Significantly, the Rooks utilise the system of squad and company
markings set out within the Codex, rather than the system traditionally used by the Unforgiven. This
fact has contributed to the frequency with which the Rooks are misidentified as descendants of
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another geneline. As is traditional amongst the Unforgiven, the First and Second companies are
specialist formations. Members of the Second Company serve as elite bike squads and land speeder
squadrons, and are distinguished by red helmet markings, and the veteran warriors of the First
Company by white.
The First Company are notable for making heavy use of the rare Tartaros-pattern tactical
dreadnought armour, which the Rooks have bartered from the Adeptus Mechanicus in exchange for
supporting a number of expeditions to lost worlds or aboard space hulks in search of lost relics of
ancient archeotech. The relative rarity of this pattern of armour and the difficulty maintaining and
repairing it means that on occasion there are insufficient suits to equip the entire company and
remaining squads are deployed in suits of lovingly preserved and maintained suits of mark IV power
armour and equipped in a manner similar to the Sternguard Veteran squad of other chapters.
The Chapter is watched over by an inner circle, formerly known as the Brotherhood of the
Lion, but informally referred to as the ‘Silent Order’ due to one of the ritual tests of worthiness all
potential members must take. For one year, a would-be-member of the Brotherhood must take a vow
of silence to prove their ability to remain silent on matters of key importance. Only members of the
inner circle wear the imperial aquila upon the breastplate of their power armour. Ranks and
progression within the Brotherhood is symbolised by a system of coloured belts worn with a brother’s
robes. Much of the chapter’s iconography and battle-cant is derived from the imagery, history and
language of the game of Regicide.
The commander of each company is known as the ‘Castellan’, an ancient term derived for the
commander of a castle, and applied to these senior commanders as they each command the citadel in
which their company is housed. In the case of the Citadel of the Aquila, which houses the not only the
Tenth Company but also the Headquarters of the Chapter and the household of the Grand Master, the
Castellan defers to the Grand Master when he is on Bastion. The most senior Veteran Sergeant in each
company is known as the Seneschal, reflecting his position as the Castellan’s right hand man.

TACTICAL DOCTRINE
The Rooks are inheritors of the doctrines of the Lion and the original Dark Angels Legion. However
their history has caused them to develop a particular specialism for conducting firefights at close
quarters and cramped conditions such as when boarding space hulks and other craft or amidst the
dense rubble of heavy cityfighting. The Rooks share their forebears’ stubborn unwillingness to
abandon a firing position and frequently employ ‘hammer and anvil’ tactics, involving a heavily
armed and armoured static formation working in concert with one or more fast mobile units. As the
Rooks prefer to keep their Second Company in reserve, they make greater use of mobile elements
drawn from the reserve companies, jump troops, and of gunships drawn from the Chapter’s armoury
to provide the mobile elements.
The chapter makes extensive use of dreadnoughts to provide fire support in preference for
other armoured vehicles due to their ability to operate more easily in cramped conditions and the
relative ease of deploying them by drop pod or gunship. Similarly, the Rooks maintain large batteries
of Thunderfire Cannon, Tarantulas and Rapiers to provide themselves with heavy weapon support in
situations where Predators and Land Raiders cannot be counted upon and the chapter’s Devastator
squads are overstretched.
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GENESEED
The Rooks are descendants of the Dark Angels gene line. Despite the reluctance of the High Lords of
Terra to sanction the creation of more successors to the Dark Angels this geneline has survived
without degrading or mutating since the time of the Emperor. Like many of the Unforgiven the Rooks
are scrupulously monitored for any signs of genetic deviancy but thus far the geneseed remains
untainted.
The people of Bastion have never shown any evidence of being prone to mutation, in
particular Bastion provides a statistically below average level of psychic mutation and as such the
Rooks have a smaller number of Librarians than is considered normal for a Space Marine chapter.

WARCRY
‘For the honour of the Lion’ and ‘In the Lion’s name’ are common warcries amongst the chapter.
However the Rooks frequently fight in environments where warcries would represent a potentially
fatal risk of giving away their position. Where circumstances allow however, the Rooks fall upon their
enemies invoking their Primarch to watch over them and mark their deeds.
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War Horns by John Alexander
A Warhammer 40,000 Story

War horns blared, momentarily drowning out the tumult of war. Even through the adamantium head
of the Warlord Titan Furious Intent the angry cry of the corrupted Titans of the Dark Mechanicum
made it to the ears of Princeps Ioda Krill. He shuddered, the sensation translating via the haptic link
into the Warlord’s gargantuan frame. The Furious growled its displeasure, the mighty machine spirit
automatically spinning up the auto loaders of its gatling blaster, the tremendous barrels spinning
freely in its mount. Krill gritted his teeth as he bent the will of the Furious to his own. For one
hundred years he had been the princeps of this indomitable machine of war and he knew its moods
and what rankled. Moods formed by over a millennia of fighting the wars of the Emperor and the
Machine God. Moderati Jun Nian glanced up from his console alarmed by the sudden arming of
systems.
‘Princeps?’
‘It’s fine Jun, just the old girl getting herself all worked up.’ His eyes were closed in
concentration. Amongst other Princeps the battle of wills that raged between them and their Godmachines was known as the dance. A violent tango between a man and a fiery willed woman who
wanted as much to kill you as take the lead.
As he settled the Fruious beneath his boot once more he opened himself to the noosphere,
providing him with all the information he needed. He saw what the Furious saw. He saw the bombed
and shattered buildings, some of which loomed over even the Furious‘ 33 metre tall frame. He
saw tens of thousands of troops and hundreds of tanks churning about his feet in full retreat. The
arrival of traitor Titans had caused a general retreat from Pavonis City. Pavonis, like the rest of
Daltamoor had fallen to the Ruinous Powers three years previously and after 2 years of unsuccessfully
wresting control the Departmento Munitorum had requested the aid of the Adeptus Titanicus.
The Legio Crucius, universally known as the Warmongers, had responded in force. The
campaign would have been over in days had the forces of Chaos not been keeping their own war
engines in reserve for just such a tactical move. Engine battles had raged across the entire globe,
levelling cities, rendered thousands of hectares of land irradiated wastelands, and annihilated millions
in the conflagration of the God-war.
Chaos Titans had moved in force into the capital city of Pavonis, halting the scything counter
attack by Imperial forces that had all but retaken the city, and with it the Governor’s palace, in barely
a day of concentrated fighting. The first the Imperial Guard knew of the titans was when the entire
443rd Balian Dragoons were snuffed out when two traitor Warhound Titans caught them in the open
and unleashed their Vulcan Megabolters in a withering crossfire. Nothing remained of the heroes of
the Lou Campaign but a fine red mist. Similar reports were heard across the city as Titans tore chunks
out of the Imperial armed forces. The Furious Intent was the only engine in the vicinity and
responded as quickly as possible. At full stride it still took the Furious three hours to reach the
outskirts of the city in which time the traitors had made Pavonis its ghoulish playground. It took less
than three minutes for it to account for its first kill.
As the Furious stepped into the city limits of Pavonis a traitor Warhound lopped round the
corner chasing fleeing troops like an angry bird, gleefully tearing chunks out of the formation with
weapons designed to lay super heavy tanks low. The Furious didn’t even wait for Krill’s haptic input.
It’s weapon systems and void shields already powered to a state of battle readiness, it fired a single
spear or energy from its volcano cannon that struck the warhound clean on the snout. Its own void
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shields squealed and popped before collapsing and the head of the Titan exploded in a shower
Astartes sized shrapnel and flame. It lurched backwards, feet suddenly without direction like a drunk
soldier after closing time, before pitching forwards and burying itself in a collapsed hab.
Since that initial contact the Furious had spent the last 10 hours fighting running battles with
at least 6 other engines of Reaver class or above. He’d only glanced one target in the swirling dust
storm their engagement had thrown up. Since initial contact their shooting war had raised fourteen
buildings, most of which had stood since the earliest days of the Imperium. Sensori Okas had
managed to identify 3 of the enemy engines from their silhouettes, their crimes against the Imperium
stretching back to the darkest days of the Horus Heresy. Krill and his crew were under no illusions
that, unless they were relieved, that Pavonis would be their tomb but they had all resolved to ensure as
many of the heretical bastards hidden in the choking dust went with them.
‘Contact plus fifty-seven degrees starboard.’ Shout Okas, the glow of his sensor screen giving
his skin a sickly green glow. Krill spotted it a moment before and was already simultaneously moving
the Titan behind the gutted remains of the primary administratum building, and rotating the Furious’
torso. ‘All batteries reactive fire.’ He blurted through his MIU. His moderatis responded like puppets,
their own links to the noosphere reading and interpreting the Sensori data, plotted firing solutions for
a maximum spread, blurting the data to the weapon servitors and the sensori so he could watch for
hard returns. The entire process took less than three seconds. The Furious unleashed two
full salvos before the building blocked its line of fire.
Energy and solid rounds speared into the swirling gloom swiftly followed by a rippling series
of bangs signalled hits.
‘Impacts.’ Shouted Okas. A cant would have been quicker but the moment over took him.
‘Three energy flares consistent with void shield flares.’
‘Get a fix on its position. Recharge main batteries.’ Krill muttered. As the crew acted out his
orders the reactor core of the Furious amped up in response to the increased demand. Krill’s own
heart quickened in response, his limbs flooding with warmth. Sweat beaded his brow as Krill picked
apart the torrents of data that flooded the noosphere. The Furious was hungry. He could feel her
straining at the leash of his will. He moved the Titan around the far side of the administratum building
and sent an impulse blurt to the weapons servitors to fire.
There are few things more awe-inspiring than a Warlord Titan opening fire with all its
weapons systems. Remembrancers of Great Crusade described it as the Emperor’s wrath made
manifest. The reality was something entirely more terrifying. Air itself seethed. The thunderclap of
over pressure made the air itself to shriek. Dust churned and swirled like angry hornets. A ruined
building nearby shuddered and collapsed under the pressure and men fleeing between
the Furious’ feet were knocked to the ground. Less than a second later the sky lit up with exploding
energy as void shields howled and collapsed, less than a second after that explosions blossomed.
‘Solid hits.’ Reported the Sensori. Krill wasn’t paying attention, the Furious had sensed
something. It was already moving in response. Krill tried to fight it but he couldn’t. He was too old.
Too much a part of the Titan. The Furious Intent took a step back, then another and another. It moved
with an agility Krill didn’t think possible. The Furious moved itself back behind the Administratum
building, back braced against the crumbling façade.
‘Princeps! What’s-’ Nian shouted before the world outside the armour-plas of the Titans head
and the sensor screens exploded with energy returns. The Sensori registered weapons fire pummelling
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the building and the space around the Titan. Energy flared at the edges of the Titan’s shields as near
misses glanced off them.
‘Enemy Warlord Titan,’ Shouted Okas needlessly. Negative one-hundred and eighty degrees
aft.’ Krill wasn’t listening. In his head he was waging a battle of wills with the Furious. She was a
seething mass of rage in his mind. Determined to stride out and confront the threat. Krill couldn’t be
certain if he felt the same sense of indignation or if the Furious was starting to encroach on his mind.
It happened to all Princeps. The longer they spent in the chair of a Titan the more the Titan’s machine
spirit began to dominate the princeps. Titans as old as the Furious Intent had absorbed the minds of so
many Princeps over the centuries that she was all but self-aware. Krill knew he didn’t have long. He
hadn’t spent enough time out of the link. It was an important part of preserving ones sanity but it hurt
him to be away from the old girl for too long.
The incoming fire ebbed away. Either the attack titan had drained its energy reserves or it was
moving around for a better firing position. Krill decided not to wait to find out. Turning left he took
the Furious back the way they came at a walking pace, the sensori systems stretched out to maximum.
He and the Furious could sense something was out there, waiting.
The dusty gloom lit up with muzzle flashes as a gatling blaster opened up. Heavy calibre
shells smashed into the Warlord Titan’s void shields making them pop and fizz. Krill’s skin prickled
as the void shield generators struggled to cope with the onslaught. He took direct control of the
weapons systems, his vision suddenly becoming the focussed aiming auspex of the volcano cannon.
As he sighted down the monstrous weapon he felt the familiar snap of a void shield failing. Ignoring
the stinging sensation covering his body he aimed at the muzzle flash and unleashed an over charged
blast. There was a blinding flash in the gloom and the incoming fire suddenly stopped. Then there was
a series of secondary flashes, dimmer than the first, as explosions touched off starting from what Krill
suspected to be the enemy Titan’s magazine. Within moments ahead of the Furious was little more
than a seething mass of secondary blasts before an indistinct shape fell to the ground.
‘Confirmed engine kill.’ Announced Okas. Krill, like the rest of the command staff already
knew it. They could sense the change in the noosphere. But it was for the logs: another confirmed
engine kill for the proud and noble Furious Intent. Then Krill’s world was filled with pain as
the Furious’ shields were hammered to break point from behind. He instinctively put the titan into a
stride searching to put distance and cover between the Chaos Warlord Titan that had flanked
the Furious whilst she had dealt with what they knew to be a smaller Reaver class Titan. The war
horns sounded behind him like a call to the hunt. Which it was.
Turning right the Furious was confronted by a Warhound Titan. Its armour twisted and
marked with obscene iconography and daubed expressions. Krill’s anger flared and he pushed the
Titan onwards. The Warhound opened fire, turbo lasers causing another shield to collapse but it had
chosen to stand and fight rather than flee. The Furious slammed into the scout Titan, knocking it off
its four-toed feet before the much bigger Titan brought its follow-up step down hard on to its body.
The Warhound Titan died quickly and with little drama, black ugly smoke boiling out from under its
ruined carapace, its’ body twitching like a recently dead animal put out of its misery.
The sudden change of direction had put some distance between the Furious and its pursuer
but the tremors Krill could feel vibrating through his God-machine told him he had little time. With
skill born of a century of service, he reversed course, bringing the Furious about whilst blurting to his
moderati to bring all weapons to readiness, overriding their initial priority of bringing shields back
online. As he felt the warm tingling sensation build in his arms once more the ugly, warped face of the
Chaos Warlord Titan loomed into view. A twisted, nightmarish shadow of its former glory, every
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surface was an unholy seething mass of faces, icons, scriptures and other horrors. Its head was a
leering gore spattered skull that had what appeared to be mad staring eyes.
‘Fire.’ Krill exclaimed, opening his eyes for the first time in days to witness what was to
come. The Chaos Titan had rounded the corner right into the waiting guns of the Imperial Titan and
caught the full force of its fury at point-blank range. The result was instantly cataclysmic. Void
shields failed with a pop of energy that struck the Furious causing systems to overload, relays
blowing across the engine. As the shields of the Chaos Titan collapsed the combined incoming fire
struck it in the head and chest, super charged energy and mass reactive shells the size of mag-levs
melting or smashing apart armour plating and critical systems.
An explosion blasted outwards, shrapnel the size of battle tanks ripping outwards slamming
into the Furious, scything through its unshielded torso and hip mount. Krill cried out feeling
psychosomatic lesions to well up across his abdomen and thighs. The damage wasn’t severe, the
armour-plate taking the worst of the impact but the hip-joint was buckled and snarled. Without
attention it would slow the Furious and make her an easy target.
‘Bring void shields back online,’ Krill said through gritted teeth. ‘Jun get repair crews down
to the port side rotational cuff, I need that joint de-fouled ’ Jun nodded and began relaying orders, all
the while keeping a worried eye on his Princeps. The way in which Krill had barrelled down that
Warhound was reckless and potentially fatal. The kind of behaviour one would expect from hotheaded Princeps and their Warhound steeds. Had the reactor gone critical it would have blown
the Furious apart. She was starting to win. Starting to slowly take Krill over. Depending on how this
engine battle ended this could well be Krill’s final stride.
***
The sun had set on Pavonis. The Furious Intent stalked through the city with as many systems
powered down as Krill and his Techpriest – Dolan – dared to avoid detection. Stealth was a peculiar
concept to engine combat. To anyone on the ground a Titan was impossible to miss but to the crews
of a God-machine they relied on auspex and the noosphere. A powered down Titan was surprisingly
hard to detect, only the residual heat bleeding off its armour plates from the heat of the day gave any
real return in the infra-red. A God-machine alone in a city against at least 3 enemy Titans of unknown
classification was vulnerable, if such a notion could ever be considered so every effort had to be made
to keep a low profil. Fortunately for the Furious and her crew the arch-enemy weren’t being as subtle.
Heat spikes and energy discharges flashed across the passive sensori screens as the Chaos Titans
indulged their baser instincts, slaughtering those Imperial forces yet to flee, or unable to flee, the
necropolis Pavonis was fast becoming.
The Furious lurked in the darkness watching at a distance as a traitor Reaver and two
Warhounds capered through the streets, pouncing on infantry and tanks with equal abandon, executing
them with short ranged bursts of mega bolter fire or simply stamping on them with their adamantium
shod feet, smearing flesh and metal across streets, the gleeful blare of their war horns echoing
between the buildings and sounding for all the world like the laughter of maniacal children. Krill felt
his anger rise, the fires of the Furous’ reactors burning hot in response. The sight sickened him and
the Furious responded in kind, systems powering up to combat readiness, void shields springing to
life. Krill’s moderati’s started to panic, blurting queries and pleading with the Princeps for an update.
He ignored them. And the Furious were too intent on their prize.
Taking on three engines at once would be suicide in any normal circumstances but Krill
didn’t care, he could feel Furious Intent creeping into his mind. The rage he was feeling wasn’t his
own. The strain of the last few hours had finally eroded the last vestiges of his resolve. He was losing
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control. But before his consciousness was consumed he would bring low the traitorous dogs that had
defiled this world. Taking full control of bridge systems Krill set the Furious into a run, each foot fall
like the end of the world.
At first the enemy titans didn’t notice the Warlord bearing down upon them, so intent on their
cruelty. The nearest Warhound detected the impending threat first, its keener auspex array picking up
the heat flare even as it crushed a Leman Russ battle tank beneath its foot. It hooted a warning,
turning to face the new threat, hunkered low like a cornered beast. It didn’t have time to do anything
else. The Furious hit the Warhound at full speed, void shields flaring as the energy field collided with
the smaller engine and shredding it utterly. The Furious didn’t slow, leaving the mangled wreckage in
its wake, swinging its weapons outwards delivering a point-blank shot from its volcano cannon into
the chest of the Reaver titan. Shields flared and peeled like a dying flower, and the Reaver stumbled,
crashing into a tower block in an explosion of collapsing shields and shattering masonry.
The second Warhound surged forward, vulcan megabolters spitting, shells ringing off void
shields. The Furious responded in kind, rotating its gatling blaster and sending a torrent of shells
slamming through its void shields in a thunder-clap of over pressure, and chewing into armour
plating. The Warhound’s advance faltered and it shuddered like a dog shaking then it exploded,
briefly being replaced by a small star as it’s reactor went critical. The event wave slammed into
the Furious Intent, knocking it backwards, shields overloading in a brilliant blue flare momentarily
casting out the night. Krill screamed with pain as the heat of the detonation seared the Titan’s armour
plates and blinded its auspex arrays. Momentarily blinded the God-machine stumbled, crashing into a
building almost toppling. On the bridge alarms were blaring as power system fluctuated. Moderati
Nian was stood in front of Princeps Krill desperately trying to shake him from the battle catatonia he
had slipped into. To Krill it was too far aware to matter. A moment later an energy beam speared out
of the night and struck the Titan in the torso. With the shields down the blast punched clean through
the Titan’s armour and out the otherside. Krill and the Furious cried out together, the Titan’s pained
cry from its war horns ringing out across the landscape. It was met by a mocking honk of triumph.
The wounded Chaos Reaver Titan stepped out of gloom its gatling blaster blazing.
Shells tore into the Furious’ body, chewing armour and causing explosions to puff in the
night air. The crew on the bridge watched from the view ports as the Reaver charged its turbo lasers
one more for the killing blow as its war horns trumpeted. There was a flash and an explosion. On the
bridge the crew stared dump founded as the watched the Chaos Reaver stumble, a smoking ruin where
its turbo laser mount had once been as the Warlord Titan Sol’s Justice strode from the darkness
weapons systems blazing. The Furious’ cry of pain undoubtedly drawing her sister Titan to her aid.
The Furious, seizing her chance, pushed herself upright, smoke billowing from a hundred
wounds, stabilizers screaming, and fired its volcano cannon point-blank in to the face of the stunned
Reaver, sheering off its head, neck and the top 10 metres of its beetle-back in a corona of fire. The
Reaver toppled backwards, bringing down a building with it and lay dead in the rubble.
As the Furious blared its triumph, its war horns shaking the very buildings around it Nian
stood before Princeps Krill, sadness etched onto his face. Blood drooled from Krill’s mouth and nose.
His navy blue uniform was stained with a hundred patches of blood from the haptic backlash. The fact
that the Titan strode on told Nian all he needed to know of Krill’s true fate but his report would show
the crew taking manual control at the critical moment when the Princeps died of his wounds.
Anything less would risk Furious Intent having her machine spirit wiped rather than risk the Titan
becoming sentient. But Nian wouldn’t allow that. The Furious Intent would stride again.
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Widowmakers by Mike Chomyk
A Warmachine Story

Stanislav ran his hand over the ice cold frame of the Juggernaut. Its heartfire extinguished, its cold
empty eyes stared at the grey sky. Anyone glancing would barely have seen Stanislav, his white ankle
length duster draped over the snow around him. The coat was meticulously patterned to break up his
shape from a distance and fool the eye into believing he was nothing more than another patch of snow
and rocks.
‘Legion’ he said quietly, observing the scorch marks and deep gouges in the juggernaut’s
frame. ‘I do not know if this one can be saved, he is old, his heartfire has gone out. If we move his
cortex to a new frame he may not survive, Natalya’, he added, turning his head to the officer crouched
beside him. Her breath hung in the air as she crouched, her back to him, covering the ground he could
not see with her rifle. Her brown hair hung in a loose ponytail behind her, its end dusted with snow
and ice.
‘Then we move, Stanislav. Whatever immobilised him may still be watching. The Legion
may look blind and diseased but we know they see better than even we do. We must return to camp
and see what the Koldun thinks to this.’ She replied, keeping her eyes trained on the horizon of the
depression they found themselves in.
It was a long cold journey back to the camp. They were currently housed the burned husk of
the border fort Kapitan Natalya Matovy and her crack team of Widowmakers had initially been
ordered to reinforce. Dusk became darkness across the frozen landscape and the Widowmakers were
bathed in the pale silver of moonlight. They moved with a quiet reassurance, barely shadows across
the land. Matovy was rightly proud of her team, they were veterans, crack shots, the best that Khador
had to offer. Often times, as now, her orders were unspoken as the four of them moved from cover to
cover and always on watch for nearby threats.
Koldun Lord Berezov looked at them as they returned, his face underlit from the sickly pale
glow of the fire lit in front of the Officers’ tents. He was a tall man, his face sunken behind a thin
brown beard. He was young for his office but his voice carried age beyond his years.
‘Report, Kapitan Matovy.’ He ordered as she approached.
‘The Legion ambushed and killed the forces sent out to deal with them leaving little for us to
find. We retrieved a unit patch of one Northern 12th Division rifleman, there were also some cogs and
pistons from the fort’s Destroyer and the almost intact frame of a Juggernaut. All were marked with
signs of Legion. It would appear that the Legion in this area have become very good at clearing their
tracks. While we saw signs of battle, and of their victory we saw no signs of them at all.’
‘The Legion have always been clever at hiding themselves when they do not wish to be
found’ He looked thoughtful for a moment. ‘This Juggernaut…did you preserve his cortex?’
‘My men are not mechaniks, my Lord. We know how unstable the Cortexes can be. His
heartfire was long out, we were worried that if we attempted to move his cortex it might crack…or
worse’
Berezov pinched the bridge of his nose and sighed, obviously tired. ‘Very well, Kapitan.
Sleep now; in the morning you will lead myself, some Kossites, and some Rifles to this Juggernaut.
Empress knows we need every cortex we can find at the moment. I will retire also and see you and
your men in the morning’ Matovy cracked off a sharp salute at her dismissal, the Greylord merely
nodded in acceptance and then turned to enter the nearby tent.
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That night her sleep was fitful. She had seen her share of combat. She had held the line as wave after
wave of Mechanithralls had crashed against the might of the Khadoran army in full swing, she had
been well and truly alone in the Thornwood, lost and low on ammo…knowing that the druids of the
Circle hunted her. These Legion should be no worse and yet they somehow were. She had seen their
beasts, all muscle and sinew, rip through Imperial warjacks like they were nothing more than paper
and good wishes. She had watched with horror as men, still not quite dead, were taken and plunged
into the spawning pots these abominations carried with them, had seen the lingering looks on the
men’s faces as they sunk into the gory fluid that filled them. She had even witnessed one Legion
swordsman be shot down only for one of the deadly Incubi to spring forward in his place…a mass of
quivering slavering flesh that devoured all in its wake.
In the morning a cold light filtered through into the tents and the Widowmakers emerged to
find a fresh dusting of snow had settled overnight. This was not unusual in the north but it would
make progress more slow. The Kossites would be able to keep up, they were hardy people who knew
how to traverse rough terrain but the Winterguard were a unit from Korsk also sent to reinforce the
fort. They were cold, and hungry, and their simple boots were no match for the lands they walked.
Matovy smiled as she gulped down a mouthful of Uiske offered from Stanislav’s hip flask but cursed
the fact her team would have to babysit these men. At least the Greylord could look after himself, he
was no warcaster but no one reached the rank of Koldun Lord without powerful magical abilities.
Koldun Lord Berezov emerged from his tent in full dress which was just as well, his long
cloak and layered shirts would prevent the worst of the chill from hitting him.
‘Kapitan Matovy!’
‘Yes, Lord’
‘See to it that Lieutenants Ulyanov and Demerov are ready to leave. You will be briefing
them on my plan and seeing to it that it is carried out. Your Widowmakers will lead the way; ten
Kossites will run as detached units to your men, Ulyanov and twenty Rifle Corps will bring up the
rear, the rest to be left here. I will, of course, be travelling between you with Zelnikov and Uzman of
the Mechanikal Assembly in case this Juggernaut can be retrieved.’ Matovy saluted Berezov again
and headed off to talk to Lieutenant Demerov, she had a feeling that Lieutenant Nikolai Demerov
would not be happy about having men detached to accompany the Widowmakers.
‘Natalya, this is lunacy, you know my men work better together. I’ll tell this greylord idiot
myself if you refuse to!’
‘Calm yourself Nikolai.’ replied Matovy. Demerov was clearly fuming. Part of the irregular
Kossites he wore a mixture of skins and leathers to keep in the heat that bulked him up to be a
fearsome presence. Matovy re-shouldered her rifle as she tried to calm him, ‘I know you work better
together but this Greylord seems determined to present as wide a front as possible to prevent
ambush…he does not want his four best rifles all on one flank.’
Demerov sneered at this ‘Natalya, you have spent too long with these people, not only is their
strange approximation of what might be called tactics making sense in your mind but you also seem to
think that that garbage you call a rifle has somehow made you into a better shot than any of those you
worked with for so long. You disgrace us.’
Matovy made to turn away and adjust her rifle but ducked down and swung the butt from a
low stance into Demerov’s jaw. He tumbled back into the snow dazed and bleeding, his thin grey hair
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flapping in the breeze. ‘Do not forget, Nikolai, that I do not think I am a better shot. You forget your
place. You are fat and old, Lieutenant; you have grown soft without Cygnarans to fight.’ Demerov lay
in the snow and slowly focussed on her; he then began to smile.
‘You have not forgotten how to fight dishonourably…perhaps one day you may even be
called Kossite once more. We will do as is asked, but know that it is under protest’ He stood and spat
blood into the snow at her feet before heading back to his unit.
As Demerov skulked away Matovy turned her attentions to a third man who had watched the
discussion. ‘I trust, Lieutenant Ulyanov that I will not need to take such measures to confirm your
orders?’
‘We would be delighted to be the rear-guard for you, Kapitan Matovy.’ He stood,
uncomfortable for a second, before continuing ‘May I ask, Kapitan, do you know Lieutenant
Demerov?’
‘Know him? You might say that. He was my superior officer once before I left for the
Widowmakers. I don’t think it ever really sat well with him that I could be promoted this high while
he was left where he was. You are dismissed Lieutenant Ulyanov.’ Ulyanov saluted and returned to
the waiting rifle section to talk them through their mission for the day.
The journey to the site of the battle was as slow as Matovy had feared. Patches of deeper
snow necessitated that the Widowmakers and Kossites slow down for the Rifle Corps to stay within a
supportable distance, and Koldun Lord Berezov’s insistence on travelling by horseback meant that the
forward scouting elements had to be as far forward as possible using runners to communicate and stay
in formation lest he be spotted before they could spot incoming threats.
It was past midday when they arrived at the wreck of the Juggernaut. Matovy had sent her
men and the Kossites to occupy positions in amongst nearby rocks and a stand of trees. The Koldun
Lord smiled as he neared the downed Juggernaut.
‘He misses his master, Koldun Medin. He saw him die, and then the Legion punctured his
boiler and left him to go out.’
Matovy shivered slightly. The faraway look of a magician communicating with a cortex had
always bothered her. She felt the Radiance in her pocket and said a small prayer in the hope that they
would make it out of this safely.
‘Uzman, Zelnikov, he thinks his main damage is the boiler, can it be fixed?’
Two stocky men in overcoats dismounted their horses and approached the Juggernaut to
inspect it. There was a brief exchange in Umbrean before one opened up in thickly accented Khadoran
‘We can fix him for now. He will be able to walk back so long as he is left to thaw for long enough
and does not build up too much pressure, we cannot weld the boiler damage in this cold, merely
solder and rivet.’
‘Then do so, and make haste. He has shown me that Legion patrol this area’ the two
mechanics looked at each other and quickly began to set up their tools and get work underway on the
juggernaut.
The Koldun Lord inspected the work as it went on; hammering, shaping, and the application
of rods of metal to melt between the boiler and the patches. Many of the Rifle Corps began to mumble
under their breath about being sent to save an ancient piece of junk, and the time it was taking. The
cold was getting to them, and they had little to do but stand around and wait for orders to return to the
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fort. Matovy smiled; they were recruits…fine shots, yes, but they had seen no battles. They had not
seen what a warjack could do, how it could turn the tides of battle, even one so old as the Juggernaut.
Where Cygnar had scrapped its opposite number, the Nomad, Khador’s Juggernaut class had
lived on as dangerous echo of a violent time. They had their quirks but left to their own devices their
formidable strength was undeniable and for all their cortex shock technology even Cygnar had yet to
find a quick way to cripple the chassis quickly and reliably.
Molten metal ran out of some of the joints and dribbled down into the snow leaving a hissing
pool of water near where the ruined warjack lay. It seemed like hours but eventually the Mechaniks
declared that the Juggernaut could be brought back online. Matovy sent runners out to warn her
scouts…this was the most dangerous part of the operation. Until now there had only been noise and
bodies to show where they were, a lit boiler on the other hand would give the Legion a marker that
would be seen for miles in any direction. Riflemen were instructed to down rifles to give the
Juggernaut water and coal from the supply sled the Mechaniks had brought with them.
‘We are ready, greylord, we await your command’ said Uzman as Zelnikov cleaned away
their tools.
They Greylord looked at the Juggernaut again, ‘Then get it moving.’ he said. The fire was lit
and the two mechaniks looked on nervously as the water began to heat. Slowly life returned to the
Juggernaut’s eyes, its heartfire restored.
‘It will be some time before he is able to move, 20 maybe 30 minutes, and that presumes his
leg joint will hold up when he stands…some of the gouges run quite deep’ said Uzman, his nerves
showing as the Juggernaut continued to warm. The trail of smoke began to spread into the cold grey
sky. The sun edged to the horizon; the ground was bathed in a fiery orange glow, silence had
descended; the only noise was the hissing of the Juggernaut’s boiler as its pressure rose. Breaths hung
frozen in the air; still, quiet…Matovy could almost feel something was coming.
The chill was drawing in now, what had been mere discomfort in Matovy’s mind was now
almost a physical presence screaming at her, but she could see nothing. It was then that Uzman keeled
over with a gurgling cry, an arrow sticking through his back. Matovy reacted in an instant, running to
the greylord and shoulder pulling him from his horse as an arrow sailed through where he had been
sitting.
‘Rifles! Form up!’ It was Lieutenant Ulyanov. His men formed rank, freezing hands
struggling to load their cloth-wrapped rifles. Arrows rained down on them, they had virtually no cover
where they were but the legion archers had to contend with avoiding being silhouetted against the
setting sun.
‘Fire!’ He screamed, the rifle corps rippled out with fire, six of their number were already
down and the cold was not helping their aim. Shots ricocheted off the rocks pinning the archers in
place and downing one even as another four of the rifles fell. Matovy began to assume a firing
position and wondered what had happened to her men and the Kossites that were with them. Surely
they would have heard something if these archers had found them, even if they were caught unaware.
She raised her rifle to her eye, the small Radiance from her pocket pressed into the palm of
her right hand, she saw a flicker amongst the rocks and fired, an archer fell clutching his neck. Beside
her the Koldun had raised himself up to his full height once more and Matovy felt a twist in her gut as
his eyes glowed blue and a blast of cold belched from his hand. The rocks in front of them shattered
like they were no more than thin glass, the archers behind them met this pure and cruel cold head on.
Several of the archers, like the rocks they used as cover, shattered before the arcane power, these were
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the lucky ones; those further away looked to have been blinded or were breaking out in cold burns on
their exposed skin.
The archers had lost the element of surprise and with a lack of co-ordination began to flee
their position from the top of the depression towards a nearby ravine. Matovy recognised this for what
it was; this force had just been scouts. She knew they had to be stopped.
‘Ulyanov, have your men advance to that ridge and fire at will, stop them all before they
reach the ravine!’ she cried. He moved what remained of his men forwards, half their number already
lost to the punishing hail of arrows. Matovy headed for the ridgeline and saw similar fleeing figures
from the areas the other troops had been in; clearly they too had been ambushed and driven off the
attacks. The archers ran, knowing that the shadows on the lower ground would make it harder to be
hit; this did not stop Matovy stopping another four before the ravine, a similar number from the rifles
and the Kossite/Widowmaker teams meant only two escaped alive.
‘They know we are here now’ Berezov said, his face pale and worried. ‘There will be more,
we must pull back to camp, it is defensible.’ He turned to Matovy and spoke ‘Kapitan, you will
withdraw your men. Any bodies or wounded to go on the supply sled. We must hurry.’ The greylord
was tired, she could see it. His spells had taken out as many archers as the all the rifle corps combined
but at a huge cost to him. She sent her runners out and soon the troops returned from their positions.
Casualties had been lighter there but these were men used to cold hard winters and long tedious waits
on the hunt. Where the Rifle Corps had been distracted these men had seen the incoming Nyss
archers, and stalked them. Only once the fighting began elsewhere had they used that moment of
surprise to take down most of the attackers. One of her own men, Valentin, was down; he had been a
good friend and drunk well. Three of the Kossites were dead…Demerov sadly not amongst them, she
thought.
The Juggernaut, almost forgotten in the fight, clenched one of its mighty fists and rose. As it
stood it vented its steam in a low bellowing roar, raising its head to look at Koldun Berezov in as
close to a gesture of respect as its cortex could manage.
‘Good. We can move now.’ Berezov turned to Matovy ‘have three Kossites accompany
Ulyanov as spotters with the rifles, Kapitan Matovy, your men will accompany myself and the
Juggernaut…’ Berezov’s eyes turned far away again ‘…’Topor’. Two Kossites will be sent back to
the fort at full speed to gain reinforcements, the rest will scout the ground ahead for threats.’
‘Yes, my Lord’ replied Matovy snapping off a quick salute and returning to prepare the
remaining troops for a run to the fortress.
It was a long and hard fight in the retreat. Nyss archers sprang from nowhere to pick off one
or two of the rearmost Winterguard, their bodies left behind in the snow as their numbers dwindled.
Matovy could see them fall but the range was too great to shoulder her rifle and help. She sent
forward runners and pulled back half the Kossites to aid the failing rearguard action, grim-faced men
and women trudged back past her to join the inexperienced rifles and bolstered their strength in the
fight.
The journey was longer and harder than it had felt in the morning but at last the pale light of
the fires of the camp were visible on the horizon. The men were exhausted, ammunition was running
low, of the twenty riflemen only five survived, half the number that had left where the Juggernaut was
found. Even the Kossites’ fabled hardiness could not save them from the fire from the stands of trees
and rocks that littered this place, several of their number had been left bleeding in the snow during the
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retreat without the time to save them. The attack slackened off as the fresh Kossites from the camp
joined them, and vanished entirely as they rejoined the camp.
Berezov looked down at Matovy from his horse ‘This is not over Kapitan. They felled the
garrison here, then they burned down the tower…they will be back and in greater numbers.’ He
looked off to the dark horizon they had come from and shook his head ‘…have the remaining men
prepare barricades and send a messenger back to the nearest town telling them this place has fallen.
We must rest here tonight, the men can march no more’. Matovy could see in his eyes a sort of
desperation; he knew they were going to die. Deep down in his soul Berezov knew help would never
arrive in time and the Legion would destroy them all.
Men slept poorly or not at all as those who had stayed at the remains of the fortifications
hastily used rubble to block easy access and began to use planking, logs, and offcuts to fill the rest. It
would not hold in the face of a concerted assault but the point was merely to look like it was at least
partially defended. A defensive trench was cut in front of the tower, enough to contain rifles sufficient
for a fairly withering fire to be laid down on the approach.
Matovy slept fitfully, her skin crawled as her mind’s eye showed her every man they’d lost on
the march back. Every man who’d been lost to Urcaen looked blankly past her, their wounds still
open, blood no longer flowing, dustings of ice fringing their clothes, hands, and mouths. In the dream
she turned and was met with a bright light, too bright to look at but neither burning nor blinding. It
infused her, strengthened her… and then it spoke, strong and masculine but with a darker feminine
echo ‘You were meant for more than this’.
Matovy was wondering what this meant when she was shaken awake by Stanislav.
‘Kapitan, Kapitan! A Legion force approaches from the horizon, Koldun Lord Berezov
demands your attendance’ Matovy pulled herself together, the dream fading with her haste and headed
out to the fortifications.
The area itself had been nothing more than a tower with a curtain wall surrounding a small
courtyard being used as a rough stable, the small sleeping quarters and armoury being underground.
The tower itself was relatively sound but missing its top level, overnight what had been the previous
Kapitan’s quarters had had the walls levelled to use as a heightened platform for the lookouts and
snipers. Stanislav lead her there. As she passed through the courtyard she could see holes in the walls
had been filled, the one major gap in the west wall having been covered with around 7 feet of
planking and with a rough firing step placed inside.
They ascended what remained of the tower and arrived before Berezov, he stood next to
Leiutenant Ulyanov and brooded as he looked through a spyglass into the distance.
‘Good morning, Kapitan. Tell me what you see on the horizon.’ Matovy moved towards the
rough attempt at battlements and peered through her rifle’s scope. She could see the oncoming troops.
Legion archers and swordsmen, numerous smaller ‘Shredder’ warbeasts, and one large Carnivean
flanked by several Shepherds.
‘I see a well-armed force we need to take down from range, Koldun Lord. We are vastly
outnumbered, and there is no retreat from here. I suggest we begin cutting down what we can.’
Berezov nodded at this, he had seen death before, dealt death before, but this was the first time he had
had to face odds like this, and it showed. He had originally only been deployed to the fort to be the
eyes and ears of the Greylords Covenant, to replace his predecessor and report unusual activity from
the Legion to Korsk. If he lived it seemed he would have a lot to report this time, Matovy thought.
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‘Ulyanov, send ten of your men into that trench, have the rest take up positions on the walls.
Matovy, your men are to line this tower top. Aim for squad leaders and beast handlers…after that pick
your targets at will.’ Both saluted and went about their duties.
It was very manner of fact. They knew the Legion were coming, it would take them ten to
fifteen minutes even at a dead run. Plenty of time to get men in place and as prepared as could be. The
wounded were propped up against the walls if they could hold a rifle or were left in the small stable
area if they could not. Every man and woman there knew what was outside, could see it coming closer
and closer. Suddenly in the distance there was a ripple on the flank of the incoming force. A few
seconds later the cracks of rifle fire could be heard. Demerov’s Kossites had lain in wait overnight
outside the tower. Camouflaged and snowed over they were almost invisible in the field and an entire
unit of archers fell after passing their rifles.
Matovy sighted in on the Kossites from her position atop the tower once more and watched as
a unit of swordsmen ran to engage them, blades flashing in the low morning sun. She saw the Kossites
reload and fire again, the first rank of Swordsmen fell from their shots before the Kossites turned and
ran. The main body of the Legion was still headed for the fort but Demerov’s men had successfully
drawn off some. As they ran Ulyanov signalled to the men in the yard and two great Khadoran
mortars rang out. There were not many shells for these great guns and the Legion had done their best
to prevent them being fired again when they sacked the fort but working through the night the men
had righted and repaired them.
The shells dipped and landed short of the incoming Nyss, blasts sending some of them
tumbling. The mortars rang out again, as often as the gunners could manage. Shells ripped through the
Legion lines but their pace only grew. At last they were in range of the trenches, fire burst out and
rained down from the snipers on the tower. Bodies fell, twisted and awkward but still the numbers
were greater, the charge broke through the trench, and the Legion were at the wall. Lacking the Iron
Fangs for such a defensive action the remaining riflemen retreated to the courtyard even as the
Carnivean smashed through the barricades.
Matovy had picked off Shepherds and leaders throughout the assault but now she followed as
the Greylord ran to the courtyard. They flew down the stairs and could hear the Carnivean smashing
through everything it could find. Men, machines, mortars, all were brushed aside by the behemoth that
stood before them. Berezov reached the courtyard and once more used his arcane powers to attack the
legion. Some froze, many died, and the beast turned to face him. With a roar and a blast of heat the
Carnivean made Berezov no more.
Matovy cried out ‘Fall back to the stables!’ and the remaining defenders gathered there as the
legion relentlessly pushed on. Men fell, screams came from above everything, Matovy frantically
reloaded her rifle and the beast backhanded her body through the stable wall into the Juggernaut. She
slipped into unconsciousness and once more the bright light returned to her dreams.
Ulyanov could do nothing as Matovy was flung across the stables into the useless hunk of
metal with a sickening thud. The Koldun’s death had left it inert, its cortex scrambled. He saw her fall
even as he took out another swordsman with a well-aimed shot. It was then that he heard it. The
Juggernaut sighed. He turned and saw its eyes flare, steam spewing from its vents, smoke now
pouring from its stacks. Matovy was standing next to it, her eyes lit by an arcane blue glow. Her
words rang like thunder in his ears and he was helpless but to obey…
‘In the name of the Empress kill them all!’ The wounded rose where they lay, beleaguered
rifles raised high and as one they fired. The Nyss before them fell and those behind began to falter, the
Juggernaut barrelled into the screeching Carnivean sending it flying backwards towards the hole in
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the outer wall. It rose again and Ulyanov watched Matovy as blue runes surrounded her rifle,
coalescing as she fired. A blue bolt thundered out and hit the open mouthed carnivean square in the
jaw; its head disappeared in a shower of gore.
With their major threat gone and the riflemen reforming before them the Nyss faltered, failed,
and then ran. Their flight took them straight into the Kossites who had doubled back behind them.
Caught in a crossfire their force was extinguished, leaving behind only a bloody memory of the battle
for the small border fortress.
Matovy watched the remaining fleeing Nyss and felt the fire pulsing through her veins. The
power she had was unimaginable, if she thought hard she could even see the world through the
Juggernaut’s eyes. Slowly she calmed herself, felt the power recede, and saw the looks on the faces of
Ulyanov and Demerov.
‘You did well’, she said, her breaths ragged as the power receded ‘We must repair the wall
and prepare for those reinforcements. Try and give the dead a decent burial too…’ She fell to one
knee as it receded further, she was utterly spent.
Demerov spoke first ‘You too seem to have grown fat and lazy, Kapitan, you cannot even
stand after a short fight such as this.’ He reached out an arm and pulled her to her feet ‘But in victory
it seems that perhaps you are still worthy of being called Kossite.’
Ulyanov’s shock broke ‘Kapitan…what was that? You commanded the Juggernaut…that
should not have been possible!’
‘This is Khador, Ulyanov, and she is Kossite. Put those two things together and anything is
possible…now, let us get Kapitan Matovy to a place she can rest and we can begin clearing this place.
I fear that for better or ill her life may be about to become far more interesting than either of ours.’
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The Circus by Al Phillips
A Dystopian Wars Story

The crack of the gunshot made people scream and scatter in every direction, women scooping up their
children and running for the nearest place of safety as the report of the pistol echoed all around the
buildings of the Strand. The bullet impacted squarely in the back of the fleeing Prussian spy, pitching
him face first on to the cobbled frost covered street with a thud as loyal subjects to the Crown
scattering in every direction.
Special Investigator Barclay Pensworth holstered his service revolver his breathing heavy and
fogging in the winter air. Pulling his jacket closed, he approached the man lying in an expanding pool
of blood, cursing himself for going for the kill shot rather than wounding him. Dead men can’t talk.
Wounded men do, especially once the interrogators get hold of them. And the interrogators he
knew weren’t the kind of men to let a little blood and a bullet hole put them off.
Crouching down Pensworth rolled the dying agent on to his back. The man, in his thirties, in a
cheap tweed suit and messy curled hair took a swing for him but in his weakened state Pensworth
batted the fist aside easily enough and pinned the spy down, knee rested firmly on his chest.
‘What was your mission?’ He asked in faultless Prussian. The man didn’t have long left and
the analysts back at the Circus had already confirmed his identity, wasting time asking him about it
would only benefit the Prussian’s plans, not his.
The agent started to laugh but it degenerated into a hacking, choking cough as blood began to
fill his lungs. ‘We spend half our time looking over our shoulders,’ the agent gurgled in perfectly
pronounced English. ‘Convinced that Special Branch is about to spring a trap and kill us all.’ More
coughing and blood boiled up out of the agent’s throat and joined the spreading pool beneath him.
‘But you don’t know anything. You think we’re just interested in stealing documents and fucking
your secretaries for secrets.’ The spy shook bodily and his face drained of colour, his eyes taking on a
glassy look.
Pensworth had seen it a dozen times before and started to stand. The agents hand shot out and
pulled him down, bloody hands smearing his shirt with gore.
‘Dies ist nur der Anfang…’ He said before his breath gave out and his body went limp.
Barclay Pensworth stood, his face set with a grim distaste as Clement Barrington arrived on
the scene, panting, hands on his knees and sweat seeping through his jacket.
‘What did he say?’ Barrington gasped.
‘This is just the beginning.’
***
Pensworth sat at his desk at the Internal Securities Department, 12 Millbank, London, staring at the
coroner’s photo of the dead Prussian spy. The man’s last words were still ringing in his ears as all
around him teams of analysts and researchers scrutinised documents, listened to wire taps and
deciphered messages from every corner of the Britannian Empire and beyond for some shred of an
indication of what the many enemies of Britannia were plotting.
Pensworth knew that there were dozens of spies operating in England alone. Every one of
them hell-bent on learning anything they could about the Britannian war effort and feeding it back to
their superiors. Pensworth and his fellow Special Investigators knew this because the Crown had sent
hundreds of its own agents around the world to do exactly the same thing. But unlike the thuggish
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tactics of the Yanks or the sadistic streak of the Prussians, the Internal Securities Department had a
remarkable success rate when it came to turning those enemy agents to the will of her Majesty’s war
effort.
Setting the photo aside he opened the file that had been hastily compiled as the pieces of the
puzzle concerning the Prussian spy’s duplicity had fallen into place. Nothing jumped out at him.
Pensworth had learned the man’s real name was Moritz Schweiger, not James Kendal as his
impressively convincing counterfeit documents stated. Schweiger it seemed had built a quite
unremarkable cover which, from experience, was the best kind.
He had led an unremarkable life as a waiter in some of London’s nicer restaurants, always
paid his rent on time, had friends which he visited regularly and even donated money to the Royal
War Orphans Trust. He was even seeing a rather pretty young thing, judging by her picture, who was
the daughter of the mining magnate Lord Gerald John Richardson the fifth. A veteran of the Crimean
and personal friend to Prince Albert, after he was discharged from service he had made his fortune in
mining raw materials and after Albert’s death had stayed in close contact with her Majesty.
The funny thing was, Pensworth thought, it wasn’t his connection with the Lord, and
therefore her Majesty, that had set alarm bells ringing but Mister Kendal’s parents. The family had,
apparently, repatriated from Hong Kong eighteen months ago yet his parents were nowhere to be seen
and their beloved son was slumming it waiting tables. Furthermore he would make a phone call every
Sunday, regular as clockwork to a West London phone number and, according to the wire taps, spoke
to his father. Yet despite the apparent closeness he never once went to visit them or them him which
didn’t sit right for parents that would pay hundreds of pounds to transport him from the other side of
the world. Pensworth’s instructor when he joined the ISD had always told him; the devil is in the
details.
Flicking through the dossier he knew this to be true more than ever with Schweiger. Both the
address he had phoned and Schweiger’s home had already been searched. Both locations had turned
up very little other than enough transmission and cipher equipment to keep the boys in Technical
happy for weeks. Regardless there was nothing to indicate a wider plot beyond the usual espionage
and clandestine activities.
Pensworth’s superiors had told him to close the case and move onto a suspected Russian spy
network operating out of a Gentlemen’s Club in Soho. The Russians weren’t subtle; it was an easy
collar and could wait. Besides these things always went down the same way and he didn’t relish the
thought of a protracted gun battle.
But more than that, the dying man’s last words still nagged at him. He took out the photo of
the dead man and stared at it once more. He looked past the peaceful expression, the pool of blood,
the overly white tooth that contained cyanide that the agent didn’t get the chance to use. He relaxed
his eyes and let the entire image sink into his mind.
He blinked as he noticed for the first time a familiar lapel badge pinned to Schweiger’s jacket.
He yanked open the top draw of his desk, his hand snaking in amongst the files, half eaten bags of
boiled sweets, the cigar tin that contained his last Cohiba as his hand closed around the handle of the
looking-glass something heavy slammed into the desk draw, trapping his arm. He yelped in pain and
surprise yanking his arm free. Looking up irritated he saw that the something heavy was Clement.
‘Sorry about that old boy,’ He beamed taking a bite from a sandwich. He leaned over his
partner’s shoulder. ‘I thought the Ringmaster had already told you to put Gerry to bed.’
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‘He did Clem, but something doesn’t sit well with me.’ He poked the photo. ‘What do you
make of that?’ Indicating the lapel badge.
Clem leaned closer, the smell of tuna ripe on his breath. His small eyes, surrounded by a
flushed and podgy face, squinted.
‘Looks like the membership badge for the Beefsteak Club on Irving Street.’
‘How on Earth do you know that?’ Pensworth asked. Clement smiled and turned his jacket
lining outwards so his partner could see the small round badge.
‘Because I’m a member Barclay old boy.’
‘So how does a waiter, earning three shillings and nine pence per week afford a club
membership?’ Clement shrugged as he pushed the rest of the sandwich into his mouth. Pensworth
shook his head at his partner. ‘Well grab your coat fatty, we’re going to find out.’
***
The Beefsteak Club was like most of the other up market Gentlemen’s Clubs of London: wood
panelling on every wall, tall back leather chairs, thick cigar smoke and burlesque shows three times a
day. Had Barclay Pensworth’s mother still been alive she would have been mortified that her eldest
son was in such an establishment.
He and Clement walked through the club, noticing fellow members of Special Branch, her
Majesty’s crown court and seventeen members of parliament all enjoying the show. Pensworth
ignored them all; he wasn’t interested in how the political elite got their jollies, so long as they didn’t
break the law in doing it.
It didn’t take long for them to attract the attention of the maitre’d who hurriedly intercepted
the pair as the systematically and deliberately opened the door to every private room in the club. By
the time the tall, wiry and weasel faced man with slicked over hair caught up with the pair and hurried
them into his office they had walked in on four private dances, seven card games or various types, two
illicit acts that Pensworth would be referring to the local constabulary and what looked like the
shadow education minister lashed face down to a bench and having his bottom whipped by a women
clad in a peculiar leather get up. Pensworth didn’t understand it himself but was smart enough to let it
lie. Political currency was valuable in his line of work.
‘What can I do for you gentlemen,’ Fussed the maître’d after both men showed him their
identification. Pensworth leaned against the oak desk. Like every other room in the club it looked as
though a small woodland had been felled to deck out the office. Even the red leather, riveted desk
chair was the same cut as those the rich and the fat currently wallowed in. Pensworth nodded at
Clement Barrington who dutifully pulled out the photo of Schreiger taken at the scene of his death and
handed it to the man.
‘Do you know him?’ Pensworth asked, reaching into his jacket and pulling a pencil and small
notepad from his jacket pocket. The man opposite him stared at the photo before handing it back,
nodding. ‘That is Mister Kendal, a regular here.’ The man’s tone was disapproving.
‘You didn’t like him?’ Pensworth probed. The maître’d shook his head.
‘He was a common sort, a waiter for a footman if I were to guess. It’s the shoes you see.’ The
man cast his eyes down at Pensworth’s own scuffed Policeman specials before continuing. ‘But we
had to suffer him as he was a member by another man’s graces.’
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Before Pensworth could ask further questions the man continued. ‘And he certainly made use
of those good graces. He ran up bar bills into the hundreds attempting to brown nose his way in with
our more exclusive members. I even caught him harassing Lord Livingstone Melbrooks-‘
‘Wait,’ Pensworth cut in, ‘Lord Melbrooks as in the new ambassador to the Covenant of
Antarctica?’
‘The very same.’ Said the maître‘d. Suddenly a bad feeling settled in to Barclay Pensworth’s
stomach, heavy and brooding.
‘Clem, call the Circus, get as many men as they can spare over to Lord Melbrooks’ residence
on Upper Grosvenor, I’ll start the carriage.’ Pensworth darted from the office the door slamming
behind him.
The maître’d dropped to his chair startled. Clement smiled down at him.
‘Don’t worry old boy,’
***
The carriage growled and chugged its way through the streets as fast as Pensworth could make it go.
Unlike the newer combustion engines now available, Pensworth still used a steam-driven model. It
was far better of long distances but perambulating through the cobbled streets of London it was a
hateful device and made the 2 mile journey all the more intense for fear the contraption would simply
breakdown.
By the time the pair pulled up outside the Lord’s home the sun was starting to set and lights
were coming on all down Upper Grosvenor Street. The Melbrook’s residence was shrouded in
darkness. Both men disembarked from the carriage, the boiler whistling and clucked as the furnace
was turned down to idling, and drew their weapons.
‘Where are the others?’ Pensworth asked. Barrington shrugged. He’d produced a bag of
humbugs from somewhere and was cheerfully and noisily sucking on one.
‘They said they were on their way.’ He mumbled.
‘Well we can’t wait.’ Pensworth bounded up the stone stairs of the grand abode and without
breaking stride kicked the door in. The black lacquered door splintered from the impact sending
splinters of wood in all directions. Before Barrington could stuff his humbugs into his pocket his
partner was through the door and sweeping his gun side to side for targets. By the time he’d joined
him, Pensworth had already skulked his way through the impressive living room and was now stood
in front of the hanging corpse of Lord Melbrooks, in the main dining room.
Pensworth holstered his gun with a curse and surveyed the scene. The body had been there for
a couple of days judging by its stiffness and stink. There was a chair over turned below the Lord’s feet
and the room itself was largely untouched, the table still set for dinner. Walking back into the main
hallway Barrington was the first to break the silence.
‘Looks like the old bugger topped himself.’
Pensworth shook his head. The hallway rug wasn’t straight, something unheard of in a home
such as this. Folding the carpet back he could see the parquet flooring was scraped and scuffed.
‘Look,’ He said pointing at the floor. ‘There was a scuffle.’ He turned and walked slowly
back into the dining room scanning the floor for more clues. He crouched down next to a drinks table
and picked something up.
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‘What is it?’ Clement Barrington asked.
‘A small sliver of what I suspect was a crystal decanter. I’d say the Lord put up quite the
fight. Little wonder, he was career military and boxed for his regiment.’ Setting the sliver down he
moved to a small blood spot. ‘Someone took a nasty sock to the mouth.’
He heard Barrington sigh behind him. ‘How do you know all this?’ He asked.
‘Research, Clem, old chap. When Melbrooks was announced as the next ambassador to the
Covenant the Circus did a full work up on him to make sure he wasn’t going to sell all our secrets for
his very own snow fortress.’
‘Don’t they all live underground?’
Pensworth rolled his eyes as he pulled himself upright and dusted down his trousers. ‘Come
on Clem, we need to report this and make the Foreign Minister he’s going to need a new ambassador.’
Then the window and everything around him exploded. The air was filled with noise,
shattered glass and bursting wood. Both men dropped to the ground as the dining room and the
hanging corpse of Lord Melbrooks was torn to pieces.
Pensworth and Barrington crawled out of the room, glass and splinters raining down on them
from above as the fusillade from outside continued. Making it into the hallway Pensworth risked a
glance out of the side window. Three men, nondescript suits, all armed with auto repeating rifles.
Military hardware.
Pensworth edged round the shattered door and took aim at the nearest shooter, slowly pulling
back the firing hammer with a practised hand. He was about to fire when a hand grabbed him by the
collar and yanked him backwards. He span instinctively reversing the grip on his pistol ready to use it
as a club on his attacker but it was Barrington pale-faced, his hands held up defensively.
‘What are you doing?’ Pensworth growled, ‘I had a clear shot.’
‘At the first one, yes. But what about the other two? That door affords you no protection old
boy, they would have cut you to pieces.’
Pensworth scowled but knew his partner was right. The shooting had stopped and Pensworth
spied the shooters jumping into a auto-carriage and sped away. ‘After them!’ He shouted, running
down the steps, reaching his own conveyance only to find that the shooters had been thorough and
riddled the boiler with holes.
A thought surfaced in his mind but before it could formulate a crumpled bag of humbugs was
thrust under his nose. ‘Want one old boy?’ Barrington beamed at him.
***
The following morning Pensworth stood in his best suit and smartest shoes, and ram rod straight as
the foreign secretary, Lord Cornelius Blackwood, read his report. It wasn’t much and it was
inconclusive at best. Pensworth was unable to pursue the gunmen and so was yet to determine who
they worked for or how they knew he and Barrington were there. Only the weaponry was identifiable
as a Lee-Enfield Auto-Repeater ARLEIV a British made weapon and one found as a support weapon
in every squad, in every regiment bearing the Britannic flag.
Blackwood turned over the last page and folded the report closed.
‘An interesting work of fiction Mister Pensworth.’ Said Blackwood leaning back against his
overstuffed chair and steepling his fingers.
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‘Pardon me my Lord?’
‘All this nonsense about Lord Melbrooks being found hung.’ He said waving a dismissive
hand at the report. ‘A load of poppycock.’
‘My Lord, I saw the body with my own eyes.’
‘Then tell me,’ Blackwood stood and stared out of his window of the Houses of Parliament,
staring down at the dirty waters of the Thames, ‘How is it that Lord Melbrooks departed these shores
for Antarctica three days ago.’
‘What?’ Pensworth’s surprise overrode his sense of propriety. ‘That’s impossible.’
‘Impossible or not, when plod finally arrived at Melbrooks address all they found were bullet
holes and bloody great mess. If you weren’t a Special Investigator I’d have you charged with breaking
and entering and criminal damage.’
‘I don’t understand, my lord. Melbrooks is dead and I believe a Prussian spy is behind it.’
‘Enough,’ Blackwood raged. ‘That couldn’t have been Melbrook.’
‘I know what I saw!’
‘You forget you place Investigator! That couldn’t have been Melbrook because the damn
blasted fool arrived in Antarctica yesterday and subsequently provoked the Covenant in to declaring
war on the Kingdom of Britannia. His body washed to shore on the Falkland Islands this morning.’
Pensworth mind was reeling. Nothing was making any sense.
‘Now if you’ll excuse me, I have Lord Richardson waiting for me in the other room.’
‘Richardson?!’ Blackwood’s irritation was almost tangible at Pensworth’s lack of respect.
‘Yes, Investigator, now we’re at war with the Covenant as well as every other damn fool
nation we’re going to need raw materials like never before.’
Pensworth felt numb as he was ushered out of Blackwood’s office.
What did it all mean? Melbrook, Richardson, Schweiger, what did they all have in common?
***
Clement Barrington sat in one of the private rooms of the Beefsteak Club on Irving Street and waited
for the showgirl. He liked the burlesque shows as much as the next man but he found it all got a bit
awkward when the show got to its racier parts. He’s much rather looking at ladies in a state of undress
be a private experience. He reached for the scotch he couldn’t afford and took a long and lingering
sip.
The door latch clicked behind him and he smiled. Rose was his favourite, and not just because
she offered extras. The door closed and he adjusted, making himself comfortable.
‘Come on Rose my dear, don’t keep me waiting.’
‘I’m afraid Rose will be a while longer. Old boy.’
Barrington froze as he heard the familiar click of a gun cocking.
‘Barclay,’ Barrington said slowly, ‘What are you doing?’
‘I’m doing my job Clem.’ Barrington felt Pensworth move closer but he stayed behind him.
‘Or do you prefer Udo Herzog?’
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Barrington let out a sigh.
‘Bravo Barclay old boy, you finally figured it out.’
‘I understand the Prussians wanting to provoke a war between the Covenant and Britannia, we
were the only power left that they had remotely cordial relations with, but I don’t understand what
Richardson has to do with all this.’
Barrington rose and turned to face his partner.
‘You presume too grand a plan Barclay old boy. Richardson came to us. Gave us the means to
infiltrate the Circus. Even offered up his daughter to help maintain Schweiger’s cover.’
‘But why?’ But Pensworth already knew the answer as he said it.
‘Money. Richardson wants to be the exclusive provider or raw materials to the Britannic war
effort and a war on another front, especially one as seaborne as the Covenant would hundreds of new
warships.’
‘All this over money?’ Pensworth spat taking a step closer to his former friend.
‘Don’t be naive Barclay. This war will burn out eventually and when it does Richardson will
be the only man left standing with any credibility left. And the fortune to silence anyone who knows
different.’
Pensworth nodded. He had pieced it altogether after his meeting with Lord Blackwood. He’d
subtly investigated Lord Richardson’s holdings and finances and noticed not only aggressive
expansion in mines but steel production. He’s also identified Richardson as Schweiger’s benefactor at
the club. And for one other.
‘Just answer me this one last question Clem.’
Barrington shrugged, finishing off his scotch with practised ease.
‘Why did you kill the maître‘d?’Barrington smiled. It was a cruel smile Pensworth had never
seen on the man before.
‘He gave me up. He didn’t realise it, of course, but as soon as he mentioned Schweiger and
the ambassador I knew it would only be a matter of time. I knew my own movements in the club
would eventually come to light.’
‘And the gunman outside Melbrook’s house?’
‘Necessary. I had to silence you but when the bullets started flying and they hadn’t killed you
in the opening volley I found myself unable to do the job myself. We’ve been through a lot you and I
these last two years.’
Pensworth nodded. ‘We have.’ He smiled at Barrington. ‘Which is what makes this so hard.’
The shot was swallowed up by the burlesque music and bellowed laughter of dozens of drunk
and happy businessmen. Barrington’s body wouldn’t be found for another three hours by which time
Rose had been paid off to say that he’d attempted to rape her and an unknown patron, hearing he
screams for help, had shot him in her defence. The constabulary were currently unaware of the
shooter’s whereabouts.
The following day the papers ran a headline story about mining magnate Lord Gerald John
Richardson the fifth being tragically killed in an automotive accident whilst travelling to his country
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residence. He had been planning on spending time with her daughter following the shooting of her
gentleman friend by muggers barely two days before.
Eye witnesses reported hearing what sounded like a gunshot before the auto-carriage lost
control and collided with an oncoming lorry but they were unconfirmed.
Lord Richardson’s business holdings were currently frozen by the treasury while a will is
found. However, due to the looming threat of war with the Covenant, sources close to the PM suggest
that the assets may be nationalised until the crisis of war is over.
Pensworth folded the paper and tucked it under his arm tossing coins on to the news stand
before joining the rest of the commuters on their way to work.
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A Three Plains Story

The slave galleon cut through the waves, brushing aside the waters of the ocean with contempt. The
icy spray chilled the captain to his core as he looked across the water to the approaching Island. The
clear sky did nothing to hold off the cold at this late hour. Casting his gaze upwards he looked at the
celestial display lay out before him. There was something new there. As he stared he noticed a new
star, it was moving. It had a tail and…yes there was another nearby it. They became more prominent
and lit the air around him.
The various crew members stopped their work to watch this new phenomenon as the light
from the shooting star was joined by a lighthouse in the city of Gallar, albeit briefly. The captain
turned to look at his crew in their stupefied wonderment.
‘Return to your duties. Pretty though this light show is, we are approaching Gallar and this
ship needs to be ready to dock.’
Heeding the captains words the crew members returned to work. Their occasional glances at
the night sky told of their worries. Such displays could only be omens from the Gods. Simple sailors,
Elven though they were, could not hope to realise the meaning of such portents. This did not prevent
them guessing. Every glance brought a new story to their minds. Ever increasing in the levels of doom
they will be stories they will later share over drinks, trying to out-doom one another into the small
hours of the night.
The lights trailed across the sky for several hours and were noticed by many of the Elves of
Herlanceia. They were noticed most keenly in the township of Windidown, where the Comets
appeared to soar directly above. The captain returned to his private quarters and removed his helmet,
not seeing the lower creature in the corner of the room until it turned from its duties to see that which
should never be seen. The gasp the slave gave out betrayed his presence in the room to the Captian,
who turned slowly, staring into the horrified face of the human.
The Captains golden visage crept into a cruel smirk. Unsheathing a dagger from his side he
stepped forward and struck out. As the human sank slowly to the deck, his life blood draining from
him, the Captain whispered in his ear, ‘Such is the punishment for looking upon the face of your
Gods, human.’
***
In the courts and temples many theories were put forth regarding what the omen in the skies might
mean. None of them were correct. None of them accounted for the human element. Somewhere on
Herlanceia, two boys were born of one mother. The Elven overseer of the house, Sharr, picked up the
boy presented to him and moved him so that he could better look through the eyeholes of his helmet at
him.
‘This boy is strong. He will fetch a handsome price. He is called Hadrian.’ His matter of fact
tone suggested he was speaking of little more than cattle. The mother, still lying on the bed tried to
reach for the baby.
‘Please my Lord, may I be allowed to keep him?’ Sharr lifted Hadrian away from her
outstretched arm and handed him to one of the hand maidens assisting with the birth.
Ignoring the mother he stated ‘Take him and clean him up. The Arena Masters will be
interested in him.’ As he spoke the mother cringed in pain and found herself pushing once again.
Sharr raised an eyebrow.
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‘A second? truly we are blessed.’ he snorted. ‘Very well, bring fresh water; let us prepare to
receive another. At least we will profit better. Identical twins can fetch a handsome price from the
Mages.’
This elicited a sob from the mother that spoke of more than just physical pain. The first labour
had been long and taxing upon her. Sharr doubted she would survive another labour of that nature.
The second child was scrawny by comparison. Sharr comforted himself that this runt was a bonus in
any case. Any price reached for him would be profit. Lifting him up Sharr looked him over.
‘Not identical. Nothing impressive. He is called Lysander. Clean him and ready him for the
markets. We will go in the morning.’ A hand maiden took the child away. There were no protests
from the mother this time. Only silence came from her. Sharr looked at her still form and sighed.
‘Seems we will be purchasing as well as selling tomorrow. I hope they have reasonable
breeding stock.’ He walked out of the birthing sheds and headed towards his quarters. He was tired
and failed to notice that the night sky was brighter than it should have been.
***
During the following day Sharr presented the children to the Auction master. ‘This Hadrian will fetch
a good price, there are many Arena Masters present this day Sharr. This Lysander however looks
barely strong enough for household cleaning work.
He will need to be strengthened up first. This will push his price down further than his slender frame
would get him in the first place.’
Sharr nodded his agreement. This Lysander was beginning to be a tax on his funds. The loss
of the mother meant new breeding stock was required. Lysander would not go far to cover the cost.
‘You still want to sell him off?’ Sharr looked across at the pens that contained the females.
‘Yes Losai, I must recoup some of the costs he has caused me. Culling him serves no purpose,
other than my personal satisfaction. That will have to go to one side for now.’
Losai took the child and placed him into the holding pen where a fat female human took over
his care along with another in her arms she began to feed him so he would be at peace during the sale.
Sharr moved off to the holding pens of the females.
He was here early, as those seeking to sell had to be to register their goods, so there were only
other sellers present. Some were also interested in purchasing but not many. Sharr was able to
examine those for sale with a good degree of thoroughness. Later the crowds began to enter the
market area and the various auctions began. Hadrian was indeed sought after by many Arena Masters.
All saw the potential in him.
Only one Arena Master remained silent, to begin with. As the bidding reached a fever pitch,
Coln, fabled Arena Master of Meer, feared by all as a dangerous warrior, shouted above the din
offering fully double the price that had been offered thus far. The other voices died down almost
immediately. None dared speak. Coln had a habit of getting that which he desired. Those that got in
his way had a habit of quickly being removed.
Losai looked briefly about the room hoping the bidding would continue, though he was
already getting a healthy commission from this sale.
‘Sold to Arena Master Coln. Next is the brother of the last though it is clear where the
strength went. Perhaps his brain is to be desired? Who will start the bidding?’
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Losai looked about the hall. The various Arena Masters were not interested in this one it was
clear and no other appeared to have an interest. He was about to clear the lot when a voice spoke up
from a corner of the room.
‘I, Kai, will start the bidding for this child. 50 silver pieces.’ Losai stretched his head to try to
get a look at the bidder. The crowd parted to admit a Mage to the front. Losai did not recognise him
but welcomed the chance to off-load this detritus.
‘Sold to, the Mage, Kai.’
***
The journey for Hadrian was a harsh one. Coln’s slave stock were not exactly careful with the new
arrivals. Coln himself treated humans harshly, even by Elven standards. Since his intentions were
entirely to toughen the children up and train him to be the best fighters they can be.
Hadrian was left with just enough to clothe him to keep him from freezing to death. Just
enough food to keep him from starving. Hadrian was taken to Meer to the Arena pits. His first 3 years
were spent struggling to survive as best as possible.
He was kept with others of a similar age, fed sporadically throughout the day and made to
wield a weapon as soon as he was physically able to. By the time he and the others were 6 years of
age they were made to spar with each other.
At 8 and a half, Hadrian made his first kill. One of the older slaves, a human male by the
name Gerard, managed to make his way to the pens containing Hadrian during the appointed meal
time one warm evening. He made his way to where some were eating and started throwing the
younger children aside
‘This food belongs to me now underlings’ Gerard set upon the various plates of the younger
children with gusto. None stepped forward to challenge him at first.
‘This food is ours.’ A voice stated flatly. ‘Stop taking it.’ Gerard turned slowly to see a semicircle forming around one of the children. ‘I am Hadrian. You will stop.’ Gerard laughed at him and
brandished a short sword at him.
‘You are going to stop me? I am twice your size. My sword is greater than yours and I am the
youngest of Master Coln’s Arena warriors. I have real combat experience and my sword has tasted
blood.’ He turned away again to cram some more food down his gullet before turning on Hadrian and
charging, sword at the ready.
Hadrian took his smaller weapon from its sheath. Though it was a sword in his hands, it was
nothing more than a large knife to this thug.
The fight was a surprisingly brief one. Hadrian stepped to the side and under the brash
charging swing of Gerard, putting him off-balance. Hadrian then lashed out with his leg, catching
Gerards shin and sending him sprawling across the floor. Before Gerard had time to recover Hadrian
was upon him, jumping on his back he immediately, and without remorse, plunged his small-sword
into Gerards spine, severing his brain from the rest of his body, killing him instantly.
A cheer rose from the other inhabitants of the pen but was cut short as one of Coln’s trainers
entered the room. He looked through the visor of his helmet upon the corpse on the floor.
‘Who is responsible for this?’ The scared eyes of the children all turned to Hadrian, his
small-sword still dripping with Gerards blood. Hadrian maintained a stoic expression, such as can be
achieved by a child.
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‘He himself is responsible.’ he said suddenly, ‘He sought to steal from those weaker than
himself. He was a coward. I gave him a coward’s death.’ Hadrians words rang around the room as all
the other children stared at him incredulously.
Killing another child and speaking in such a way to the trainers could not end well for him.
The trainer’s eyes betrayed that this insult was noted. A moment later those eyes narrowed under the
trainers golden helm and he gestured at Hadrian to move to him.
‘Come with me boy-child. Coln would hear of this.’ Hadrian walked through the doorway and
ahead of the Trainer, heading down the corridor to where the Arena Master was disciplining another
of the older slaves.
As they approached Hadrain could hear the sound of whippings being administered. From
Coln’s words as he dealt out this punishment Hadrian discovered he had been found wandering
around the corridors, as Gerard had before he found his way into Hadrian’s pen.
‘Master Coln, I have found Gerard. He was in this boy’s pen.’ He shoved Hadrian forward
before the Arena Master. ‘Tell him that which you spoke to me, boy.’
Coln stepped towards him, curiosity getting the better of the joy of the thrashing.
‘My name is Hadrian.’ The boy-slave’s voice rang around the room for a moment. The
stunned silence at this slave’s defiance and at such a young age suggested that none of the Elven
Arena Trainers had believed what they had heard.
Coln started to laugh a mirthless laugh. ‘This boy has spirit.’ His tone dropped suddenly and
he struck Hadrian to the floor, ‘You will be called boy until the day you earn your name, by making
your first kill.’
Hadrian looked up at his oppressor, the oppressor of his people, anger burning in his eyes
‘Then by your own standards master call me Hadrian, for I have slain the coward Gerard.’
Coln gave him a long calculating stare; he had spat the word Master with much venom for
one so young. He turned and walked towards the door Hadrian had entered through. As he reached it
he stared, apparently to the room in general,
‘Move Hadrian into Gerards pen. He will be entering the Arenas early.’ He then indicated to
the other slave. ‘Put Garvin there, in the younglings pit. Such will be his punishment. Be sure he does
not get to see this Hadrian again.’
The two slaves looked upon one another, Hadrian bore no ill will but Garvin’s eyes burned
with a hatred Hadrian assumed was for their Elven overseers.
***
Lysander’s travel was considerably more comfortable. Kai’s slaves took him, with great care, to their
caravan readying for their long journey to Gallar. Kai had never intended to attend the slave markets.
He had never meant to make a purchase. He had heard the child call out for help. It was an incredible
act of mental strength in one so young. It was truly the will of Winsil for him to have been passing
when he did. Impressive though the child’s brain was, it was still weak, unrefined. But this was to
change.
Kai would mould him into the perfect Mage Hand. His own powers would benefit greatly.
Kai had to purchase a milking cow for Lysander to feed from, so an ugly milk bearing human female
was added to his stock. It had been a far from cheap purchase but would be worth it in the long run.
Lysander was kept warm and well fed by the woman he was to now think of as his mother.
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His journey was warm and cozy and uneventful. He was well fed. As he grew so did his
mental and magical ability. At the age of 3 years he manifested a fireball and burned his room to a
charred ruin. Kai could hardly believe the rate at which his ability was growing. He had never taught
Lysander destructive magics, yet he learned them, instinctively. By the age of 6 he was fluent in many
languages, including Elvish. Though he did not let any others know of this as it is forbidden for a
human to speak the language of these so-called Gods.
At the age of 8 Lysander found he was able to connect to the mind of an Arena Slave. He
could hear this slave’s thoughts, could sense the tension in his mental companions feelings. ‘My name
is Hadrian.’ Lysander suddenly caught himself saying. The words of the slave boy were so clear to
Lysander he had spoken them aloud himself, the connection could be strong enough that should he
lose concentration, while in his mind, they would speak as one person. Why this particular boy he did
not know. Despite his best efforts he could not make this connection with any other.
He spent a great deal of time nurturing this but never spoke of it to Kai or any of the other
Elves. Even his mother did not know. He found he felt affection for this Hadrian. Lysander could feel
the burning sense of righteousness in his heart and felt compelled by it. Though he was never able to
actively control Hadrian’s actions he found he could make suggestions to him – to act as a kind of
sixth sense for him, to warn him of nearby danger.
Lysander did not know if Hadrian was aware of him until they both reached the age of 16.
Hadrian’s treatment had become especially harsh since he had shown ability and defiance. He was
trained harder and quickly became skilled with many weapons. Though he had been pitted against
others in training to ready himself and he had been forced to take many lives, he was being placed in
his first true Arena match sooner than any other his age.
***
Lysander could feel the fear of Hadrian as he waited his turn to fight before the jeering crowds.
‘Lysander! You are not paying attention! What ails you boy?’ Kai’s irritated voice cut
through Lysander’s feelings and brought him back to his lessons suddenly.
Hadrian jumped, though he had heard nothing. Looking about the empty cell for something
that could have caused this he eventually turned his attention back to the Arena before him. Just a
couple of guards outside a gate kept him from the Arena floor itself. Nothing had happened out there
that could have surprised him.
Presently the corpse of one of the warriors from the last fight was being cleared. Clearly he
was more nervous than he had realised, though all fear seemed to have passed with the jolt of surprise.
An announcer stood before the crowds now and spoke loudly.
‘Now, for your enjoyment, I present the savage human young. One of them you have seen
before, though he has long been absent! Alongside his brother he has slain many. 8 years ago his
brother was put down by a youngling. Since then we have fed his hatred of the boy who slew his
brother. Garvin has festered amongst younglings for two long years while his brother’s killer, now 18
seasons old, has had the luxury of Gerards pen…’
Hadrian’s mouth had dropped open as the announcer had spoken. He did not realise Gerard
had a brother.
‘…Now they will meet here for your pleasure…’ As he continued Garvin walked from the
opposite side of the Arena, he was armed with a sword and a dagger but wore little in the way of
armour. Hadrian recognised him from the look he had received the night he had slain Gerard.
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None of the other older slaves had spoken with him since he had been put there and the
trainers made sure they had obeyed Coln’s words. Though he had wondered why this boy was to be
kept away from him at the time it had passed from Hadrian’s mind. Now it was clear. Coln had seen
an opportunity for a show. A chance to further increase the popularity of his Arena over others.
Hadrian burned with hatred of his own.
His was for Coln and all other Elves. Those supposed Gods that toyed with human life. That
kept them as cattle and treated them little better. Now he was to be pitted against Garvin for sport. He
was skilled but Garvin had greater strength and experience.
***
Lysander raised his arm in defence now as Kai administered a beating to him. ‘Perhaps this will teach
you to pay attention!’ Kai’s words and actions and Hadrian’s burning hatred for the Elven kind stirred
something within him.
Lysander shared in his brother’s hatred. It burned within him like a white-hot star of rage. Kai
noticed the change in him and hesitated for a moment. Lysander took the opportunity and struck out
with his mind. Kai was unprepared for such power being unleashed at him by a lesser creature. He
clutched at his helmet, always worn in the presence of the lesser races, as it turned white-hot
suddenly.
His screams brought others, Elf and human alike, to the chamber of learning to witness what
was happening. Kai made use of his formidable power to reign in the heat of his helmet as well as
soothe the burning, though he would never again be able to remove it as it had become fused to his
flesh. His hands too were withered and charred.
All thought of this boy as a Mage Hand was gone now. Anger was Kai’s motivation and
would remain such. Kai’s power gripped Lysander and hurled him face first to a wall pinning him
there. Lysander’s jaw snapped on impact. As he was helped away he screamed his rage at those
around him. ‘Take him to a cell! Kill all other humans in the house, but I will deal with Lysander
myself!’
As he shouted the words he wrenched himself free from the arms of a female slave, pushed
her away and summoned great power to consume her body in fire. She had not the time to scream as
she burst into flame from the inside.
Lysander’s anger had not been subdued by Kai’s power. As the screams of human slaves
began to be heard around the house of Kai, Lysander let loose a roar. A low rumble resounded
through the walls as Lysander forced the power of Kai back from him and turned around to face him.
Kai turned to him in horror.
‘Impossible! How can you resist my power? You are nothing but a low-born creature of dirt.’
Lysander’s anger struck out again but Kai was prepared this time. A fireball was deflected
away from Kai and hit one of the now fleeing slaves, consuming him and adding his screams to those
of others around the house.
Each death fuelled Lysander’s rage and the rumble grew into a fierce earthquake that shook
the walls and unbalanced all but Kai and Lysander. Kai responded with a fireball of his own that
struck home. The righteous look of victory on Kai’s face was short-lived as Lysander, unscathed,
drew in the power of the spell and used it to augment his own. A flame wreathed sword crackled into
existence in one hand and a shield of energy appeared with a hum in the other and he charged at Kai,
flaming sword raised above his head as the house crumbled around them.
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Hadrian walked from the cell into the light of the Arena, sword in hand. Garvin sneered as he
approached. For all intents and purposes he was an animal. Nothing more than what his Elven keepers
had made him.
The announcer had retreated now and Hadrian saw watching from above, Coln, his hated
enemy, and thousands of Elves, the enemies of his people. Garvin charged towards him and the fight
began. Garvin was a towering windmill of rage as he swung his sword and knife about him. He
foamed at the mouth as the last of his sanity played out for the amusement of the Elven crowds. This
was not to be the fight the people wanted.
Garvin was a skilled fighter but in the presence of his most hated foe, he had lost all sense.
His swings were wild and uncontrolled and Hadrian could avoid them with ease. Garvin tired quickly
and Hadrian was able to make very short work of him. The displeasure of the crowds was evident and
Coln shuffled his feet uneasily, the mob grew restless and not even he could withstand that. His mind
was racing for something to appease the hostility gathering around him when Hadrian offered
something that pleased and surprised baying crowds immensely. Looking directly at him, Hadrian
called Coln out.
‘Arena Master Coln. You have created a poor animal for me to put down. Your cruelty and
countless murders of my people will end today! I challenge you to single combat!’
For a moment the crowd were in a stunned silence. This was unexpected entertainment
indeed! A Master of the Arenas called out to fight one of his own vassals! A cheer rose from the
crowds as Coln leapt from the viewing gantry landing lightly a short distance before him. A low
rumble could be heard but nobody seemed concerned with this.
All eyes were on the spectacle before them. Coln and Hadrian circled each other cautiously
seeking a gap to strike through. Hadrian felt a roar of rage rise through him as he suddenly felt anger
at the deaths and injustices his people had endured from these so-called gods of his people.
Coln betrayed his impatience with a sudden and extremely swift sword strike, Hadrian was
barely equal to it and Coln pressed the advantage. Hadrian found himself backing away desperately
trying to fend off the strikes. Coln, not finding the gap he had hoped to, backed off and began circling
once more. The roar of the crowds drowned out by the roaring rage in his heart, Hadrian took a turn to
strike out.
Coln was easily the equal to his attacks however. It became apparent that Hadrian may not be
the equal to Coln. The crowds could see a disappointing end to this fight looming quickly. Coln could
see the end approaching as well. Hadrian smiled a grim smile. Switching his sword to his other hand
he renewed his attack. With his sword in his strong hand he pressed Coln hard. Caught off guard Coln
had to back away, this renewed attack caught him off guard and his previous confidence quickly left
him. As he fought Hadrian’s rage increased and he felt a power surge through him. To the surprise of
everyone there Hadrian’s sword burst into flame. Hadrian betrayed no surprise, though he certainly
felt, all that mattered was his vengeance.
The racial rage of the twins was fierce to behold. Lysander’s magical potential was unleashed
that day. The house of Kai crumbled to dust around him and Kai was not able to withstand the
magical melee. Lysander had borrowed from his brother’s ability to put down the mage with the
magical blade. In turn Hadrian had unknowingly borrowed from Lysander’s abilities to sheath his
own blade in magical power.
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Coln had become fearful and desperate and his rage was palpable right up until Hadrian
separated his head from his shoulders. Amongst the silence that followed the rage subsided. The
Twins were seized and thrown into new cells. Neither spoke, even under torture. It was decreed that
they should both be put to death.
By coincidence this was to happen on the same day. They were to be made an example of. In
Meer, Hadrian was to be beheaded in the city square. In Gallar Lysander was to be burned at the
stake. Lysander and Hadrian both brooded in their separate cells. Their thoughts were not for
themselves entirely.
Though Lysander was still a little in awe of himself his main thoughts were of the rest of his
kind. He pondered about Hadrian more specifically. He had clearly used the connection between them
but did not seem to have realised this.
Hadrian was pleased that Coln was slain and by his own hand no less. Many Elves feared
Coln’s prowess. Now they would fear his. The so-called Gods now feared the prowess of a lowly
human.
‘Hello, Hadrian.’ Hadrian was not startled by the voice that appeared to come from his own
head. He had sensed a kind of connection for many years. The unaccountable rage and inexplicable
flaming sword that helped him vanquish his hated foe served as evidence of this connection. He
certainly couldn’t have done that himself. He concentrated and responded in his mind.
‘Hello. I do not know your name but I feel that you have watched over me these past years.
Are you a messenger of Ronnic?’ Lysander had to withhold a laugh at this.
‘No, Hadrian. No messenger. My name is Lysander. I believe we are twin brothers. It is said
that twins often have an inexplicable connection, which we seem to have.’ Hadrian considered this for
a moment. It had a ring of truth to it. Though he had never known he had a brother, this did lift his
heart and felt right.
‘You have the same predicament as I Lysander?’ The hour was late and an escape plan would
have to be formulated quickly. Lysander looked at his hands.
‘Aye, brother; I too am shackled within a cell. I am in Gallar, to the East of Meer. Though I
can release myself I do not know if I can get you free. Even if I can, what would we do then?’
Hadrian remained silent for a moment before he came to a decision. ‘We will liberate our people
brother.’
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SOUND ADVICE

Over the course of writing The Shell Case, I have had the great privilege of interviewing a number of
writers from the Black Library. My last question for each of them would always be the same; what
advice would give aspiring writers?
I did this for me as much as anyone who reads this be they are blossoming writer or only considering
putting pen to paper or fingers to keyboard because, we can all write but writing is only half the battle.

Sarah Cawkwell:
Sounds stupid, I know… but write. Write, write, write. Even if it’s on a blog, or just braindumping,
write something every day. Plan out your story because even if you deviate – and believe you me, The
Gildar Rift deviated quite a long way from the original plan – it helps to have that vision in mind.
Everyone finds their own way of working effectively. I’m of the ‘write now, edit later’ school and tap
away until I have the story down. Then I go back and expand/rewrite. Other people edit as they go
along. There is no right or wrong way – find what works for you and stick with it.

Dan Abnett:
Read a lot. Write a lot. Be confident in your own ability, but don’t be deaf to the remarks of others.
Grow a thick skin.

Gav Thorpe:
It’s hard to give catch-all advice to would-be writers because each has a different path to follow, and
each stumbles at different obstacles. With that in mind, I have two pieces of advice:
The first applies to many things, but ‘keep it simple’. Do not try to write your magnum opus straight
out of the gate. I’m almost into double digits now for the number of novels I’ve written and I still think
my best is yet to come. Find some good characters and an interesting story and don’t go overboard
with trying to be revolutionary. Most readers just want a good story, well told. Work on your style and
structure on something straightforward before trying to get too fancy.
Secondly, find your writing process. Lots of starting writers over-think while they are writing. They
agonise over every word, comma and clause, thinking that through sheer persistence they will stumble
upon their style. Don’t. Concentrate on story-telling, style can come later. To that end, I always tell
people to Think-Write-Think. That is, think about a scene, chapter or the entire story before you start
trying to write it. Make notes if you need to. Come up with cool lines of dialogue. Fix an image and a
purpose in your mind – why this scene? Why this character and how does he or she act? What is the
point of what I am writing? Then just write something. Write the scene or the chapter. DO NOT read
what you have already written until you have finished the scene or chapter. DO NOT edit as you go
along, just leave in the typos and the mistakes. Do this quickly, go with the flow. When you have
words on the page you have a raw material to work with, and then you can think again. This is the
edit stage – look at what you have written and think about what you were trying to achieve. This is
where the style and the language can be finessed. Most of all, though, find what works best for you,
and remember this: writer’s write, but authors finish!
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Nick Kyme:
The same advice I give to anyone who asks me that question: read widely and write a lot. Get
feedback from as many objective readers as you can. Pick friends if you like, but only if you want an
ego massage; the best advice comes from people who don’t have any stake in you at all – they’ll give
you the hard truth and you’ll grow because of it. If you are/want to be a writer, do it everyday and try
to enjoy it. Find your own voice, although there’s nothing wrong with emulating your favourite
authors until you do. Finally, develop a thick skin. Unless you’re really lucky, you’ll get rejected. A
lot. Don’t take it too harshly. Try and get feedback and anaylse what you can do differently/better
next time. Don’t think you know it all. You don’t, and never will. As a writer you should be learning
and developing all the time. If you think you’re not/can’t then it’s time to hang up your laptop and
take up martial arts or something.

James Swallow:
The advice I always give is two words: Finish. It. Lots of budding writers start and stop, dropping out
of a project when things get tough or when a better idea comes along – but that never advances your
craft and your skills. I’ve lost count of the number of wannabes who say “I have great ideas but I can
never finish writing them”; those people will never be writers. You have to stick with it and finish the
job. It’s important to be able to see a piece of work through to the end, because no matter what you
think of it when you are done, you will have become a better writer for it and earned yourself some
XP.

Chris Wraight:
1. Take criticism on the chin. 2. Think hard about how the stories you like to work on. 3. It’s the
characters, stupid.

Graham McNeill:
One piece…? Okay, I’d say make sure that you spend a little bit of time every day writing, whether
it’s for five hours, ten hours or five minutes. Getting that discipline in place, where writing is just
something you do that’s as natural as breathing is half the battle. You want to get to a point where if
you can’t write, you feel bad, you feel like there’s something wrong and you wish someone would just
hand you a damn pen and pad of paper. And finish the things you write. So many people I talk to have
a dozen or more half-finished stories that ran out of steam, ideas or motivation. Get. Them. Finished.
You’re only dabbling if you’re not finishing, so get the story finished or you’re not doing the job right.
Okay, that’s two pieces, but you can have that last one for free, as it was more of a rant than a piece
of advice.
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THANK YOUS

This anthology wouldn’t have been possible if it weren’t for the readers of The Shell Case, the
#warmongers and twitter and the people who entered and, ultimately won.
More than that, however, I have to thank all the people who donated prizes, large or small. You are all
fantastic and made the competitions and this anthology possibly. So thanks to:
Dan Abnett
Sarah Cawkwell
Nick Kyme
James Swallow
Gav Thorpe
Chris Wraight
Everyone at:
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